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INTRODUCTION

English can be said to be the single most important language in the world because
it links the world together. In every country, there will be at least some people who
would know how to converse in English. Most correspondence between offices
in different countries and also between political leaders of different nations takes
place in English. The power of the language has also touched the Internet. Most
information on websites is available in English. In a country like India where people
speak so many different languages, English serves as the one common medium of
interaction.

In this book, English Language Teaching, the various ways in which the
Language can be taught to students is discussed. The content is divided into ten
units. The first one discusses the history of the Language and its present and future.
The scientific principles of teaching English are also explained. The second unit
discusses the aims and objectives of teaching English. It also throws light on the
methods of writing objectives in behavioural terms for different skills. In the third
unit, the skill of stimulus variation is discussed. The skills of questioning and
reinforcement are discussed along with the teaching of prose, poetry, grammar
and composition. Instructional strategies form the subject matter of unit four. The
unit discusses the structural, situational, oral and linguistic approaches. It also
discusses the translation, direct, substitution, playway and Dr West’s methods.

Instructional aids are explained in detail in the fifth unit where the use of
charts, pictures, models, flash cards and OHP is discussed. The construction and
organization of curriculum in English is discussed in unit six. Teaching of listening
skills is discussed in detail in the seventh unit. Among other things, the unit also
discusses the kinds of listening, the principles behind the teaching of listening and
the rules of good listening.

Unit eight is devoted to the development of speaking skills. Among other
things, it throws light on the teaching, selection and gradation of vocabulary. The
ninth unit discusses reading and writing skills as well as the organization of text.
The last unit focusses on evaluation and its types. It also discusses the various
types of tests.

The book follows the self-instructional mode wherein each unit begins with
an Introduction to the topic followed by an outline of the Unit Objectives. The
detailed content is then presented in a simple and structured manner interspersed
with Check Your Progress questions. A list of Key Terms, a Summary and a set of
Questions and Exercises is also provided at the end of each unit for effective
recapitulation.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

At present, the estimated population using English in Asia adds up to 350 million.

India is the third largest English-using population in the world, after the USA and

the UK. Literature in English is nowadays recognized as part of the national

literature. English is a minority language in India; however, it is a language of national

affairs, and its status is often called into question by, as Bailey puts it, ‘not only by

foreigners with their ideas of proper English, but also by Indians who remain

ambivalent about its distinctive features and uncertain about its future’. This unit

will introduce you to the history of English language in India. Its status at present

and future probabilities have also been explored. In addition, you will study about

various aspects of English language teaching in India.

1.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

• Understand the position of English in India

• Discuss the importance of English

• Learn scientific principles of teaching English
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• Explore language as a skill

• Comprehend the relationship of mother tongue and second language

• View English in the global context

1.2 HISTORY OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE IN INDIA:

ITS PRESENT AND FUTURE POSITION

In 1950, India became a federal republic, and Hindi was declared the first national

language. It was stated in the Constitution of India that English would ‘continue to

be used for all official purposes until 1965’.

1.2.1 Position of English in India before Independence

English was introduce to India by the British who came as traders but stayed to

rule the country. The foundation of the study of English language in India was laid

by the English Education Act of 1935, which followed the famous minute by Lord

Macaulay in the same year. The Act provided that all funds ear marked for education

would henceforth be utilized for imparting to Indians a knowledge of English literature

and science through the medium of English language. The withdrawl of government

support to the then prevailing system of education led to the decline of study in

Indian languages, and Macaulay succeeded to a large extent in forming ‘a class of

persons Indians in blood and colour, but English in taste, in opinions, in morals and

in intellect’.

In British India, English was the language of administration, a compulsory

subject at school and college and a medium of instruction for some subjects at the

school and for all subjects at the university level. It opened the doors of employment,

and a person who did not know English was not considered educated in the true

sense of the world. A knowledge of English was a must to climb the social ladder.

Speaking English became a fashion, if not a craze. English served as  the lingua

Franca (a language used between people whose main languages are different) in

India.

1.2.2 Position of English after Independence

After independence, a countroversy started about the place of english in Education.

C. Rajgopalachari and a few others favoured its retention. But some nationalists

strongly advocated that English should quit India. They argued that English was a

foreign language which was responsible for much waste of students’ time and

energy. They declared that students could learn and express their ideas more

easily in their mother tongue. What the nationalists said that had some reason in it.

It was acknowledged by most of the persons in free India that English could not

be allowed to occupy the position of priviledge. It was decided that regional

languages should be developed and that Hindi should replace English.
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The constitution of India adopted in 1950 gave a lease of 15 years to English

as the official language of the country. The Union Government took upon itself the

promotion and the development of Hindi as the medium of expression during the

period of 15 years. Later on, however, it was realized that Hindi could not replace

English by its deadline as it was not understood by the people in the south of the

country. There was considerable opposition to Hindi from the south and, as a

result, the parliament passed, in 1963, a Bill declaring English as the Associate

Official Language of India till an indefinite period. The Union Government has

repeatedly affirmed that both English and Hindi would be used at the Centre till the

Non-Hindi states agree to the discontinuance of English.

English occupies an important place in educational system and life of our

country. In fact, it will not be wrong to say that the influence of English has increased

over the years since Independence. Engish is the language that dominates the

national scene. It is taught compulsorily all ove the country although the class from

which its teaching is started differ from state to state. In some states, English is

introduced from class III, whereas in others its study starts from class V or VI.

The class from which teaching of English is started in schools also depends upon

the type of school. For example, in public and central schools English is introduced

in class I, whereas it is introduced later in some other government schools.

As a medium of instruction at the school stage, it is not followed only in

public schools. Most of the universities in the country have, in addition to English,

switched over to regional languages as the media of instruction at the college

stage. Some universities, for example, in Uttar Pradesh, conduct even post-

graduation in Hindi.

English exercises a great influence on the educated classes of the country.

It continues to be the medium of instruction in technical, medical, law and other

institutions. It is the language of communication between the state and the Union

government. It is the most used language in Parliament and state legislatures. It is

the language of the High Courts and the Supreme Court.

English has been rightly described as the language of opportunity. The

knowledge of English is a successful passport for employment. Besides, English is

a language of upward socio-economic mobility.

Above all, English is the means of interstate communication. Persons from

different states converse in English. The national policy on Education adopted by

the Government of India in 1968 stressed the importance of the study of English in

these words: ‘special emphasis needs to be laid on the study of English and other

international languages. World knowledge is growing at a tremendous pace,

especially science and teachnology. India must not only keep up this growth, but

also make her own significant contribution to it. For this purpose, study of English

deserves to be especially strengthened’.
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1.2.3 Future of English in India

Albert H. Marckwardt has made a distinction between English as a foreign language

and English as a second language. According to him, when English is taught as a

school subject or on an adult level solely for the purpose of giving the student a

foreign language competence which he may use in one of several ways, it is taught

as a foreign language. But English becomes a second language when it is a language

of instructions in schools and colleges and is used as ‘a lingua franca between

speakers of widely diverse languages, as in India’. Similar distinctions have been

made by several other writers.

Pre-independence English enjoyed a very prominent position in Indian

education and life. After independence, there was rethinking to replace English.

For a time, it seemed to be on its last legs. The decreasing role  of English made a

shift of emphasis from a second language situation to something nearer to foreign

language situation. But the increasing awareness of importance of English in the

world should compel us to learn it for special or specific purposes and for widening

our intellectual horizon.

For us, Indians, English has a special place. English is not a foreign language;

it is second language. Following points may be cited in this connection:

• Due to its very long association with Indian life English has become

the language of many Indians.

• It provides us opportunities for the study of English literature, which is

vast and rich.

• It has helped to develop and refine many Indian languages.

• It serves as a common language of Indians.

• It is a language of trade and industry in India.

• It is possible for us to translate English terms in medical, scientific and

technical knowledge into Hindi terms.

• Large number of our great leaders, scientists, philosophers and authors

are the product of English education.

• It is the most developed language of the world.

• It is an international language.

It is apparent that English has immense importance. English is still holding a

prestigious place in our country. Added to it is the hope of better prospects if

English is learnt well. Naturally, the guardians of the school going children are

eager to send their children to schools where English is taught well. So, a good

foundation of English ensures a good higher education and a good prospect in job

placement.
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CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. Which Act laid the foundation of the study of English language in India?

2. Name the Bill that proclaimed English to be an official language of India.

1.3 VALUE AND IMPORTANCE OF ENGLISH

In India the importance of English language was accepted and for this reason

many luminaries as Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, C. Rajgopalachari etc. supported

the cause of English language. C. Rajgopalachari said, ‘We in our anger and hatred

against the British people should not throw away the baby (English) with the bath

water (English people).’

Maulana Azad observed, ‘One hundred and fifty years of intinate contact

has made English an integral part of our educational system and this cannot be

changed without injury to the cause of education in India….. English has today

become the major languages of the world, and Indians can neglect its study at the

risk of loss to themselves.’

English language for its rich vocabulary, elegant style and dignified use, seems

to hold the key in every walk of life. In India in the first decade of Independence

English witnessed strong opposition from certain sections of society. But, English

language weathered all storms and emerged as the most important vehicle of inter-

state and inter-national communication.

1. English — a link language: The reasons for considering English as a language

needed for linking to the outside world are as follows:

• Link with the outside world: It was Pt Nehru who rightly observed that

‘the language link is a greater link between us and English speaking people

than any political link or commonwealth link or anything else’. English is the

only language through which we can voice our opinion in the affairs of the

world. Prof. R.S. Trivedi rightly observed that the framers of India’s

educational policy should give due weight to English so that it does not

detract from its rightful place in the world bodies like the United Nations

(UN), the Commonwealth and many others.

• Link language within the country: At home, English has come to stay as

a link language in the national life of the country. It is beautifully woven in the

texture of the social life of India’s teeming millions. It is playing a predominant

role in a healthy socal give and take among different social groups in the

county. All inter-state social communication would be paralysed if English

were removed from the life and activities of the people in India. A gentheman

from Madras can ask for his lunch in Bengal in the best way in English, and
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a gentleman of Gujrat can ask for his dinner in the best way in English in

Orissa. So, we can say that English is a unifying force, unifying link and

unifying factor in the social life of the country.

• Trade link:  Today, India is one of the leading exporting countries of the

world. Indian goods are fast creating their market, for example, readymade

garments, hosiery goods, leather goods, machine parts, etc. It is through

English language that Indian manufacturers and traders can succeed in

creating fresh trade links. No wonder, without the knowledge of English

language, Indian industry would remain a poor national undertaking.

2. English — an international language par excellance: English has become

a global language. It is the means of International communication. In America and

England, English is the mother tongue and in all continental countries, it is taught as

second language. For the following reasons, it is enjoying the place of an international

language.

• It is one of the few languages of the world, which record everything of

importance or interest that takes place in any field of human activity and any

part of the world.

• The literature available in this language covers practically all aspects of life

relating to humanities, sciences, arts, philosophies and religions. It is for this

reason that the study of English is becoming more and more desirable than

ever before in both the developed and developing countries.

Even Mahatma Gandhi had to admit: ‘English is a language of international

commerce; it is the language of diplomacy and it contains many a rich treasure; it

gives us introduction to western thought and culture’.

3. Social importance: In our daily conversation, we make use of a large number

of words from the English language. Whether it is a market place or a government

office, a first-class showroom or a hotel reception counter, a conversation in English

gives added advantage to the user.

4. Administrative:  English language is largely being used for administration work.

Before independence, English was the language of administration. Even today,

English is a declared ‘associate official’ language of the Union. Being the associate

language of the union, different states cannot do without English for communication

with the centre. No doubt efforts are being made to replace English with Hindi;

but, it will take a number of years before it is given up as link language.

5. Cultural importance: The study of English is also important from the cultural

point of view. In the words of Prof. S.K. Chatterjee ‘English offers means of

cultural communication with other parts of the world’. English exposes that treasure

and experiences, which are accumulated by other countries. It promotes universal

tolerance and friendship. It makes our minds rich with knowledge and thus helps

our mental and physical development. As it is the language spoken in almost all the

countries, it helps contact with the different people of the different countries, and
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this gives us an insight into the various cultures of different societies. English has

helped  bring unity among the different states. English is a living language; so its

importance, as far as culture is concerned, cannot be exaggerated.

6. English — an important library language: English is serving as a key to the

storehouse of knowledge not yet available in Indian languages. The continued use

of English language is desired as it is the only language through which maximum

knowledge can be imparted to the students.

As per Kothari Commission. ‘In fact, English as an important library

language’ would play a vital role in higher education. No student can be considered

as qualified for a degree, in particular a master’s degree, unless he has acquired a

reasonable proficiency in English’. No library is complete without the works of

Shakaspeare, Milton, Shelly, Keats, Hardy, Dickens and many more eminent

English novelists. We feel enlightened to read the writings of philosophers like

Green, J. S. Mill, Rousseou and many others. The writings of Tagore, Sarojini

Naidu, R. K. Narayan, Mulk Raj Anand, Pt Nehru, Dr Radha Krishnan and many

others are known English classics. Prof. F. G. French has rightly said that Every

advance is science, in engineering, in trade, in politics and in every branch of

human thought, is discussed, printed, disseminated and made available in English.

Pt Nehru has said in the parliament, ‘English is our major window to the

world. We dare not close it and if we do it will spell peril for the future’.

7. Literary value: Indian English literature (IEL) refers to the literary work by

authors/poets in India and abroad who write in the English language and whose

native language might be one of the languages of India. Indian English literature is

frequently referred to as Indo-Anglian literature.

Globalizing Indian literature has been possible only through English as it is

the world’s first truly global language. As Kachru points out that English has

functioned ‘as the main agent for releasing the South Asian languages from the

rigorous constraints of the classical literary traditions’. English has also caused

novel experimentation in the Indian literature.

8. Utilitarian value of English: The main purpose of teaching English in countries

like India should be ‘Utilitarian’ than ‘cultural’. In India, English is required mainly

for the ‘utilitarian’ purposes. As a great language of utility, English serves as the

medium of contact with the literary genius of the world. The principal purpose of

teaching English in India should not be literary but to make them active users of

simple English. Though English is not the language of the masses, its utilitarian

value is intimately linked with the individual’s future. Good command over English

has always been a passport to higher careers.

9. Integrate: English is helpful in the development of international relations. English

is one of the few international languages, which is a tool to record all the interesting

and valuable activities taking place in any part of the world. The major scientific

and technological events are being recorded in English. That is why study of English
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is considered desirable in both developed and developing countries. The world

has become a global village owing to the Internet. The knowledge is readily available

but only to those who understand English. Pt Nehru was very right when he said,

‘English is our major window on the modern world’.

10. Linguistic value: According to Kachru, English serves as a linguistic tool for

the administrative cohesiveness of a country and as a language of wider

communication. English functions in the Indian socio-cultural context to perform

roles relevant and appropriate to the social, educational and administrative network

of India. English is utilized in both public and personal functions. It adopts all the

functions of native languages including interpersonal relations and innovative self

expression.

In the multilinguistic and culturally pluralistic context of India, multiple regional

varieties of English have developed. According to Kachru, there are ‘various

semiotic systems, several linguistic conventions and numerous cultural traditions:

English absorbs and unfolds meanings and values from diverse cultures’. Kachru

states that the contexts of diversification of English has deeper sociological, linguistic

and cultural reasons. He maintains that diversification symbolises ‘subtle

sociolinguistic messages’.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

3. Why is English considered an international language?

4. What is meant by IEL?

1.4 SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES OF TEACHING

ENGLISH

Scientific principles of teaching English are as follows:

•••• Language is a learned activity: Language learning  is not as natural as

walking, crawling, weeping and crying. A child learns the language if that

group in which he is born provides continous reinforcement. He/she learns

from the reactions of those around him.

•••• Language is a system: Each language is a unique system with the help of

which meaning is conveyed — the main function of a language. The system

of language consists of sounds, vocabulary and structures. The person who

wants to learn a new language must learn new sounds, words and structures.

The system of language is a complex system like that of human body. Each

system is of equal importance. If any system of the body does not work

properly then the body stops functioning. The human body comprises such

systems as nervous system, circulatory system, digestive system, etc. In the

same way the language system comprises  the following systems:
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ο Phonology (the system of sounds)

ο Morphology (the system of words shapes)

ο Syntax (the system of sentence patterns)

ο Semantics ( the system of meaning)

ο graphemics (the system of written letter shapes)

•••• Language is a system of symbols: Our utterances, which form language

have no meaning by themselves. These symbolize things. Symbols thus stand

for things not the things themselves. The word ‘house’ is not a ‘house’ but

only stands for a house. The written word ‘table’ is only a symbol for the

object which we call table. Symbols make the system of language.

•••• The symbols of a language are vocal: Though language is a system yet it

does not exist in vacuum. It is primarily observed as speech. The symbols,

which constitute a language, are vocal symbols. There are some other kinds

of symbols called visual symbols—signs, flags, gestures, etc. Auditory

symbols like drum beats and ringing of bells, sirens, etc. The term language

is reserved for that exclusive system in which the symbols are vocal sounds—

the sounds pronounced by human beings through various movements of

vocal organs.

•••• Language is arbitrary: It means that there is no necessary relation between

a language item and what it indicates. In English, a certain animal is called

‘horse’, in French ‘Caval’ and in Hindi ‘?kksM+k’. None of these words is better

than any other to the reality of the animal. What is called a ‘chair’ in English

is called a ‘dqlhZ’ in Hindi. There is no logical or scientific explanation for this.

The only explanation that can be given is that a ‘table’ is called a ‘table’

because people have agreed to do so.

•••• Languge is non-instinctive: Language is not an inherited phenomenon it

is acquired. This is not passed by parents to their children. Language is

acquired while living in a social group. A child born in a Panjabi family but

brought up in a Bengali family will not acquire Punjabi language as he/she is

a child of Punjabi parents but he will learn Bengali language in natural way

because the child finds himself placed in a Bengali group. In this way, language

is non-instinctive, non-hereditary.

•••• Language is a skill subject: Learning of a language is a skill subject. It

should be learnt like a skill. There is need of a lot of repetition in speaking,

reading and writing of the language. Only then it becomes a habit with the

person. Then everything becomes so automatic that one can speak the

language, read and write it without making strenuous efforts. It is a skill like

swimming, singing, dancing etc. All these skills can be learnt through practice.

•••• Language is for communication: Only through language we can pass on

our ideas to others. Without language, we shall not be able to express

ourselves. If we use the language correctly, only then our ideas will be
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communicated ot others accurately. So it becomes essential on the part of a

person that he should have the right type of pronunciation which is intelligible

to others. Thus, better communication will take place and will be more

satisfying Ben Johnson rightly says, ‘Speech is the instrument of society.’

•••• Language is related to culture: Every language is deep rooted in the

culture of a society. We can’t think of any language existing in a vacuum.

Each language is the product of the society.

Language develops in a cultural context and therefore, meets the needs of

the society, in which it develops. If a society has a need for words to describe

certain things, those words will be developed. If the need is not there, the

words will not be evolved or developed. In England and America in both

the countries English is the mother tongue but these two are differ in spellings

and pronunciation yet each one is correct in its own culture but not in the

other.

•••• Language is ever changing:   In 16th century the letter k was sounded in

the words- know, knife, knowledge but now it is considered funny it the

same ‘K’ is sounded in the above said words.

A few centuries earlier the letter ‘V’ was not existing. The word diverse

was written as ‘diurse’.

With the passage of time, some words become old and obsolete and they

are then rarely used. The word ‘whom’ is being replaced by ‘who’. Some

new words are beings evolved according to the present requirements of the

people. For example, the word ‘Brunch’ was coined few years back

Breakfast + Lunch ‘Brunch’. On non working days, people tend to sleep

late and eat a meal too early to be called lunch and too late to be called

breakfast. So the word ‘Brunch’ is coined to cover a meal which is

considered breakfast and Lunch.

Even the meanings of the words undergo a change with the passage of time.

The word ‘nice’ is happily used these days. In 12th or 13th century it meant

‘delicate’ and in the 6th century, the same word meant ‘foolish.

1.5 LANGUAGE AS A SKILL RATHER THAN A

KNOWLEDGE SUBJECT

Geography, economics, science etc. are content-or knowledge-based subjects

while language is a skill subject. They have something to teach about the subject

matter.  In language, what is taught the language itself. It is not the information

about the language that the pupils require. Language needs practice in its usage.

According to Thompson and Wyatt,‘The power of expression in a language is a

matter of skill rather than of knowledge; it is a power that grows by exercise, not

by knowing merely meanings or rules’.
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Language is a skill like painting or dancing. As we acquire these skills through

constant practice; in the same way, we acquire language. Language learning is a

process of habit formation, which can be acquired through continuous and intensive

practice.

The method we adopt in India for teaching second language is a wrong

method. Grammatical rules and isolated items of vocabulary are emphasized in

teaching, and speech practice by the pupil is neglected. Learning of a language

works on the principle of learning by doing. A person may think he can learn to

swim mearely by reading books about swimming. But actually, it is not possible

without doing it. In the same way, grammatical rules are valuable as we plunge into

the language and need some assistance. Advance instructions about swimming

would be helpful as we learn something from actual experience in the water. But

reading books never makes a swimmer and learning rules never makes a practical

linguist.

The rule that works for learning a language is: to learn to speak, one must

speak. Constant and regular practice is the basic tenet in the  mastery of a language.

Therefore, oral work needs due attention of the teacher at all stages of teaching.

Hence, the teacher should provide continued opportunities to the students to use

the language themselves. If a teacher speaks him/herself most of the time in the

class rather than providing an opportunity to the students to speak, he not only

wastes his/her time but also of the students as well.

Reading and writing skills can be learnt through practice only.

1.5.1 Learning the Mother Tongue and the Second Language

Learning a foreign language is an artificial process, it is not a natural process. A

pupil is filled with various desires, which must be expressed in speech to get them

fulfilled. ‘He is continually surrounded by the mother tongue and has no mental

habits likely to interfere with the learning of the language. He benefits from a large

number of teachers. Every person with whom he comes in contact, and everything

he sees around, assists in teaching the language. There is no time limit; the child is

learning all the time he is awake, not for a few hours a week only. And there are no

holidays during which he can forget much of what has been learnt’. These conditions

cannot be reproduced while teaching a foreign language.

Besides this, the learner of a foreign language, whether child or adult, has

certain disadvantages compared with the infant ‘in so far as he has many other

things to do, has sometimes little urge to learn, encounters the language he is

learning only at intervals, and finds his native language habits in continual conflict

with those needed for the new language. But he is also at an advantage compared

with the infant in so far as he possesses developed intelligence and is also literate’.

Learning a second language requires rigorous efforts. Constant and sustained

practice is the key to language learning. The learner has to keep at bay the habits

of speaking his mother tongue and has to cultivate a fresh set of habits. It is desirable,
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therefore, to begin the study of language with oral work so that the learner soon

has a sense of achievement and language becomes real and meaningful for him.

1.5.2 Interference from the Mother Tongue

 The difference in learning the mother tongue and the second language is that when

while learning the native language, there is no other language getting in the way.

We have no trouble. ‘thinking in our language’ because there is no other way we

can think. But when we start the study of a foreign language, we find it hard not to

talk it with the sounds of our mother tongue and to put the words of the second

language into the patterns of our mother tongue.

Since every language is unique, the sound system, the structure and

vocabulary of English and the mother tongue of an Indian pupil are different. Some

of the points of difference in this regard are examined ahead:

• Sounds: For learning the second language, pupils face difficulty in acquiring

correct pronunciation. They carry the habits of the mother tongue to the

speaking of the second language with the result that their pronunciation is

far from intelligible to native speakers. The muscles of their speech organs

have become accustomed to make the sounds of their own language. In

learning the second language, therefore, the pupils have to learn new muscle

habits. This requires practice and patience. Special efforts are required to

make the pupils pronounce English with proper stress and intonation.

• Structures: The mother tongue and the foreign language differ in structure

too. Pupils who have been taught through the translation method often try

to follow the same structure in English as that of their mother tongue. The

following are some of the examples of difference between English and Hindi

structure.

o In English, the helping verb precedes the main verb whereas in Hindi

it comes after it

Example: Mohan is sleeping.

eksgu lks jgk gSA
o In English, the object comes after the verb, but in Hindi it precedes

the verb.

Example: I play hockey.

         eS gkWdh [ksyrk gw¡A
o In English the interrogative sentences are framed with the question

word or the helping verb in the beginning whereas in Hindi the question

word alone makes a question.

Example : What is your name ?

vkidk D;k uke gS \
Will you help me?

D;k vki esjh lgk;rk djsaxsa\
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o The gender of the subject does not affect the verb in English whereas

in Hindi it does.

Example: The boy sings.

yM+dk xkrk gS A
The girl sings.

yM+dh xkrh gSA

• Vocabulary: In the matter of vocabulary, pupils instead of getting the sense

of English idiom, try to translate it into their mother tongue and vice versa

literally. Pre-occupation with the mother tongue is responsible for many

mistakes in the use of prepositions and articles. They write:

‘He dies from cholera’ instead of ‘He died of cholera’for og gSts ls ejkA

and ‘I have pen’ or ‘Pen is with me’ for esjs ikl isu gSA

• Problems in grammar and usage: Some problems in grammar and usage

are caused by the pull of the mother tongue. Consider the following examples:

(i) If I shall go to kullu, I shall bring apples for you.

(ii) The boy who is standing at the door. He is my friend.

The error in the first sentence arises from using the simple future instead

of the simple present tense in the conditional clause because of the use

in Hindi.

;fn eS dqYyw tkm¡xk rks rqEgkjs fy, lsc ykm¡xkA
The second sentence is wrong because of the addition of ‘he’ as in

Hindi.

Tkks yM+dk njokts ij [kM+k gS] og esjk fe=k gSA

To overcome the interference from the mother tongue, pupils should be

provided sufficient drills in phrase and sentence patterns of English. Correct forms

of the mistakes should be explained to them. Substitution tables can be helpful in

this regard. Special stress should be laid on the teaching of sounds peculiar to

English. Since language learning is a matter of habit formation, pupils should be

afforded ample opportunities for using the language.

1.5.3 Mother Tongue Helps Transfer the Second Language

The Calcutta Univesity Commission of 1917-19 pointed out, ‘A severe training in

the use of mother tongue is not a rival but a necessary preliminary to training in the

use of English’. In fact, an effective knowledge of the mother tongue is of great

help directly and indirectly in learning a foreign language.

The mother tongue can be directly used in giving instructions to beginners,

explaining the meanings of words and phrases, testing comprehension, teaching

grammar and making clear the contrast between the mother tongue and English.

 The mother tongue helps in learning a second language indirectly. Consider

reading. If a pupil has acquired a love for extra reading in his mother tongue and
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can also read with speed, he is likely to acquire the same love for extra reading in

the foreign language. If he understands fully the grammar of his mother tongue, it

will be easier for him to understand the grammar of the second language.

To be an effective speaker and writer, one needs the ability list:

(i) to gather ideas

(ii) to arrange them in proper sequence

(iii) to express them cogently.

If a pupil has acquired these abilities in his mother tongue, he will acquire

these skills in the foreign language also which helps learn a mother tongue. He is

filled with various desires, which must be expressed in speech to get them fulfilled.

‘He is continually surrounded by the mother tongue and has no mental habits likely

to interfere with the learning of the language. He benefits from a large number of

teachers.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

5. List any three scientific principles of teaching English.

6. What is the rule that works for learning a language?

7. What is the basic tenet of mastery over a language?

8. What should be done to overcome the interference from the mother tongue?

1.6 ENGLISH IN THE GLOBAL CONTEXT

It is nothing but the importance of English language that it is enjoying the place of

an international commodity, like oil and the microchip! Without petrol (i.e., gas)

and computers, the world will come to a halt; English language has made the

world a ‘global village’ by giving it a global language for communication. Salman

Rushdie, the renowned novelist, says ‘English is no longer English language and it

grows from mony roots’. English language is not in the ownership of any sole

community, which has gone genuinely global. The use of English language is not

confined to one country or continent; it is used in all the five continents of the

world.

The estimate is that a quarter of the world’s population knows English (i.e.,

is fluent or reasonably competent in the use of English). This means that about 2.5

billion people know or use English; this shows that English is used by more people

in the world than the Chinese language – a language found in eight different spoken

forms but written by 2.1 billion people.

In many countries, English is used as a their first language and in countries

like India, Pakistan, Singapore, Malaysia, the Philippines, Nigeria, etc. English is

used as a second language; in addition, in some other countries, like China, Japan,
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Russia and in other countries of Europe and South America, a large number of

people are actively learning and trying to use English with reasonable competence.

Even the European Common Market has resolved to use what they call ‘Euro-

English’ as the common language for communication. No other language has spread

around the world so extensively and that too in a very short span of time, may be

within the last fifty years! As a result, even the USA, the largest English speaking

nation, has only about 20% of the world’s English users and the UK, may be,

about 5%!!.

The figures given earlier show that the English language has not only become

a global phenomenon but has a family of its own with all kinds of varieties within

the family. Figure 1.1 shows the international language family of English and its

members.
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Figure 1.1 The International Family of English

Another, rather simplified, version of the classification shown in Figure 1.2

is given by Braj Kachru, an Indian linguist.
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He classifies the Englishes in terms of three circles as shown in Figure 1.2:

Figure 1.2  The Three Circles of English

The inner circle refers to the traditional bases of English where it is used

as L1 (USA, UK, Canada, Australia etc.)

The outer Circle shows the curlier phases of the spread of English (may

be due to establishment of colonies etc.) where the language is used as an important

second language (L
2
).

The expanding circle involves the countries and areas where English is

recognized as an important language for trade and international communication. In

these areas English is taught as a foreign language.

English has become a necessary tool for mobility, and social and economic

success in the present day world. Marnie Holborow calls it, ‘the language of

capitalism at the turn of the twenty-first century in English’ (The politics of English

1999-Sage Publications, London).

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

9. How has English language made the world a global village?

10. What is the ‘expanding circle’ of English as per Braj Kachru?

1.7 SUMMARY

In this unit, you have learned that:

• The foundation of the study of English language in India was laid by the

English Education Act of 1935, which followed the famous minute by Lord

Macaulay in the same year.

• In 1950, the Constitution of India gave a lease of 15 years to English as the

official language of the country.

• The parliament passed in 1963 a Bill declaring English as the associate

official language of India till an indefinite period.

• Indian English literature (IEL) refers to the literary work by authors/poets in

India and abroad who write in the English language and whose native

language might be one of the languages of India.
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• According to Kachru, English serves as a linguistic tool for the administrative

cohesiveness of a country and as a language of wider communication.

• In the multilinguistic and culturally pluralistic context of India, multiple regional

varieties of English have developed.

• The symbols that constitute a language are vocal symbols.

• Constant and sustained practice is the key to language learning.

ο To be an effective speaker and writer, one needs the ability;

ο To gather ideas

ο To arrange the ideas in proper sequence

ο To express the ideas cogently

• English has become a necessary tool for mobility and social and economic

success in the present day world.

1.8 KEY TERMS

• Indian English literature (IEL): It refers to the literary work by authors/

poets in India and abroad who write in the English language and whose

native language might be one of the languages of India.

• Language: It is the exclusive system in which the symbols are vocal

sounds—the sounds pronounced by human beings through various

movements of vocal organs.

1.9 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. The English Education Act of 1935 laid the foundation of the study of English

language in India.

2. The English Language Amendment Bill (1967) proclaimed English as an

alternative official language of India.

3. For the following reasons, English is considered an international language:

(a) It is one of the few languages of the world, which record everything of

importance or interest that takes place in any field of human activity

and any part of the world.

(b) The literature available in this language covers practically all the aspects

of life relating to humanities, sciences, arts, philosophies and religions.

4. Indian English literature (IEL) refers to the literary work by authors/poets in

India and abroad who write in the English language and whose native

language might be one of the languages of India.

5. Three scientific principles of teaching English are as follows:

• Language is a system of symbols.

• Symbols of a language are vocal.

• Language is arbitrary.
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6. The rule that works for learning a language is ‘to learn to speak, one must

speak’.

7. Constant and regular practice is the basic tenet of mastery over a language.

8. To overcome the interference from the mother tongue, the pupils should be

provided sufficient drills in phrase and sentence patterns of English.

9. English language has made the world a global village by giving it a global

language for communication.

10. According to Braj Kachru, the ‘expanding circle’ of English involves the

countries and areas where English is recognized as an important language

for trade and international communication and where English is taught as a

foreign language.

1.10 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. What is the position of English in India after independence?

2. What is the cultural importance of English?

3. Why is language considered a skill?

4. How does mother tongue interfere learning the second languge?

5. How does Braj Kachru classify Englishes?

Long-Answer Questions

1. Trace the history of English in India. Discuss its future prospects also.

2. Describe the scientific principles of teaching English.

3. Write a short note on each of the following:

(i) Learning the mother tongue and thesecond language

(ii) English in the global context
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UNIT 2 OBJECTIVE OF TEACHING

ENGLISH

Structure

2.0 Introduction

2.1 Unit Objectives

2.2 Aims and Objective of Teaching English

2.3 General Aims: Reception and Expression

2.4 Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives

2.5 Methods of Writing Objectives in Behavioural Terms
2.5.1 Writing Objectives in Behavioural Terms for Different Skills

2.6 Lesson Plan, Unit Plan and Annual Plan

2.7 Summary

2.8 Key Terms

2.9 Answers to ‘Check Your Progress’

2.10 Questions and Exercises

2.11 Further Reading

2.0 INTRODUCTION

Every educational system has certain objectives, which aim at bringing about

desirable changes in pupil. In order to bring about those changes, the institutions

arrange learning experience. The success of learning can be judged only in terms

of the changes brought about by this experience. This is a learning experience and

evaluation. This depends a lot on the age group you are teaching. In this unit, you

will study about the aims and objectives of teaching English at various levels in

India. In addition, the concept of lesson plan has also been discussed here.

2.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

• List the aims of teaching English at various LEVELS

• Understand Bloom’s taxonomy of educational objectives

• Learn the methods of writing objectives in behavioural terms

• Frame lesson plan and unit plan

2.2 AIMS AND OBJECTIVE OF TEACHING ENGLISH

The aim has a wider scope, in the sense, that it covers a larger area of study. Aims

are attained with the help of school, society and nation. Aims deal with various
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problems. To achieve aims, much time is needed. It may take years to achieve a

single aim.

The scope of objectives is narrow, i.e., they cover a limited area of study.

To achieve the objectives, the teacher and the teaching material both are significant.

Objectives are not ideals, they are behavioural. They can be achieved easily.

Objectives can be achieved in a shorter time.

The aims are the ultimate goals, the destination, the target but the objectives

are immediate. They are the immediate concern of the teachers and the learners.

Objectives are the means to achieve the aims. For example, if you want to

learn a language, it becomes the aim. To achieve this aim, you should follow these

objectives:

• To listen with comprehension

• To be able to speak

• To read with comprehension

• To write correctly

Completion of the objectives will take the learner towards the aims.

2.3 GENERAL AIMS: RECEPTION AND

EXPRESSION

The study of every language has four important aspects, listed as follows:

• Listening

• Speaking

• Reading

• Writing

None of these aspects of a language can work in isolation. They must function in

coordination with one another. We have accepted English to be a foreign language

as well as a library language. General aims of teaching English are as follows:

• Reception

• Expression

Reception: It involves:

• Listening and understanding

• Reading and understanding

All language learning begins with the ear. So, the teacher must aim at making

his/her learners respond to the target language when it is spoken. Of course, ear-

training begins in the mother tongue class. The teacher must provide maximum

opportunities to the pupil to listen to the spoken forms of English language. For

this purpose, he/she may use certain audio aids as tape recorder, lingua phone,
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radio, etc. The aim should be to help children learn to respond to English sounds

produced in quick succession. In fact, everything in language learning is based on

good listening.

Besides responding to the spoken symbols, the learners must also learn to

respond to written symbols. Reading is also a good means of receiving language.

The learner of the target language should be able to read the subject matter of that

language silently. Here, reading means reading with full understanding. In reading,

he/she should have a reasonable good speed of reading.

Expression: The learner of the language should be enabled to express himself by

using that language. In expression, we can include:

• Speaking

• Lond reading

• Writing.

Speaking: Every language should be learnt as a living language. Living language

means that a person should be able to speak well by using that language. But, the

sad thing about teaching English is that speaking skill in not given due importance.

It is not given due weightage in our examination. That is why our teachers and

students do not bother about it. They do not care for producing the sounds correctly.

The speaking ability of the student depends considerably upon his listening

ability. The learner who gets a lot of listening practice becomes good in the spoken

aspect of the language. So, the teachers should give due importance to spoken

English. The learner should have fluency in speaking. His pronunciation should

also be reasonably good.

Loud Reading: Loud reading is one mode of expression. Every learner of the

language should be taught how to read the subject matter of the language loudly.

In this way, fluency of the language can be noticed by others. Pronunciation should

also be judged by the other person.

Writing: Through writing, a person is able to express himself. The teachers teaching

the language should give full importance to it. No doubt, writing ability is given due

importance in the schools these days. But, the fact is that the students hardly

express themselves. They only cram something and express themselves in English.

The teacher should give due importance to original writing of the students.

Writing, therefore, is one of the important ways of expression. Without the

writing aspect, learning of a language remains incomplete.

Aims of teaching English at the junior level

The aims of teaching English at the junior level are as follows:

• To understand spoken English

• To acquire the ability to read
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• To acquire a limited vocabulary, which is enough to help him in the use of

the language

• To develop conversational ability, purpose in the beginning should be to

help the student acquire a command over spoken form or conversational

English rather than the text book English

• To enable to make simple statements in English language

• To follow correct pronunciation, stress and intonation

• To write English legibly and coherently

• To respond to directions, calls and grettings in English

Aims of teaching English at the senior level

Aims of teaching English at the senior level are as follows:

• To enable the students to speak English fluently and accurately

• To make them able to express their ideas in English

• To enable them to compose their ideas independently and present them in

speech and writing

• To enable them to acquire a vocabulary of about 2500 words, which should

include commonly used phrases and idioms

• To enable them to use reference material, viz, dictionaries, encyclopaedia,

reference books etc, whenever needed.

Aims of teaching English at the senior secondary level

Aims of teaching English at the senior secondary level are as follows:

A student at the end of the secondary stage should be able to speak English

fluently and accurately. Fluency implies acquistition of reasonable standards in

speech habits, which means speaking with an acceptable pronunciation and

intonation.

• She/he should be able to speak freely. He should think in English and speak

at ease.

• She/he should be able to react to situations.

• She/he should acquire the ability to understand the native speakers.

• She/he should acquire vocabulary of 2500 to 3000 words.

• She/he should be able to use resource material, e.g., dictionaries, reference

books, etc.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. What does ‘reception’ imply as an aim of teaching?

2. List any three aims of teaching English at junior level.
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2.4 BLOOM’S TAXONOMY OF EDUCATIONAL

OBJECTIVES

Objectives should be fixed up first and then instructional work should be carried

on accordingly. The teaching objectives are achieved in terms of change of behaviour

of the learners. These are specific, direct and practical in nature. Therefore, these

are most useful for the teacher. The teaching objectives are related to learning

outcomes or change of behaviour of the learners.

Bloom’s taxonomy presents a system of classification of objectives. These

objectives are related with all the three aspects of an individual and behaviour,

listed as follows:

• Cognitive – Knowing

• Affective – feeling

• Psychomolor-doing.

Cognitive domain: It includes the objectives that deal with recall and recognition

of knowledge and the development of intellectual abilities and skills. Here, the

teacher is interested in what the students will do.

Affective domain: It includes objectives that describe changes in interest, attitude,

values and development of adequate adjustment and appreciation. Here, the teacher

is additionally concerned with what he/she does  with it.

Psychomotor domain: It includes motor skill area. It concerns with how he/she

does it.

Cognitive domain: The cognitive domain of the taxonomy consists of six broad

categories arranged in the order of increasing complexity:

• Knowledge

• Comprehension

• Application

• Analysis

• Synthesis

• Evaluation.

These categories have been described here.

Knowledge (remembering the material): It is further classified as follows:

• Knowledge of the contents

o In a lesson of English all ideas, events, descriptions etc. are content.

o Vocabulary.
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• Knowledge of ways and means of dealing with contents.

o It depends upon convention, sequence, classification and methodology.

o Contents of language are conventional because language is the product

of society.

o Sequence is related to the order in which knowledge is imparted.

o Classification stands for selection and gradation of material.

o Methodlogy means the methods and techniques to be used.

Comprehension (ability to grasp the meaning): It includes:

• Translation: The students translate the material in their own language.

• Interpolation: The students answer the question with the help of their own

understanding.

• Extrapolation: The students try to go beyond the matter. Surely, extrapolation

is at work when composition work is done.

Application (ability to use learned material in new and concrete situation):

In this objective, the learner is required to acquire the ability to use the abstract

and generalized ideas and principles in particular and concrete situations. Application

of the objective has the following three levels:

1. Generalisation of facts, laws, principles and theories.

2. Diagnosis of publis weaknesses.

3. Application of contents or terms and laws by the pupils.

Analysis (the ability to breakdown material into its component parts for

understanding different parts of words and sentences): It refers to an

understanding of a higher level. It includes division of contents into its elements

and these are mutually related. It has the following three levels:

1. Analysis of elements

2. Analysis of relationship

3. Analysis of organized principles

Synthesis (the ability to put parts together to form the whole): The elements

analysed in this step are assembled to give a complete picture and a new format is

prepared. It has the following three supervisions:

1. Production of a unique communication

2. Production of a plan or a proposed set of operation

3. Derivations of a set of abstract relations

Evaluation (the ability to judge the value of the material for a given

purpose): It aims to develop the ability to make proper value judgement about

what has been acquired by him in the knowledge, understanding, application,

analysis and systhesis, it has the following two sub-divisions:
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1. Judgement in terms of internal evidence.

2. Judgement in terms of external evidence.

Affectice domain: Affective domain has six categoriesreceiving, responding,

valuing, conceptualization, organinzation, characterization. Their meanings and

definitions are given in the following paragraphs:

•••• Receiving: The pre-requisite for this category is unknown. In this category,

the learner is sensitized to certain situation. He may be willing to receive or

attend the stimuli. This is the first step when the learner is oriented to learn

what the teacher intends to do. It includes the following three types of

activities:

o Awareness about the situation

o Creation of willingness in the learner to receive it

o Controls the attention of the learner over

•••• Responding: Receiving is a prerequisite for responding. The students should

be sufficiently motivated to respond. There are the following three levels of

responding:

a. Learner’s obedience for response

b. Willingness to respond

c. Learner’s satisfaction in responding

•••• Valuing: The earlier two levels are prerequisites for this category. This

category includes the worth of a thing, phenomenon or behaviour. This also

has three types of activities, listed as follows:

o Acceptance fo value

o Preference of value

o Commitment of value

•••• Conceptualization: When different values are infront of us, and we have

to decide value in our life or conceptualization it is related with the concept

formation or conceptualization.

•••• Organization: The categories are the prerequisites for this preceding. When

a learner successfully internalizes values, he encounters those situations for

which more than one value is required. Therefore, necessity arises for:

• Organization of values in a system

• The determination of interrelationship among them

• The establishment of dominant value

Organization places the values properly.The appropriate organization

depends on the conceptualization of value.

6. Characterization: This category is directly related to the values that a

person build up as a value complex.
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Pychomotor domain: It is concerned with the training of the students’ physical

activities and the development of skills. The classification of psychomotor objectives

was first produced by Simpson and later modified by Harrow.

•••• Perception: Perception is primarily concerned with the activities related to

senses. In simple words, assigning some objects or an event after looking at

them is known as perception. It has the following levels:

o Descriptive level

o Prescriptive level

•••• Set: It seeks the cooperation of all the three aspectsmental, physical and

emotional. It has the following three levels:

i. Mental Level

ii. Physical Level

iii. Emotional Level

•••• Guided response: The abilities related to the complex skills are concerned

with guided responses. Under this activity the pupil is guided from outside,

and he/she responds under that guidance.

•••• Mechanism: The collection of possible responses is known as a mechanism

but it includes correct responses.

•••• Complete over response: It is the highest level of psychomotor domain.

At this stage, the student acquires so much efficiency and skill that  he/she

can accomplish most complex task with minimum energy and time. It

includes.

• Perception (e.g., ligible writing)

• Set (e.g., correctly draw)

• Guided response (e.g., type correctly with speed)

• Mechanishm (e.g., handle a machine properly)

• Complete over response (e.g., construct a new thing or find out defects)

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

3. Name the categories of cognitive domain.

4. What is the prerequisite for responding?

2.5 METHODS OF WRITING OBJECTIVES IN

BEHAVIOURAL TERMS

There are three methods of writing objectives in behavioural terms, which are

listed as follows:

1. Rober Mager’s approach

2. Robert Miller’s approach

3. Regional College of Mysore (RCEM) approach
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Robert Mager’s approach: Robert Mager is of the view that the objectives

should be written in the following ways:

• The terminal behaviour be identified and named it.

• Important conditions under which the behaviour will be exptected to occur

be described.

• Criteria be finalized with which the learner’s terminal behaviour will be

compared.

Mager sought to take the help of associated action verbs for stating the

different objectives. These verbs help in describing the terminal behaviour of the

learner in a well-defined way. Table 2.1 lists action verbs.

Table 2.1(a) Cognitive Domain and Associated Action Verbs

Cognitive Domain Associated Action Verbs 

Knowledge Define, list, label, measure, name, recall, recognize, 

reproduce, select, state, write, underline, etc. 

Comprehension Change, classify, distinguish, explain, formulate, 

identify, illustrate, indicate, interpret, justify, judge, 

name, represent, select, summarize, transform, 

translate, etc. 

Application Assess, change, choose, conduct, construct, compare, 

demonstrate, discover, explain, etc. 

Analysis Analyse, associate, compare, etc. 

Synthesis Argue, conclude, derive, discuss, etc. 

Evaluation Choose, criticize, determine, judge, etc. 

 

 
Table 2.1 (b) Affective Domain and Associated Action Verbs

Affective Domain Associated Action verbs 

Receiving (paying attention) Listen, accept, beware, attend, receive, favour, 

prefer, perceive, etc. 

Responding (Committed and 

active attending) 

State, select, record, answer, list, develop, 

complete, derive, etc. 

Valuing (concepts are seen 

to have worth) 

Accept, increase, indicate, recognize, develop, 

decide, participate, attain, influence, etc. 

Conceptualization Differentiate, analyze, demonstrate, indicate, 

compare, etc. 

Organization (construction 

of system of values) 

Organize, find, associate, judge, determine, 

relate, correlate, select, etc. 

Characterization (acceptance 

of value system)  

Revise, accept, demonstrate, change, judge, 

identify, face, develop, decide, etc. 
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Limitations of Robert Mager’s approach: The limitation of Robert Mager’s

approach are as follows:

• It  lays stress on the action verbs rather than the mental processes involved

in performing the actions.

• The list of action verbs indicates that there is an overlapping of action verbs

in different categories. Therefore, it can create confusion in the mind of the

teacher to use appropriate action verb for specifying the objectives.

• The psychomotor objectives cannot be written by Mager’s approach. It is

applicable only for cognitive and affective objectives.

• There is also overlapping in the action verbs of cognitive and affective

domains as select, list, write, state, organize, judge, etc. are common in

both the lists.

• Mager is a behaviourist; he explains learning in terms of stimulus-response

(S-R) whereas all learning cannot be explained through S-R.

Robert Miller’s approach: This approach is used for writing psychomotor

objectives, Miller put forward his scheme based on skill analysis. He also gave a

list of  associated action verbs for the psychomotor domain

 (Harrow’s Classification)

Psychomotor Domain Associated Action Verbs 

Reflex movements Lengthen, loosen, stop, relax, etc. 

Basic fundamental 

movement 

Catch, jump, hold, walk, run, etc. 

Physical abilities Begin, conduct, start, increase, etc. 

Perceptual abilities Seeing, smelling, hearing, writing, etc. 

Skilled movements Dance, sing, play, drive, knife etc. 

Non-discussive 

communication  

Pose, sit, smile, etc. 

 
The origin of this approach is from military sciences. Thus, training objectives

can be best written by Miller’s approach as follows:

• Reflex movement: It is an activity through which relevant indication appears.

• Physical abilities the control objectives is to be activated.

• Perceptual abilities the activation is to be perceived.

• Skilled Movements the activation is to be made.

• Non-discussive communication the indication of response should be

adequate for feed back.
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Limitations of Robert Miller’s approach: This approach suffers from the

following limitations:

• It is applicable only for the psychomotor objective; the cognitive and affective

objectives can not be written by this approach.

• It also lays stress on the action verbs rather than the mental processes

involved in performing the actions.

• Training objectives can be best written in it rather than the teaching objectives.

R.C.E.M. approach

Mager’s and Miller’s approach of writing behavioural objectives were not

successful. Therefore, Regional college of Education, Mysore developed a new

approach for writing the objectives in behavioural terms.

In R.C.E.M. approach, Bloom’s Taxonomy has been modified, the six

categories of cognitive domain are covered into four only. The last three categories

have been denoted into one category and it is named as ‘Creativity’. The category

of ‘Comprehension’ is changed into ‘Understanding’. Further the categories  have

been divided into seventeen mental abilities or processes used for writing the

objectives of all the three domains in behavioural terms (Table 2.2).

Table 2.2 Mental Processses Related to the Cognitive Domain

 Cognitive  Domain Mental Processes or Abilities 

Knowledge Recall 

Recognize 

Understanding See relationship 

Cite example 

Discriminate 

Classify 

Interpret 

Verify 

Generalize 

Application Reason  

Formulate hypothesis 

Establish hypothesis 

Infer 

Predict, change, choose, explain etc. 

Creativity Analyse 

Synthesize 

Evaluate 

 Here are some guidelines for writing objectives in behavioural terms:

• Entry behaviour of the learner is noted.

• Topic or content is kept in mind.
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• Teaching objectives are seen.

• Noticing the entry behaviour, content and objectives appropriate, mental

process or ability is selected.

• Keeping the entry behaviour of the learner in view learning experience should

be given to him/her.

Advantages of RCEM approach are as follows:

• Unlike Miller’s and Mager’s approaches RCEM approach is applicable

for cognifive, affective, psychomotor domains of teaching and training.

• It is very easy and useful for Indian schools as it has been developed in

Indian situations.

• This method explains human learning in terms of metal processes or abilities.

• When the objectives are written rightly, it is easy to make efforts in right

direction RCEM approach provides statements or frames with the help of

which we can write the objectives in different school subjects.

• In does not leave any doubt in the preparation of criterion test items.

Limitations of this approach are as follows:

• All the behavioural objectives cannot be written with the help of 17 mental

processes or abilities. According to Guilford, the number of such abilities is

120.

• The number of mental abilities is too less for objectives like knowledge and

creativity.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

5. Write any three action verbs associated with knowledge category of cognitive

domain as per Robert Mager’s approach.

6. What type of objectives are written using Robert Miller’s approach?

2.5.1 Writing Objectives in Behavioural Terms for Different Skills

For various skills such as listening, speaking, reading, and so on, the objectives

have been listed here.

Listening

•  The student listens correctly.

• The student pays full attention while listening.

• The student listens with understanding.

• The student listens for imitation in the same way.

• The student listens for appropriate reaction.
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Speaking

• The student speaks correctly.

• The student pronounces words with correct pronunciation.

• The student has proper articulation of voice.

• The student speaks fluently.

• The student speaks by using the language with a reasonable speed.

Reading

• The student reads well.

• The student reads with full understanding.

• The student reads loudly if required.

• The student reads silently when asked for.

• The student reads with good speed.

• Student reads the passage with ease and precision at normal speed.

• Student reads the passage speedily with comprehension.

Writing

• The student listens and writes correctly.

• The student expresses his/her views in writing.

• The student writes legibly.

• The student has an adequate speed of writing.

• The student writes with correct spelling.

• The student writes with correct punctuation marks.

• The student develops an idea.

• The student uses the vocabulary items correctly.

• The student uses the structures/ structure correctly.

General objectives: These objectives are related to a subject. They are same

for a subject. For teaching all prose topics, the general objectives are same.

Specific obfjectives: These objectives are related to a particular topic, which is

taught for one period in a particular class. For each topic these objectives are

different, for example, for the lesson ‘Oil’ and for the lesson ‘The kind Prince’ the

specific objectives will be different according to the topic. These objectives will

be based on vocabulary items, functions, theme, style of expression/writing’ etc.
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2.6 LESSON PLAN, UNIT PLAN AND ANNUAL PLAN

Lesson plan provides a framework for the teachers. It is quite possible that he/she

may deviate from the path intended, but it is something that he/she can fall back

on; generally, good teachers are meant to be creative and flexible but they also

need to have foresight of some kind.

Lesson planning, for students, is a proof that the teacher has taken pains

about the class, and it is an indication of his/her commitment and professionalism.

Lack of plan may suggest the opposite of these teacher attributes.

Planning helps the teachers think about what they are going to do and gives

them time to work out in the mind. This makes them keep their eyes and ears open

for any related matter. It acts as an invisible reminder and makes her do what she

intend to do. The students are also able to understand that the teacher is going to

deal with a particular topic, and their state of readiness is quite positive.

There is one particular situation in which planning is especially important,

and that is when a teacher is to be observed as part of an assessment or a

performance review. It gives the observer a clear idea of what is going to happen.

Two examples of lesson plan formats are given here

Lesson Plan Format-Is

Lesson Plan Format – I 

 

Grade ____________ Subject______________    Prepared by:______________ 

 

Purpose Education Standards Addressed 

 

 Teacher Guide Student Guide  

Objective 
(Specify 

skills/information to be 

learned) 

 

  Materials Required 

 

Information 
(Give and/or 

demonstrate essential 

information) 

 

   

Verification 
(Steps to assess  

understanding) 

  Other Resources  

(e.g. Web, books, 

etc.) 

Activity 
(Describe the 

independent activity to 

reinforce  

this lesson) 

   

Summary 

 

 

  Notes 

Note: Printable courtesy of Lesson Plans4 Teachers.com 
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Lesson  Plan Format – II 
 

Subject: 

 

Grade: 

 

Topic: 

 

Content: 

 

Goals:  

Objectives:  

Materials:  

Introduction:  

Development:  

Practice:  

Checking for 

Understanding: 

 

Closure:  

 Unit plan

Unit plan provides information about the unit of the content regarding the structure

of the unit content and teaching objectives to be realized.

Unit (Grammar – Noun)

Class-6

  Objective Content Knowledge Understanding Application Total Periods 

Noun ¼ ½ 1/2 11/4 Pd. 

Kinds of noun 

Proper noun 
¼ ½ 1/2 11/4 Pd. 

Common noun 

Material noun 
¼ ½ ½ 11/4 Pd. 

Collective noun 

Abstract noun 
¼ ½ 1/2 11/4 Pd. 

Total 1 2 2 5 pd. 
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A unit plan reveals that the unit ‘Noun’ in English is taught and completed

within 5 periods of classroom teaching. It may also be noted from the table that 1

period is assigned for knowledge objective, 2 periods for understanding and 2 for

application.

Yearly or annual plan

Annual plan provides information about outline of the content of the course, the

teaching objectives to be realized and the total period of teaching assigned. A

typical annual plan is presented here.

Yearly Plan (Grammar)

Class-6

  Objective Content Knowledge Understanding Application Total Periods 

Noun 1 2 2 5 Pd. 

Pronoun  2  4  3 9 Pd. 

Verb 2 3  2  7 Pd. 

Adjective 2  4 3  9 Pd. 

Adverb 2 4 3 9 Pd. 

Preposition 3 5 3 11 Pd. 

Total 12 22 16 50 pd. 

 
The yearly plan table indicates that the grammar course content is to be

completed in total 50 periods. This table further reveals tht the main emphasis has

been given to understanding objective as 22 periods are assigned to this objective.

The second major objective is application as 16 periods are allotted to this objective.

Knowledge objective is the thirdallotted with 12 periods. At the district level

the annual plan is usually prepared by the District Common Examination Board.

The teacher should note down which lesson is to be taught in which month.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

7. Write the objectives for listening skill in behavioural terms.

8. What is the advantage of lesson plan.

2.7 SUMMARY

In this unit, you have learned that:

• The aim has wider scope, that is, it covers a larger area of study.

• The scope of objectives is narrow, that is, it covers a limited area of study.
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• To achieve the objectives, the teacher and the teaching material both are

significant.

• The study of every language has the following four important aspects:

(i) Listening

(ii) Speaking

(iii) Reading

(iv) Writing

• Bloom’s taxonomy presents a system of classification of objectives. These

objectives are related with the following three aspects of an individual and

his/her behavior:

(i) Cognitive—knowing

(ii) Affective—feeling

(iii) Psychomolor—doing

• There are three methods of writing objectives in behavioural terms, listed as

follows:

(i) Rober Mager’s Approach

(ii) Robert Miller’s Approach

(iii) Regional College of Mysore (RCEM) Approach

• Robert Mager is of the view that the objectives should be written in the

following ways:

o Identifying the terminal behavior and naming it

o Describing the important conditions under which the behaviour will be

exptected to occur

o Finalizing the criteria wi th which the learner’s terminal behaviour will be

compared

• Robert Miller’s approach is used for writing psychomotor objectives. He

put forward his scheme based on skill analysis.

• Unit plan provides information about the structure of the unit content and

teaching objectives to be realized.

• Annual plan provides information about the outline of the content of the

course, the teaching objectives to be realized and the total period of teaching

assigned to the score.

2.8 KEY TERMS

• Bloom’s taxonomy: It presents a system of classification of objectives.

• Cognitive domain: It includes the objectives that deal with recall and

recognition of knowledge and the development of intellectual abilities and

skills.
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• Affective domain- It includes the objectives that describe changes in

interest, attitude, values and development of adequate adjustment and

appreciation.

2.9 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. As an aim of teaching, reception implies:

(i) Listening and understanding

(ii) Reading and understanding

2. Three aims of teaching English at the junior level are as follows

(i) To help the students understand spoken English

(ii) To help the students acquire ability to read

(iii) To help the students acquire a limited vocabulary, which is enough to

help in the use of language

3. The categories of cognitive domain are as follows:

• Knowledge

• Comprehension

• Application

• Analysis

• Synthesis

• Evaluation

4. The prerequisite of responding is receiving.

5. Three action verbs associated with knowledge category of cognitive domain

as per Robert Mager’s approach are as follows:

(i) Define

(ii) List

(iii) Label

6. Robert Miller’s approach is used for writing psychomotor objectives.

7. The objectives for listening skill in behavioural terms are as follows:

(i) The student listens correctly.

(ii) The student pays full attention while listening.

(iii) The student listens with understanding.

(iv) The student listens for imitation in the same way.

(v) The student listens for appropriate reaction.

8. The advantage of lesson plan is that it provides a framework for the teachers.
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2.10 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. What are the general aims of teaching of English?

2. Briefly outline Bloom’s classification of educational objectives.

3. What do you know about RCEM approach.

4. Write the objectives for reading skill in behavioural terms.

5. What is an annual plan.

Long-Answer Questions

1. Describe the aims of education at various levels.

2. Discuss Bloom’s taxonomy of educational objectives.

3. Describe various methods of writing objectives in behavioural terms.

4. Write a short note on ‘lesson plan’.
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UNIT 3 TEACHING STRATEGIES IN

ENGLISH

Structure

3.0 Introduction

3.1 Unit Objectives

3.2 Skill of Stimulus Variation
3.2.1 Skill of Questioning

3.2.2 Skill of Reinforcement

3.3 Illustration with Examples
3.3.1 Explanation

3.4 Teaching of Prose
3.4.1 Teaching of Poetry

3.4.2 Teaching of Grammar

3.4.3 Teaching of Composition

3.5 Summary

3.6 Key Terms

3.7 Answers to ‘Check Your Progress’

3.8 Questions and Exercises

3.9 Further Reading

3.0 INTRODUCTION

Teacher training institutions prepare the teachers for schools. During the training

period, the behaviour of the teacher trainee is modified. The usual practice in the

training institutes is to acquaint the pupil teacher with theory and then send him/her

to school for practice teaching. There the pupil teacher finds himself/ herself in the

class having fifty to sixty students and he/she is supposed to teach for the full

duration of a period. It cannot be called a healthy pactice. Taking a teacher trainee

to a school classroom after teaching him some theory can be compared with

taking a person to a river for swimming.

In this unit, you will study about skills of stimulation variation, illustration

with examples and teaching of poetry.

3.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

• Understand the skills of stimulus variation

• Know the concept of illustration with examples

• Learn the teaching of prose, poetry and composition
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3.2 SKILL OF STIMULUS VARIATION

The chief aim of a teacher’s teaching in the class is to make the lesson impressive,

for this the teacher uses various types of methods and techniques. In order to

attract the pupil’s attention, teacher presents various types of stimuli such as

movements of body, gestures, changes in speech, focussing of feeling, change in

the interaction style with the pupils, pause and change in the order of audio-visual

aids. All the above mentioned aspects function as stimuli. The skillful changes in

the stimuli are known as the skill of stimulus variation.

Following are the components of stimulus variation:

•••• Body movements: The physical movements of the teacher in the class

carry much importance. The excess of these activities is undesirable but

without them also the teacher would be a stone-idol.

•••• Gestures: A gesture is helpful in making the lesson effective in the class. It

includes facial gestures (laughing, raising eye brows, nodding, signals of

eyes and signals of hands etc.).

•••• Changes in speech pattern: Monotonous speech pattern of the teacher

makes the lesson boring and the attention of students deviates from the

class. So, the teacher should bring fluctuations in his voice.

•••• Focussing: It is used to focus the attention of the pupils on some specific

point or event. In this process various types of methods, such as,verbal

focusing, gesture focusing and oral gesture focussing are used. In  verbal

focusing, words are repeated again and again to catch the attention of

students. In gesture focusing the attention of the pupils is gained with the

help of gesture towards some desirable direction or an object.

•••• Change in interaction style: The interaction between teacher and pupils

is very essential in classroom. The style of interaction should go on changing.

•••• Pause: Use of pause by the teacher during the class is vary helpful. If the

teacher continues speaking without any pause, it becomes cumbersome for

the students, so the pausing helps the students to learn conveniently and

happily. proper pausing develops curiosityand interest.

•••• Use of variety in audio visual presentation: The teacher should use

audio-visual means to hold and sustain the attention of the students.  The

visuals could be in the form of movements and hand gestures in addition to

flash cards, pictures, or illustrations on the board. Other than this, the teacher

should change the style of interaction, pause regularly and invite students’

participation. This will stimulate the students and ensure variety.

3.2.1 Skill of Questioning

Questioning is an important teaching skill that a teacher must learn. One of the

aspects of questioning is the fluency in questioning. Fluency in questioning refers to
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the rate of meaningful questions put in a period. By meaningful questions, you

mean  the following:

Structure

It includes grammatical part and the content part of the question, which when

taken together conveys the intent of the question maker. Various criteria for a well

structured question are as follows:

•••• Grammatical correctness: The question that a teacher is going to ask

should be grammatically correct. As when the questions are grammatically

incorrect they create confusion in the minds of the students and they take a

lot of time for the understanding of the questions and thus it affects the

fluency of questioning.

ο When did Olympic games started?

ο Why do he go there ?

•••• Conciseness: It refers to the length of the questions. A question should be

concise, it should not have any extra words. The questions should be direct

and straight forward.

ο When did India become a republic? Incorrect- Who can tell me when

did India become a republic?

ο Which is the most beautiful building of India? Incorrect- Do you know

the name of the most beautiful building of India?

•••• Relevancy: An irrelevant question is that which is not related to the topic

on hand.

• Specificity: A specific question calls for a specific answer. It increases

fluency in questioning. For example:

ο When do we celebrate Republic Day ?

ο Who hoists the flag on the Republic Day ?

In this type of questions you have only one answer.

Process

 The word process implies the way of asking questions. It include the following

issues:

•••• Speed of asking questions: The speed of asking equestions should be

neither too slow not too rapid. If it is slow then it would be time consuming

and if it is too rapid and has no pause then the students cannot comprehend

on them and they will feel confused. As a result, the fluency of questioning

will decrease.

•••• Voice of the teacher: The voice of the teacher should be clear and loud.

If the voice is not clear, then students might ask the teacher to repeat the

question or they will not respond to the questions at all.

•••• Repetition of questions: A teacher should not repeat the questions again

and again in different forms as it confuses the pupils. The students might get
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into the habit to hear the question only at the second time and this will cause

time wastage.

•••• Repetition of answers: It develops in the students a habit to hear the

answer only, which is repeated by the teacher. They do not hear the answer

attentively given by some other student. It is also wastage of time. It decreases

fluency of questioning and increases lesser concentration. A question

becomes more meaningful when it is followed by pupil’s response.

Product

The term product  refers to the pupil’s responses. Many a times it happens that

nothing is wrong with the structure or process of questioning even then there is no

response from the students. Main reasons for this are as follows:

• The pupils may not be intelligent enough to understand the question

• Due to lack of interest

• They might not have  previous knowledge of the subject

A teacher should try to find out the cause of the pupils responses. Once he/

she finds out the cause then he/she can find out the remedies for that particular

type of behaviour of the students in the class. A teacher can find out the causes in

two ways:

• By putting the questions that have already been put

• By close observation

Pupils may even be inattentive due to fatigue or disturbing physical

environment. The teacher should check that answer given by the pupil is how

much grammatically correct, relevant, specific, concise, clear and definite. He/she

should also check whether an appropriate pause was given or not.

Name of PupilTeacher     Skill : Questioning 

Subject: English      Duration: 5 Minutes 

Class: VI       Date:  

Topic: Our school observation Schedule 

S.No. Components V.G. G. Average N.I. Bad Remarks 

1 Q. Grammatically correct 

Relevant 

Specific 

Concise (pinpointed) 

Clear 

Definite (one answer) 

Adequate in number  

Asked in proper speed 

Due voice 

Appropriate pause was given properly 

distrubted in class not repeated 

unnecessarily. 
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3.2.2 Skill of Reinforcement

Reinforcement means ‘making something strongerly giving more support to

emphasize.’ A good teacher always tries to encourage his pupils. For reinforcing

pupils, desirable behaviours and correct responses, a teacher uses positive verbal

and non-verbal reinforcers. These reinforcers not only strengthen the pupil’s

desirable behaviours, but also develops confidence in them. Moreover, they enhance

their positive self-concept.

The components of the reinforcement skill can be divided as follows:

• Positive reinforcers

• Negative reinforcers

•••• Positive reinforcers: They include a few words of appreciation. These

words of appreciation function as stimuli and the resultant behaviour of the

pupils is termed as the response. They include praise words such as good,

excellent right, correct, yes, splendid, go on, etc.They also include the

teacher’s acceptance of the answer of the pupil. The teacher sometimes

speaks the answers either in the same words  or by modifying it. Sometimes,

the teacher writes the response of the pupil on the blackboard.

•••• Negative reinforcers: They discourage pupils. Negative reinforcers include

the use of words such as no, wrong, incorrect, etc. All things like snubbing

and corporal punishment create disinterest in studies. They should be

avoided.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. List the components of stimulus variation.

2. What is the most important aspect of questioning?

3. Define process.

3.3 ILLUSTRATION WITH EXAMPLES

In order to make the meaning clear and help the children acquire proper knowledge,

teachers use illustrations. It gives meaning to abstract ideas and thoughts.

Teachinically, the art of illustration is not merely the employment of pictures, charts

or examples, comporision or analogy, but it also consists of various types of

apparatus like blackboard, scientific and geographical apparatus or models or

diagrams and sketches.

Illustrations are important for the following reasons:

•••• In order to attract pupils’ attention, they make the lesson interesting and

facilitate the understanding.

•••• They give correct description to the abstract ideas and thoughts.
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•••• They are useful for the young children. As they hardly indulge in the abstract

thinking.

Types of illustration

Following are the various types of illustration:

•••• Verbal

ο Stories and description

ο Comparision

ο Similies and metaphors

•••• Non-verbal or concrete illustration

Points to keep in mind:

Following are the points that should be kept in mind in case of illustration:

• Illustration should be simple and comprehensive. It should be common to

the experience of the students.

• It should be obvious and meaningful

ο It should be exact and accurate.

ο Too many illustrations should not be given in a single lesson.

ο Illustrations should be interesting and of general taste of children.

ο In verbal illustrations language used by the teacher should be simple and

correct. Technical and difficult language should be avoided.

ο Illustrations should be prepared in advance as it requires proper planning.

ο There should be a variety and novelty in the use of illustrations. Constant

use of the same or the same type of illustrations, will  capute the attention

of all.

While checking the use of singular and plural in making sentences, a teacher

should concentrate on formulating simple examples that are reliant to the rule and

are interesting. An appropriate media should be used for presenting examples by

inducture-deductive approach.

3.3.1 Explanation

Generally, a teacher is said to be explaining when he  describes how, why, sometimes

what. Why does the pollution effect the environment? How can you solve the

population problem of India?

What is the cause of failure of Indian government for solving the

unemployment problem? Mostly when the teacher is answering the questions like

who, where, when he is more telling or giving information rather than explaining. It

can also be defined as an activity to bring about an understanding. It is an activity

to fill up a gap in someone’s understanding. When a person comes to know about

a new phenomenon he may relate it to the past experience. Explaning involves

filling up the gap in his understanding of the next phenomenon by relating it to his
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past experience. Thus, explaining depends upon the type of past experience, the

type of the new phenomenon and the type or relationships between them.

In a classroom, an explanation is a set of interrelated statements made by

the teacher  in order to bring about or increase the understanding in the pupils

about it.

An explanation will generally be about a phenomenon, action, result,

condition or an exent and while giving explanation about any thing you will have to

give causes for the phenomenon  reasons behind the action, various steps involved

in arriving at a particular result,  reasons for the condition or various events that

have occurred earlier resulting in the event being explained. All such causes, reasons,

steps, events etc. are called antecedents. Such antecedents results in phenomenon,

event, condition, result or action. Each one of them is known as consequent. Thus,

an explanation involves giving antecendents.

Antecedents Consequents

(Causes, reasons,steps, events etc.) (Phenomenon, event, condition,

action, result)

There should be a continuous flow of ideas. In other words, every statement

should be logically linked with the preceding statement. There should be no word

or statement that is not known to pupils. A teacher should use the vocabulary that

is known to the pupils. He/she should be fluent in his speech, there should be no

half sentence or unnecessarily repeated sentence. A teacher should use hence,

therefore, because, consequently, as a result, such type of words or pharses. They

are known as explaning links.Teacher should always begin with a sentence that is

related to the phenomenon, which is going to be explained. At the end, he should

give a concluding or summarizing statement showing that the explanation is coming

to an end. Table 3.1 shows the difference between describe behaviour and

undesirable behaviour.

Table 3.1 Defference between Desirable Behaviour and Undesirable Behaviour

Desirable behaviour Undesirable behaviour 

Using explaining links Stating irrelevant statements 

Using beginning and concluding statements Lacking in continuity in statements 

Testing pupil’s understanding Using inappropriate vocabulary 

 Lacking in fluency 

 Using vague words and phrases 

 Thus, the skill of explaining involves desirable behaviours and avoiding

undesirable behaviours. Testing pupil’s understanding is not a part of explaining

behaviour. But it helps in knowing the effect of explaining.
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•••• Using explaining link: It involves using linking words and phrases in the

statements of an explanation. Such links make the explanation clearer by

bringing continuity in the statements used. They also give a clue about what

the person is explaining. They are generally conjunctions or prepositions,

which indicate the causes, consequences, reasons behind, time sequence,

space sequence, means or purposes or an event, concept, action or

condition. For example:

ο The kings after Aurangzeb were weak. As a result, people become

immoral.

ο This is how Rama killed Ravana.

•••• Using beginning and concluding statements: Generally, before an

explanation certain statements are made for setting the minds of the listeners.

This beginning statement creates mental readiness on the part of pupils to

listen to what is going to be explained.

After the explanation, certain statements are made for concluding the whole

explanation. The summarizing statements help in consolidating what has

already been explained.

• Testing pupils understanding: This behaviour of teacher involves putting

questions to pupils to test to know whether or not they have understood

what has already been explained. It can be said that it is not the part of

explaining yet it is considered essential because it helps in knowing whether

the purpose of explaining the concept or phenomenon has been achieved

or not. The main purpose of explaining is to bring about understanding.

How can you test the understanding of the pupil. It can be done only by

asking questions from pupils. You can ask two or three questions based on

the key points.

Following behaviour is undesirable in student:

• Stating irrelevant statement

• Lacking in continuity in statements

• Using inappropriate vocabulary

• Lacking in fluency

• Using vague words/ sentences

While explaining the change of interrogative sentences into direct narration,

a teacher should use explaining links, beginning and concluding statements, cover

essential points and test pupil’s understating.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

4. What are the various types of illustrations?

5. What is undesirable in a student?
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3.4 TEACHING OF PROSE

When the words are in their best descriptive order it is known as prose. According

to Samuel Coleridge, ‘Prose is words in their best order.’ Prose and poetry are

two different forms of literature. Prose appeals to head while poetry appeals to

our heart. Prose is for giving information whereas poetry is for knowledge. Prose

develops the language skills and it enriches vocabulary. It develops the expressional

ability of the students. Poetry is to train the emotions and to develop in us the

power of imagination. Poetry is not for knowledge, it develops in us an aesthetic

sense. You enjoy poetry with rhyme and rhythm and try to comprehend the ideas

expressed by the poet in it.

There are two types of prose lessons. These are as follows:

1. In detailed prose lesson: In it, text book is read thoroughly word by

word. According to Francis Bacon, ‘A text book is to be chewed and

digested.’ In this type of reading, all new and difficult words, idioms and

grammatical structures are thoroughly explained to the students. The aim of

prose lesson is to acquire the efficiency of language. For a student to become

a master of all the new vocabulary and the grammatical structures  intensive

reading is required.

2. Non detailed prose lesson: This type of lesson are also known as  extensive

reading. They aim in at developing the reading habits among the students

and help in increasing the silent reading speed and improve reading

comprehension skill. Extensive reading is also known as supplementary

reading. Generally, this aspect is neglected in schools. But it is very useful

for the students. Students should be encouraged to read more and more

books other than their syllabus. Extensive reading is useful for the students

in the following ways.

(i) It increases the speed to read silently and thus makes him a fluent

reader.

(ii) It enables him to read for pleasure and to get information.

(iii) It reinforces the vocabulary already learnt.

(iv) It creates in him a love for extra reading.

Prose involves not only reading but also the understanding of the meaning

of content.

Procedure of teaching prose lesson

There is a need of  pre-planned lesson plan for teaching prose. Different scholars

have suggested different types of lesson plans.

Following are the characteristics of prose:

• Prose is words in their best descriptive order.
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• Prose is the most important aspect of literature. You can write your thoughts

through prose. Story, novel, drama, biographies, auto-biographies are major

aspects of prose.

• Prose develops the language skills such as reading, writing, speaking and

listening.

• Prose developes the expressional ability of the students.

Following are the difference between prose and poetry

• Poetry appeals to our heart while prose appeals to our brain.

• Poetry is more sound than sight. Prose is merely patterns on paper. Poetry

is not so much read but sung.

• Prose is for mere information whereas poetry is for sheer delight. Poetry is

a thing of beauty, beauty of language, thought, mood and feelings.

Source of the general objectives of teaching prose are as follows:

• To enable students to understand the passage and to grasp its meaning.

• To enable them to read the passage loudly with correct pronunciation, stress,

intonation.

• To understand the passage by silent reading.

• To enrich their active and passive vocabulary.

• To develop in them a habit to enjoy reading and writing skills.

• To enable them to express their ideas orally and in writing.

3.4.1 Teaching of Poetry

Poetry gives pleasure. It increases a child’s sensitiveness to beauty, especially

beauty of language and thought and helps to develop his imagination. According to

Wordsworth ‘poetry is a spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings.’ Milton says,

‘Poetry is simple, sensuous and passionate.’

Following are the characteristics of poetry:

• It is musical and metrical form of language.

• Poetry is the best form of compostion for expressing feelings, thoughts and

emotions.

• It develops the aesthetic sense and provides pleasure to the students.

• Poetry educates our feelings and emotions

• Poetry is a source of creating love for English literature among students.

• Poetry is the soul of English literature.

• Poetry is the criticism and appreciation of life.

• Poetry is made out of life, belongs to life and exists for life.
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• Poetry appeals to the heart. It increases a child’s sensitiveness to beauty

and is a more powerful way of expression than prose.

It is considered that teaching poetry is useless in English but some other

people say that teaching of English poetry cannot be neglected. Poetry lessons are

considered difficult than prose lessons. A lesson in poetry is taught in a different

way than a lesson in prose because prose and poetry are two different forms of

literature. The aims and methods of teaching poetry and prose lessons are also

different. The chief aim of teaching a prose lesson is to develop the language skills

of the pupils while the main aim of poetry is to impart pleasure to the pupil by

making him understand the thoughts and ideas conveyed in the poem. ‘Poetry is a

source of joy as well as wisdom’

Following are the point in favour of poetry:

• Poetry imparts pleasure: It appeals to soul than sight. Poetry is concerned

with feelings. It lays the foundation for the appreciation of beauty of language,

beauty of form, beauty of thought, mood or feeling.

• Poetry has tremendous emotional appeal: Poetry touches the emotions

of the children and in this way it develops love in the students for language.

It has a special appeal for the aesthetic side of the child’s personality.

• Poetry is memorable: Poetry is enjoyable so students can memorize it

more easily than prose as there is an arrangement of rhyme and rhythm.

• Poetry trains our emotions: Poetry trains our emotions and increases

our power of imagination. Prose can be compared to walking, moving from

one place to another on the surface of the earth; whereas poetry can be

compared to dancing, rising above the surface of the earth, perceiving its

relations, getting a fuller view of its reality.

• Poetry as media of variety: Poetry introduces variety in the English course.

One of the advantage of reciting poetry with proper stress is to impart

training in speech and pronunciation.

Following are the arguments against the teaching of poetry:

• It does not enrich the vocabulary: You cannot use poetry to enrich the

vocabulary of uour pupils because there are many words which are used in

poetry only and cannot be used in prose.

• It is difficult to understand: Sometimes in the poems, a large number of

similes and metaphors are used, which the children find difficult to understand.

• It does not serve any purpose:  The teaching of poetry does not help in

acquiring mastery over the different skills of language, because the language

of poetry is different from that of prose. It is unusual and special.

• Unfamiliar background: The foreign background and context of most of

English poems is not understandable to students. Therefore, they do not

enjoy poetry.
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• Lack of good teachers:  Most of the teachers themselves fail to read

poetry with rhyme and rhythm or understand its beauty. Only very few

good teachers who love poetry can do full justice to teaching poetry in an

effective way as it requires special interest.

There is a great value of teaching poetry in English language at the secondary

level because it helps to develop the emotional, imaginative and asthetic sides of a

student’s personality.

Poetry teaching: Its aim

Poetry should help the students to appreciate all that is beautiful in nature or life. A

teacher should point out to the pupils the subject matter, the emotional experiences

and the images used. Music, rhyme and rhythm should also be appreciated by the

pupils with the help of the teacher. Poetry should enable the pupil to see the beauty

and the delight in the poem. All learners should derive satisfaction and have

delightfulness after reading a poetry.

The atmosphere

Teaching poems from the other languages or English is a bit of a challenging job.

One has to create an atmosphere of the place described, the background of the

poem should be very clearly understood by the pupils. The poet, his experiences,

feelings and the words, sounds, rhyme and rhythm of the poem all play a very

important part in teaching a poetry lesson.

The teachers of English should try to create as far as possible a living picture

of the poem in the minds students by material aids and pictures. A teacher of

poetry should know the aims of teaching poetry and he/she should try to know the

background of the poem. A teacher understands the experiences or the impressions

that a poet had at the time of composing a poem. His chief aim should be to make

his pupils not only aware of the circumstances, but also to make them appreciate

the mood and the matter described in the poem. He does not lay emphasis on the

meanings of words and phrases alone. He also tries to bring out the soul of the

poem. He loves poetry and has a poetic temperament. He knows a child’s interest

at the various stages of growth. His reading of poems is full of expression and this

acts a great help to his students for a proper appreciation and understanding of the

poems.

Poetry selection

In most of schools today, the poetry selections for the students are out of date and

out of place. The same poems that were read by the great grandfathers and their

sons are being taught even today. They are even from foreign origin.

The subject matter of the poem should be well within the limits of the student’s

imagination and comprehension. The poems for children should awaken human

emotions. Language and style should be simple. The rule of variety should be

followed.
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3.4.2 Teaching of Grammar

Grammar is the science of language. It is the study of the organization of words

into sentences. The knowledge of grammar is perhaps more important to a second

language learner than to a native speaker. It is because a native speaker has intuitively

internalized the grammar of the language whereas the second language learner has

to make a conscious effort to master those aspects of the language. It is therefore

necessary for us because English is a second language for us.

Grammar deals with the function of words in a sentence. It explains the

structural details of a sentence. It is concerned with the general rules of sentence

construction, i.e., the order of words, relationship of subject and verb, sequence

of tenses etc. These rules throw light on the language structure and facilitate correct

language learning.

Following are the characteristics of grammar:

• Grammar is the theory of language.

• Every language has its own grammatical laws.

• English grammar was developed on the basis of latin grammar.

• It is the study of organization of words into sentences on the basis of certain

rules.

• Grammar is a major component of language that establishes the relationship

between words.

• Grammar presents the facts and rules of a language, which are arranged

into certain catergories and are stated in the form of general rules.

• A language is constituted in a meaningful arrangement of words and sentences

by its grammar.

Following are the objectives of teaching grammar:

• To develop students insight into the structures of English languages.

• To develop a scientific attitude about the language that how and why it is

done in the sentence pattern.

• To enable the students to express their views logically and correctly in written

and spoken languages.

• To develop in the students an understanding about the rules of English

grammar through use and practice of its structures.

• To develop their mental abilities of reasoning and correct observation.

Following are the types of grammar:

•••• Perspective grammar: It is also called theoretical or formal grammar. It is

old traditional grammar. It emphasizes on rules and it ties the language with

certain rules. Its limitation is that it does not consider  the change in language

whereas change in rules is must.
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• Descriptive or functional grammar: In it the main emphasis is on the

functional side of language. It overcomes the limitation of perspective grammar

because it changes alongwith the changes in the language. Rules of grammar

are acquired by the pupils unconscionly through imitation and practice.

Functional grammar is taught inductively is taught in situations that really

happen and that the class can understand. It is taught informally and hence

it creates interest.

• Schoolarly traditional grammar: This type of grammar was developed

by the scholars of universities. In developing it, they used bibliographic

references, critical evaluation of the work of predecessors. The weakness

of this type of grammar is diversity.

• Structural grammar: It emphasizes on structures of sentences. But, it is

not a complete system.

• Transformational- generative grammar- According to this type of

grammar, there are two types of sentences, namely, basic sentences and

transformed sentences. Basic sentences cannot be derived from other

sentences whereas the transformed sentences are derived from basic

sentences.

Methods of teaching grammar

Grammar can be taught using various methods. Some of them are as follows:

•••• Traditional method: In this type of method a text book on grammar is

used. It contains definitions, rules, examples and exercises. The teacher

tells a rule or a definition. For example he says, ‘a pronoun is a word used

in place of a noun. He gives examples of pronoun. Then, he gives an exercise

to point out pronoun in it.

Some of the demerits of traditional method are as follows:

ο It emphasizes on the rote learning.

ο It proceeds from complex to simple, particular to general.

ο Students find it least interesting as memorization of rules, definitions

etc. it is a dull work.

•••• The informal method: This method advocates the teaching of grammar

not by rules but by usages. By continuous practice of using words while

speaking, reading and writing, grammar can be learnt. This method is  useful

at early stage when pupils are taught orally.

Some of the demerits of the informal method are as follows:

ο Students do not get systematized knowledge of grammar.

ο It consumes much time and labour of students.

• The incidental or correlational method: In this method, grammar is taught

incidently. This is done during the teaching of text books,doing translation

work or writing compostion. Complex structures are explained and the

grammatical implications are taught simultaneously. Sometimes this method
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interferes with the normal course of teaching a particular topic, as it diverts

your attention unnecessarily. This method is very suitable as a supplementary

to the inductive–deductive method. The advantage of this method is that the

students can know about the practical use of grammatical laws while the

disadvantage of this method are that it is not a compete method and

sometimes it interferes in the normal teaching.

•••• The inductive–deductive method: This method is considered as the best

method because it follows some educational principles. It is used to teach

science. Since grammar forms the logical base of language, it can be

successfully used to teach the English language.

•••• Inductive process: Inductive means to go further from observations to

law, from simple to complex. For teaching grammar inductively, use the

following steps.

ο Presentation of examples and illustrations: The teacher presents

examples and illustrations in a systematic order, so that they may lead to

a generalization for example, if the teacher wants to teach how the active

voice is changed into passive voice. He can write the following sentences

on the blackboard:

(i) He writes a letter. A letter is written by him.

(ii) You read a lesson. A lesson was read by you.

(ii) She will sing a song. A song will be sung by her.

o Analysis of examples: The teacher helps the students to analyse the

examples. He asks them to point out the subject, object and verb. Then

he asks from them to tell about the changes in the position of subject

and verb and at the end asks about all the changes in the second type of

sentences.

ο Generalization: When the students understand  the changes made,

then they reach certain conclusions. In other words they come to a

generalization, which is as follows:

(i)  The object becomes the subject.

(ii) The subject becomes the object and is preceeded by the preposition

by.

(iii) The form of verb changes. Verb is changed into its past participle

form.

ο The rule: When the students point out the changes, the teacher tells

them that these are the rules to change the active voice into passive

voice.

ο Verification of the rule: The teacher presents new examples to verify

the above rules.

ο  Practice: The teacher gives ample practice to the students by asking

them to give examples. These examples are asked to change from active

to passive voice.
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• Deductive Process: It is the process of solving a problem by applying to

the problems or, difficulty a generalizations already formed.

ο Application of the rule: In it the teacher tells the rules first and then

gives the examples. The teacher tries to explain the rules through the

examples. For example if a teacher wants to teach pronoun then he will

give the definition of pronoun first.

Then he gives the following examples:

Ram is writing a letter.

He is writing a letter. Pronoun

The boys play football daily.

They play football daily. Pronoun

Reema cooks delicious food.

She cooks delicious food. Pronoun.

Thus, by explaining word by word, the teacher tries to explain and verify

the rule.

•••• Practice: The teacher asks the students to learn and memorize the definition

of pronoun. He asks for some examples and gives them a chance to  practice

the rule and examples.

Following are the suggestions for teaching of grammar successfully:

• The lesson plan should be prepared before hand.

• The standard and age of students should be kept in mind.

•  The material should be taken from text books.

• Appropriate material aids should be used pictures etc.

• Sufficient spoken and written work should be done.

• For evaluation, objective type tests should be used.

3.4.3 Teaching of Composition

The word composition has been taken from the word ‘Compose.’ which means

to put together. So, composition means the act of putting together words. Almost

any written exercise is in fact a composition. One of the most important aim of

teaching English is to enable the students to express themselves in writing correctly.

They should be able to describe events, write reports and letters, both personal

and official. They should be able to acquire the ability to arrange ideas in proper

sequence. To acquire this objective the student is required to practice a series of

gradual and progressive written exercises over a period of time. The students

should be led from guided to free composition. Oral composition is the beginning.

There are two types of written composition.

• Guided composition

• Free composition
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(1) Guided composition: Guided composition means to write composition in

the guidance of teacher. At an early stage, students are unable to write free

composition. They need guidance. Guided compositon is a technique in

which students are presented with controlled situations by providing them

with word structures, ideas and vocabulary. The topic of the composition is

explained in proper sequence and arrangement of words and structures

and to some extent vocabulary that is going to be used is also suggested. In

it, the students follow the suggestions or guidance and do the composition

work accordingly. The pupil may also use their choice in the construction of

sentences and composition of ideas. It is an effort to lead the students towards

free composition.

(2) Free composition: In free composition, the teacher’s guidance is greatly

reduced. In it, the teacher is free to make use of any structure and vocabulary

that he likes. It is that type of composition, which gives the students freedom

to choose words, structures and ideas. The teacher may help the students

by giving on outline. In it a student is free to express his ideas in his own

language. Free composition should start only after some years of guided

composition. It should be introduced when the student have acquired mastery

of language vocabulary and sentence structure pattern.

Following are the dangers of free composition at early stages:

1. Since the students do not have mastery over language and sentence

pattern so their attempts are full of mistakes.

2. Students feel discouraged when their attempts are returned to them with

many corrections.

3. Load of correction increases on the part of a teacher. So,  he cannot

give proper time to preparation and planning.

4. When you introduce free composition at an early stage the students do

not have proper time to practice structures and vocabulary items.

Following are the characteristics of composition:

• It enables the students to express their ideas, feelings, experiences in a

written form.

• It is the process of learning of writing without any help of text book.

• Composition means to write on some topics of his interest in a systematic

way.

The objectives of a composition are as follows:

• To encourage students to express their ideas in writing in an organized

and systematic way.

• To enable students to recall their vocabulary and use it in sentences.

• To enable them to make use of appropriate punctuation marks for the

clarity of ideas.

• To develop in the students a communicative competence through writing.

• To develop the imagination of students.
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Principles of teaching composition

Following are the principles of teaching composition

• Principle of proper selection: An interesting, meaningful and experience

based topic should be selected.

• Principle of gradation: Selection of  topic should be according to the age,

class-level and the ability of the students.

• Principle of Utility: Topic should be of such a type, which would relate to

their day to day life.

• Principle of group discussion:- Topic should be of such type that it

motivates the students to do team work.

• Principle of sequence: Ideas on a particular topic should be arranged in a

proper sequence. It should not looked a disconnected collection of ideas.

• Prinicple of timely correction: The work of students should be corrected

within a reasonable time limit otherwise the students will carry mistakes

with them till the time of correction.

Following things are needed for the composition work:

• Mastery over skills

• Vocabulary and its usage

• Structures and their usage

• Correct spellings

• Punctuation marks

• Imaging ability

• Organization of ideas

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

6. Define prose.

7. Name the various types of prose lessons.

8. List the various methods of teaching grammar.

3.5 SUMMARY

In this unit, you have learned that:

• The chief aim of a teacher’s teaching class is to make a lesson impressive

and for this the teacher uses various types of methods and techniques.

• The skillful changes in the stimuli are known as the skill of stimulus variation.

• Interaction between the teacher and pupils is very essential in the classroom

and the style of interaction should go on changing in order to keep the

interest of the class.
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• Questioning is an important teaching skill that a teacher must learn. The

main aspect of questioning is its fluency. By fluency in questioning, we mean

the rate of meaningful questions put in a period.

• Reinforcement means making something stronger and giving more support

to emphasize.

• The components of the reinforcement skill can be divided into two types,

which are as follows:

ο Positive reinforcers

ο Negative reinforcers

• The skill of explaining involves desirable behaviours and avoiding the

undesirable behaviours.

• Prose and poetry are two different forms of literature. Prose appeals to

head while poetry appeals to our heart.

• Prose involves not only reading but also the understanding of the meaning

of content.

• Composition means the act of putting together words. Almost any written

exercise is in fact a composition.

• There are two types of written composition, namely, guided composition

and free composition.

3.6 KEY TERMS

• Stimuli: They are the events in the environment that influence the behaviour.

• Reinforcement: It is a term in operant conditioning and behaviour analysis

for the process of increasing the rate or probability of a behaviour.

• Poetry: It is a form of literary art in which language is used for its aesthetic

and evocative qualities.

• Composition: It is the pleasant arrangement of elements within a frame,

which has the ability to attract the eye.

3.7 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. The components of stimulus variation are as follows:

• Body movements

• Gestures

• Changes in speech pattern

• Focusing

• Change in interaction style

• Pause

• Change in audio-video sequence
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2. The most important aspect of questioning is the fluency.

3. The term ‘process’ implies the way of asking questions. It includes the

issues such as speed, repetition of questions and answers.

4. Verbal and non-verbal are the various types of illustrations.

5. The undesirable behaviour in students consist of the following:

• Stating irrelevant statement

• Lacking in continuity in statements

• Using inappropriate vocabulary

• Lacking in fluency

• Using vague words or sentences

6. Prose refers to words in their best descriptive order. It appeals to head and

is used for giving information.

7. The two types of prose lessons are as follows:

• In detailed prose lesson

• Non-detailed prose lesson

8. The various methods of teaching grammar are as follows:

• Traditional method

• The informal method

• The incidental or correlational method

• The inductive–deductive method

3.8 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. What are the criteria for the formation of a well-structured question?

2. What is the difference between positive reinforcer and negative reinforcer?

3. Why are the illustrations important?

4. List the characteristics of poetry.

5. How is grammar taught?

Long-Answer Questions

1. Describe the concept of process and product in regard to questioning.

2. Discuss the notion of explaining an idea by explaining.

3. Write a detailed note on teaching of prose.

4. Give the arguments in favour of and against the teaching of poetry.

5. Describe the dangers of free composition in your own words.
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4.0 INTRODUCTION

Students can be taught in different ways depending on the subject to be taught, the

age level of the students, the region they belong to and the physical and mental

health of the students. The focus of the teachers should be on channelizing the

energy of the students in the right direction. They need to think of way to attract

their attention, keep them from getting bored or distracted, maintain a level of

interest and encourage them to think, ask questions and participate. The natural

curiosity of students needs to be taken advantage of. The commonly used methods

are the Direct Method, the Translation Method, Dr. West’s New method, the

Substitution Method and the Playway Method. This unit deals with all these methods

of teaching and also states the advantages and disadvantages of each one of them.
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4.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

• Understand the approach and technique of institutional strategy

• Know the methods of instructional strategies

• Learn the structural approach, the situational approach and the oral approach

4.2 APPROACH AND TECHNIQUE OF

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

Approach is a component of method. If a teacher follows a certain approach or

method in his teaching it means that he is applying a certain idea or theory related

to  the nature of language. This theory is based on certain theoritical principles.

Approach does not imply that the teacher is bound to the techniques he uses but

that the teacher believes in the theory.

4.2.1 Technique

It refers to the design and procedureal components of a method. It may be described

as the implemental sub process of a method. According to Antony, a technique is

a particular trick used by a teacher to achieve an immediate objective. In this way,

we can say that a technique is a procedure used in a classroom.

4.3 METHODS OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

Bertrand Russell remarked – The questions, ‘what should be taught ? and  ‘How

should it be taught?’ are intimately connected. If better methods are devised, it is

possible to learn more.

The dictionary defines a method as a way of doing things. A method of

teaching is very important in the process of teaching-learning. A teacher following

a good method is liked by the students. A good teacher is always in search of a

good method. A good method of teaching results in good learning. A method tells

the teacher how the matter should be taught. It is a tool in the hands of a teacher.

A method is a servant and not a master. Selection of a good method ensures the

success of the teacher. It helps in the achievement of the goals.

In a method, the word ‘how’ is important. Thus,  a method, provides an

answer to the question related how something should be presented. According to

W.F. Mackey, ‘A method determines what and how much is taught (selection),

the order in which it is taught (gradation), how the meaning and form are conveyed

(Presentation), and what is done to make the use of language unconscious

(repetition). Thus, we find that a method deals with the form of things, that is,

selection, gradation, presentation and repetition.’
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Difference between Method and Approach

Many teachers and scholars use these two terms interchangeably. But there is a lot

of difference between the two. An approach is a wider term than ‘method’. In an

approach there can be many methods.

Antony says, ‘It (approach) states a point of view or philosophy or an

assumption which one belives but cannot necessarily prove’.

On the other hand, method is an overall plan based on some approach.

Again according to Antony, a method is an overall plan for the orderly

presentation of language material. No part of the material contradicts and all of

which is based upon the selected approach.”

Thus, ‘approach’ deals with assumptions whereas ‘method’ is a procedure

based on some assumptions. In this way, within one approach there can be many

methods.

4.3.1 The Translation Method

The translation method was originally followed in the teaching of English. The first

step in learning a language is to get at the meaning of new words, phrases and

sentences to be learnt. Under the translation method, the meanings of English

words, phrases and sentences are taught by means of word-for-word translation

into the mother tongue. It is the oldest method of teaching English in India. It has

been used since the teaching of English started in our country. This method attaches

great importance to grammar. Though it is the most condemned method of teaching

English, it is the most widely used method. The majority of teachers teach English

through this method in our schools. It begins with the teaching of sounds of the

alphabets. Then comes the teaching of words and from words we come to

sentences.

Characteristics of Translation Method

1.  The mother tongue dominates this method. Whatever is to be learnt in

English is translated into Hindi.

2. The words and phrases of a foreign language can be best interpreted in the

mother tongue of the students.

3. It has been seen that comparative study of the grammar of the mother-

tongue and that of English, ensures that the latter can be understood and

mastered easily.

4.  It is believed that during the process of translation and the comparative

study of grammar, the structure of English language is learnt very well.

Advantages

1. English pharaseology is easily explained and understood. The easy way of

explaining the words and phrases of the English language is with the help of

the mother tongue.
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2. There is rapid expansion in the vocabulary as it proceeds from the known

to the unknown.

3. It makes use of a child’s knowledge of his mother tongue unlike some other

methods like the direct method which makes no use of the knowledge of

the mother tongue. So, the work of the teacher also becomes much easier

and time saving.

4. It enables the teacher to test the students’ comprehension of the English

language easily and quickly by making use of mother- tongue.

5. Teacher’s labour is saved because it takes less time to explain the meaning

of English words and phrases in the mother tongue than directly in English.

6. It enables a comparative study of English grammar and the grammar of the

mother tongue.

7. Abstract words and phrases can also be explained with the help of the

translation method.

Disadvantages

1. Pronunciation and Speech is Neglected:  As we all know, language is

primarily speech and if we want to learn a language we should master its

spoken form. Language learning is a process of habit formation. When the

pupils learn English through the translation method, they learn it only through

their mother tongue and thus they cannot speak it fluently. No practice is

given to them in spoken English. Only word by word translation is stressed.

2. Unnatural: The natural order of learning a language is listening, speaking,

reading and writing. This is the way a child learns his mother tongue.

However,  in the translation method, the teaching of language starts with the

teaching of reading.

3. Dull and Uninteresting: This  method is dull and mechanical. In this method,

the students are passive listeners and not active participants in the lesson.

Activity is ignored. Literal translation of mother-tongue into foreign language

is the main cause of many mistakes. For example, a student may write,  my

head is eating circles for Mera sur chakkar kha raha hai.

4. Literal translation is not possible: It is not always possible to translate

all the words of the foreign language in the mother tongue. Word-to-word

translation often gives a meaningless jumble of words.

5. Unsuitable for silent reading: The habit of word-to-word translation

hinders the rapid absorption of large word-groups which is the essence of

reading.

6. Discourages thinking in English: Even as a general method of compositon,

the fundamental weakness of translation is that it prevents or retards pupils

from thinking in English. A pupil, who is constantly framing his thoughts in

the mother-tongue and then converting them into English will never be able

to express himself fluently and clearly in English
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7. Absurd translation: Sometimes, we find that word-to-word translation

is futile and even absurd. For example, explaining the use of article ‘a’

and ‘the’ the mother tongue is not quite possible.

8. Fails to capture the delicate shades of meaning: The subtle differences

in the meanings of the words, for example, happiness, joy, gladness, ecstasy,

etc. are not made clear in the mother tongue. Thus, this method fails to

communicate the differences in language and spirit.

4.3.2 Direct Method

A language teaching method consists of making use of a set of techniques or

classroom activities procedures – that usually result in successful achievement of

the objectives envisaged in curriculum.

As we all know every action has a reaction. Thus, the direct method is also

a reaction for an action. The Direct Method is a reaction to the Grammar cum

Translation Method which was rejected for different reasons. The idea behind the

direct method is that we learn a language by hearing it spoken and by engaging

ourselves in conversation. Reading and writing can be learnt later. In this method,

English is taught directly by establishing a direct and immediate association between

experience and expression–between English word and its meaning without the

intervention of the mother tongue.

The direct method says – Begin with speech. Development of speech is the

first step in learning any language.

Objectives of Direct Method

1. To enable the pupil to think and express himself directly in English

2. To understand directly what he hears

3. To express directly what is in his mind

4. To develop  an instinctively unerring linguistic sense in the pupil

Principles of Direct Method

The following are the important principles of the Direct Method.

1. Oral work–A direct bond between the experience/concept and the language

is established. This method tries to establish a direct bond through the

teacher’s speaking that goes with the following:

a. Situations created by him

b. Blackboard drawings

c. Pictures

d. His or students’ actions/ gestures/ mime

e. Synonyms and antonyms

2. The unit of teaching in this method is a sentence. Even the students are

encouraged to communicate in sentences only. Thoughts are expressed not

in single words but in complete sentences.
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3.  Little use of the mother tongue is possible.

4. Grammar is taught inductively. In the direct method, grammar is not taught

for its own sake. It is taught because it helps in the learning of English.

Suitable sentences from the lessons already learnt are selected and then

with the active participation, interaction and co-operation of the students

—by comparison and contrast—the rules are taught to them. They arrive at

the grammatical rules inductively. Ample practice is given in usage.

5. New vocabulary items are taught through situations. The new words which

are going to be taught in the class are taken from the range of daily

experiences of the pupil. These words stand for concrete objects and actions

and not for the abstract ones. Words are taught through situations in the

following ways:

a. By using the actual object, specimen, etc.

b. By using synomyms or antonyms already known to students

c. By using definitions

d. By using suitable pictures – printed or drawn on the blackboard

The method of  teaching words depends on the kind of words. The words

are divided into two categories –

1. Words for active use, by students in their conversation and writing

2. Words for passive recognition

As we are interested in teaching the correct pronunciation of words, they

are introduced orally first before students look at the word on the blackboard or

in the reader.

Stages of the Direct Method

There are three stages of the Direct Method (See Figure 4.1)

1. For a year or two, the emphasis is on oral work, to accustom the pupil to

understand spoken English and to speak English.

2. In the second stage, the aim is to enable the pupils to understand English

books and to express his thoughts in written English.

3. In the third stage, the aim is to acquire sufficient knowledge of English. The

pupil is also acquainted with English literature.

Direct Method

1st Stage 2nd Stage 3rd Stage

(ORAL) (WRITTEN) (KNOWLEDGE)
+ Literature

Figure 4.1 Direct Method
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Advantages

1. It lays stress on the command of the language rather than on the study of its

grammar.

2. Psychologically, this is a sound method. This method follows the main

principles, of education. Practice must preceed theory.

3. There is a direct bond between idea and expression because of which, the

method gives fluency of speech.

4. This method tends to make the reading of English easy and pleasant.

5. It creates an English atmosphere, and makes the lesson interesting, brisk,

and intensive.

6. It makes loud reading easy and natural.

7. The technique adopted in this method calls for alertness and activity on the

part of the pupils. The use of objects, illustrations, actions and demonstrations

makes the lesson concrete.

The importance of the direct method lies in the fact that it is calculated to

give the people a real command of English–both in the spoken and written forms.

Demerits of the Direct Method

1. It is an incomplete method. It neglects other aspects of language learning,

e.g. formation of sentences.

2. It underestimates the importance of reading and writing.

3. The meanings of abstract things cannot be explained by this method. It will

be difficult to tell the difference directly in the meaning between ‘tremble’

and ‘shiver’.

4. This method emphasizes the aural oral approach than visual appeal.

5. For oral work, individual practice and attention is necessary and it depends

on the small size of the class. Unfortunately, this facility does nto exist in our

schools.

6. It is a method for smart students and smart teachers.

7. This method suits only those pupils who possess linguistic minds and are

endowed with sensitive ears.

8. It is a difficult and expensive method. Many schools cannot provide sufficient

equipment and facilities for using this method successfully. The classes are

over-crowded and only a few periods are provided for the teaching of

English.

In the direct method, the student should learn the language in the same

manner in which he learns his mother tongue. It is impossible because the atmosphere

does not exist in the surroundings of the student. Hence, this method prevails in the

classroom only.
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4.3.3 Dr. West’s New Method or the Reading Method

The Direct method was a reaction against the traditional Translation-Cum- Grammar

Method and suggested an improvement upon it. Similarly, Dr. West’s new method

is in response to the Direct Method and suggests some improvements upon it.

Instead of laying emphasis on speech habits, Dr. West lays emphasis on reading

habits. He believes that Indian pupils primarily require the ability to read English.

Writing is secondary and they will have less opportunities to speak English. The

child who comes to school and has trained in the right sort of reading though he

leaves the school without completing his schooling will value what he has learnt

and never forget the training even. Dr. West calls it the‘surrender value’. If a child

leaves his school in class VIII it means he is a drop out. He must therefore, learn

such vocabulary which is useful to him in his practical life. He will learn this

vocabulary not by training in speech but by silent reading. Dr. West believes that

the reading ability can be improved in solitude without the help of a teacher. The

pupil should be able to read the book easily and get pleasure after reading it.

West provides a new book for reading. In it, his reader gets enough interesting

matter for reading. The vocabulary is controlled. It contains common words that

frequently find place in the learning process of the pupils. New words and phrases

are evenly distributed over the pages. When a new word is introduced to them, it

is repeated a number of times. This repetition makes the word familiar to them.

This vocabulary is learnt by the pupils for the teacher has to test their comprehension.

This test should be based on linguistic lines. The use of this vocabulary should be

in accordance with their capacity to use them. These books are well- illustrated by

pictures in order to explain the meaning of the reading material. Dr. West considers

that oral reading is preparatory to silent reading.As reading involves ‘some inner

speech’, the pupil will do some oral reading from the very beginning. It is useful for

drilling for correct pronunciation.

He supposes that a lot of ‘passive’ work should be done before the pupil

advances for ‘active’ work. Passive work means to understand the language.

Efficient reading at the initial stage of reading will enable children to acquire

proficiency in speech and writing. According to him, it is not the excessive use of

translation that is responsible for poor results but the fact that we fail to emphasize

speed and facility in reading. It forms the idea of the structure of a foreign language

and a feeling of a language. The term active means the ‘productive command’ of a

language. It means to acquire proficiency of expressing oneself in it.

In his idea, the teaching of reading as distinguished from the teaching of

speech is based on the following arguments:

1. To acquire knowledge of reading is easier than to acquire knowledge of

learning to speak.

2. The teaching of each skill requires a different technique.

3. It is neither safe nor wise to teach both skills at the same time.
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It the case of speaking, we use vocabulary which we may apply in self-

expression and we use that vocabulary which we can use easily. In reading , the

case is different. We cannot use easy vocabulary because we cannot choose. We

will have to get acquainted with the vocabulary used by the writers of English. We

cannot gain an insight into structure. Gaining insight into the structure of the language

is very necessary for its active use. It cannot be acquired by memorizing the words

it is developed from; it needs practice. In simple words, it means that if we want to

develop linguistic capability in ourselves, to respond in speech, the teacher is

required to work out questions, orders or some other types of exercises which

will enable the pupils to express their ideas using foreign words. This means an

active use of language.

While reading, our chief concentration is on the vocabulary that is frequently

repeated and found by the pupil at the time of reading. In speech, however,

vocabulary we concentrate on the ideas which the pupils will like to express.

Dr. West has grouped the words into two headings(1) Form words (2)

Content words. Dr. West feels that the knowledge of 1,158 words is adequate for

ordinary conversation. Form words are those which make up the form of the

language and connect ideas. They enable pupils to make statements. These are

the words we use to talk with. Content words are mostly nouns and pronouns.

These are the words we talk about.

Example:

Mayank  goes to Delhi.

Here ‘Mayank’ is the Content word and ‘goes to Delhi’ are Form words.

Merits of this method

1. It aims at the development of reading which is  an essential aspect of language

learning.

2. Its chief emphasis is on silent reading. It develops comprehension and self-

activity.

3. It serves as a foundation for an active work in writing and speaking.

4. Reading is free from phonetic difficulties. Thus, it is an easy job.

5. It is free from the incorrect forms of speech of teachers in the lower classes.

6. It cultivates a taste for the study of short stories.

7. Vocabulary is controlled. Frequent repetition of new words helps in increasing

the vocabulary of the pupils.

8. It develops the habit of independent reading with understanding.

Demerits

1. Dr. West draws a hard and fast line of distinction between speaking and

reading. To maintain this distinction is not practically possible.
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2. Dr. West overestimates the value of passive work that is an aid to active

work. But the assimilation of the language can be fruitfully done by providing

a specific oral drill in the use of language.

3. Dr. West’s procedure of cultivating reading ability before cultivating the

ability to speak is not sound and especially unsuitable for India. In order to

follow the correct procedure of learning a language, we should first develop

speaking habits.

4. Pronunciation cannot be learnt, nor can it be improved upon, if we lay

undue emphasis on reading. Pronunciation is learnt by hearing and speaking

and not by reading.

5. The method requires a detached study of words and their use in their

respective situations. Sentences are ignored. Thus, the method is not

psychologically sound.

6. Reading alone is not attractive for both the children and the adults.

7. A feeling of language is not possible by silent reading alone. It requires

specific drill in the use of language.

8. Emphasis on learning by reading will be laid more in the early years than in

later years. In the earlier years, the pupils should learn simple common

words of everyday use. His workload should increase as he grows in age.

4.3.4 Substitution Method

This method seems to substitute the Direct Method. However, this is not the reason

for its name  being Substitution Method. ‘The substitution Method gets its name

from the procedure.’

Procedure: - In this method we have to first select a model sentence. The study

of a word apart from a sentence does not help us in forming a sound and correct

linguistic basis. Hence, the unit of teaching must be a sentence and not a word. A

good start, repetition and practice help us in forming correct linguistic habits.

What is a model sentence? Some particular construction, word or idiom is

taken and a sentence is framed using it. This sentence should be grammatically

correct. Thus, if we desire to teach the use of the adjective nice, we may have a

number of sentences based on the model sentence.

Model Sentence:

He is a nice boy.

Ramesh is a nice man.

Kavita is a nice girl.

It is a nice pen.

That is a nice boy.

He is not a nice boy Negative
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Ramesh is not a nice boy.

Is he not a nice boy? interrogative.

Is ramesh not a nice boy?

In our model sentence there are a number of terms he, is, a, nice, boy.

One of these terms ‘nice’ remains unchanged because it is our teaching point. It is

the basis of sentence construction. We have substituted ‘he’ with, ‘Ramesh’,

‘Kavita’, ‘it’, ‘that’ and we have replaced boy with girl, man, pen, etc. By substituting

these terms, we have framed many. Sentences in which words should be changed

and which should remain unchanged the answer of it is that the words which are

the basis of constrction should remain constant for each of other terms we should

substitute similar terms.

Another example:-

I like to read a book.

I like to play cricket.

I like to write a letter.

I like to cook food.

Thus, model sentence is a framework or mould in which we can fit other

words or phrases. In this method, a sentence is a unit and the pupils give a complete

sentence in English expressing the same thought. In this way, the pupils learn to

think in sentences and word for word translation is avoided.

Type of Substitution

Simple Substitution Table: - In this type of tables the variables are inter-

connected. For example-

 This ring is made of gold.

 This shirt is made of cloth.

 This chair is made of wood.

 This book is made of paper.

 In these sentences we cannot say. ‘This book is made of wood’. or ‘This

shirt is made of gold’. Ring and gold, shirt and cloth, book and paper cannot be

separated they are known as Simple Substitution Table.

Compound Substitution Table:  Such tables are those in which variables are

interchanged. For example-

There are some boys.

There are some girls.

There are some players.

Grammatical Substitution Table:  We can teach grammar through these tables

(as the example of ‘nice’ is given). We may proceed with the teaching of comparative

and superlative degrees of adjectives also. The similarity and contrast between
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Present Indefinite and Present Continuous may be taught. ‘He walks’ and ‘He is

walking’. shall, will can, may can be successfully used by these tables.

Merits

1. Pupils are trained to learn sentences and not simply single words.

2. Pupils get command over ordinary idioms and phrases and words and get

used to speaking them fluently.

3. Enough practice in speech is given.

4. The pupils get opportunities for writing the tables and thus reading and

writing are correlated.

Demerits

1. Although all grammar can be taught by this method, we cannot explain the

grammatical rules  which are essential.

2. In the absence of sequence, the children learn only isolated sentences.

3. This method lays less stress on writing work.

4. Prose, poetry and composition cannot be taught by this method.

4.3.5 Play Way Method in Education

Though Froebel is considered the propounder of this method, in the modern age,

Henry Coldwell Cook is said to be the first person who was strongly in  favour of

this method. He strongly believed in it and said, ‘It is the core of my faith that the

only work worth doing is really play; for by play I mean doing anything with one’s

heart in it.’

According to Hughes and Hughes, ‘The method that enables children to

learn with the same enthusiasm that characterizes their spontaneous play is often

called play-way.’

Teaching methods based on play way

Psychologists proved that we can teach the primary and elementary level students

through the play way method. For this, they have stated some other methods that

are important-

(a) Montessory Method

(b) Kindergarton Method

(c) Project Method

(d) Dalton Plan Method

(e) Heuristic Method

Basic principles of play way

Following are the principles on which the play way method function (See Figure

4.2):
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(a) Interest (The aim is to generate interest in the learner)

(b) Objective (The objective or goal is never let out of sight)

(c) Activity based (There is stress on activities combining mental and physical

abilities)

(d) Freedom (Some extent of freedom is given to the teacher & students to be

creative)

(e) Individual difference (The fact that each student is different is never for

gotten)

(f) Based on social instinct (Student are encouraged to bond and interact)

Objective

Social
Instinct

Play Way

Freedom

Interest

Individual
difference

Activity

Demerits

Play-way method is not a complete method. The demerits of this method are as

follows-

(a) It is difficult to practise

(b) It is not a good method for teaching all subjects at different levels.

(c) There is a lack of seriousness in this method.

(d) There is possiblility of the misuse of freedom.

(e) There is a possibility of the misuse of time as it consumes a lot of time.

This method is very important from the point of view of the students at the

initial level as it works on the assumption that students can learn the functional side

of a second language easily in play way, i. e., without stress. But later on, the

formal side also becomes important.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. What is the first step in learning a language?

2. What does a language teaching method consist of?

3. List the various stages of direct method.

4. Name the various types of substitution.
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4.4 STRUCTURAL APPROACH

 The structural approach is the arrangement of words in such a way as to form a

suitable pattern. A structure in English is the way in which words and word groups

are arranged to form meaningful units of speech. During the 1950s there were

English text books which contained passages taken from original writings of great

writers. Now-a-days, English is taught in the classrooms with the help of readers/

workbooks. These books are especially prepared with the passages that contain

the language items to be introduced/ taught to the students of a particular class/

grade in that year. This change had come due to the introduction of a structural

approach to the teaching of English. In the late 1960s after careful selection, about

250 such structures were identified. But now, only 100 structures have been

prescribed for study in about eight years and with 2500-3000 English words

being fixed for this period.

The structural approach refers to the selection, gradation and presentation

of structures and vocabulary items. The selection and gradation was done on the

basis of their:

• Usefulness (Only the useful items are listed).

• Frequency (Items more frequently occurring in speech are included in lower

classes and the less frequent ones are put in the higher classes).

• Teachability Items that can be taught easily appear earlier than those that

are not taught easily. The present continous tense is introduced earlier than

the simple present.

• Productivity (The structures that can give rise to more sentences are listed

at the top when compared to those which have no such scope).

When the list of 100 structures is prepared it is called the structural syllabus.

According to the four criterias, the writers of English Readers and workbooks

select the structures to be introduced in a certain class/ grade and prepare the

lessons and practice materials (exercises). The structural approach does not guide

the teacher on how to teach English in the classroom.

The principles for presenting the language items that should be followed

by a teacher in the class are as follows:

1. Language is primarily a speech.

2. Learning a language means acquiring a set of habits.

3. We should teach the target language, but not the language.

4. Languages are different from one another in a number of aspects.

Meaning of Structure

In structures, meaningful words are used in a particular order to convey their

meaning.
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According to C.S. Bhandari, ‘The different arrangements or patterns of

words are called structures.’

Structures are tools of a language. They should not be confused with

sentences. Structures do not need any grammatical background whereas sentences

form a grammatical order of words.

Type of structures: - Structures can be divided into the following four categories:

1. Sentence Pattern: French defines sentence patterns as, ‘The word pattern

means a model from which many things of the same kind and shape can be

made like houses which look the same, or shoes made alike or a number of

lorries all of the same size and shape though perhaps of different colours. A

sentence pattern is, therefore, a model for sentence which will be of the

same shape and construction although made up of different words.’

Example- It is 6’o clock.

Taking this model sentence, we can make many sentences like:

It is 7’o clock.

It is 12’o clock. etc.

In this type of structure, the essential parts of a sentence (subject, predicate

etc.) occupy fixed positions. If  they are changed, they also change their

meaning. For example:

i. Gopal gave a book to Ram.

ii. Ram gave a book to Gopal.

In these two sentences, although we have used the same words but the

meaning is changed due to the change in word order caused as a result

of replacement in subject and object.

2. Phrase Pattern:  Phrase is a word or group of words which expresses an

idea without being a sentence or clause. For instance listening to, into the

basket etc.

3. Idioms: - Idioms like ‘born with a silver spoon,’ to err is human, come in

this category. These should be taught as a whole.

4. Formulas are those words which are used on certain occasions. How are

you? Good morning. Thank you;etc

4.4.1 Presentation of Structures

Presentation aims at making the student understand the use of a structure. The

structure is presented with the help of meaningful situations. By meaningful situations,

we mean the occasions in real life demanding the use of specified structures,

sentence patterns and vocabulary. Situations can be created with the help of pictures,

flash cards, actions, gestures, drawings on the board and verbal context. The

teacher should make the use of actual objects in the classroom situations. In the
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absence of it, the teacher should use pictures of those objects. Structures like

Simple Present Tense can be presented by using verbal contexts. The teacher

builds the situations as follows:

He came to school at 9:00 am today.

He will come to school at 9:00 am tomorrow.

He will come to school at 9:00 am day after tomorrow.

Merits

1. There is emphasis on Speech. The ability to speak English gives the students

a sense of confidence and achievement. If the students are taught properly,

they acquire good pronunciation and fluency through speech.

2. Habit formation is stressed.

3. Well selected and graded language material is used.

4. Students remain active.

5. Language is taught in meaningful situations.

Demerits

1. Reading, writing and vocabulary expansion are neglected.

2. It is a mechanical drill

3. Suitable teachers not available.

4. Reading material is uninteresting.

5. Student’s knowledge of the mother tongue is not used.

6. It requires hard labour and effort on the part of  the teachers.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

5. Define structural approach.

6. How can structure be divided?

4.5 THE SITUATIONAL APPROACH

This approach works on the thought that language is used in real situations.

Therefore, if we want to learn a language, we have to be provided with different

kinds of situations where we will get opportunity to use that particular language.

The theory underlying this approach is that:

• Language works in situations. It cannot be used in a vacuum. If someone

speaks without anyone listening to him, he will be misunderstood as

mad.

• As different situations emerge to use the language, we use the language.

Sometimes, the situations are confronted all of a sudden and sometimes
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they are preplanned. For example, when we listen to two quarrelling

persons, we cannot understand what they are quarrelling about in the

first instance.

It is therefore suggested that while teaching a new language item, teachers

should present it in meaningful situations. This will enable the students to understand

what he is saying.

The steps in situational approach to teaching  English require the teacher to:

• Say or speak the model sentences (Containing the language item) in a

meaningful situation

• Change the situation, but keep the language item constant

o To ensure comprehension of the item

o To extend experience of the item

o To maintain  interest

• Give students oral practice in situations wherever possible

• Provide reading and writing practice related to situations used earlier

• Provide situations and get students to use the language on their own

Types of Situation

The teacher plans his situations using the following:

a. Environment: Inside the classroom, outside the classroom, school premises,

home, society, etc. known to students.

b. Teaching Aids: Objects, models, pictures, charts, etc.

c. Stories, anecdotes, incidents, events, accidents, etc.

The teacher may also use:

i. Contrived situations (those planned by him at home for teaching in the class)

ii. Spontaneous situations (those that crop up (during his teaching) and can be

made use of if he is resourceful).

For example, if the teacher is teaching the present participle and if the school

attender comes into the classroom, he can create a situation saying: ‘You see,

Mukesh is coming with the notice book’.

Use of mother tongue

The English teacher should realize that there is a place for the mother tongue of the

students in teaching a second language, say English. Ryburn has said that the mother

tongue should be used with common sense. No hard and fast rules can be followed

for its use. He said; if using of the mother tongue is going to help the students, we

must use it. He was having this view that any means that makes English teaching

easy, pleasant and effective should use by us. Judicious use of the mother tongue

should be done in the English teaching classroom:
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• To confirm that the situational meaning has been understood.

• To reinforce the understanding of the language item – by comparing or

contrasting the structures in L1 and L2 (such as the use of since/for)

• To ensure comprehension of words meant for passive recognition.

• To ensure understanding of abstract concepts.

• To discuss any matter that is too difficult make clear in English.

Someone has compared the use of mother tongue to the use of a walking

stick. It is said that it should not become a pair of crutches.

4.6 THE ORAL AND LINGUISTIC APPROACH

More people can use a language for oral communication only. They cannot read

or write in their own native language. They are illiterate, but they can listen and

understand their language and also respond suitably and intelligibly when a situation

arises.

In order to teach a second language (English), teachers should speak English

and help their students speak it properly. It must be understood that after acquiring

speaking skills, the students can be helped to acquire the more difficult skills of

reading and writing.

The teacher will do well to use the oral skills of his students and also of his

own:

• To introduce language items – structural and vocabulary items

• To discuss the reading passage and poems

• To prepare the students orally for doing the written exercises

• To test the students’ ability to read comprehension

• To teach composition writing

• To motivate the students to read the supplementary reader lessons

• To take up remedial teaching.

The advantages of teaching English through speech are:

• It is a natural way of learning any language (We learnt our language first

by speaking it before reading and writing it).

• It is a good introduction to the other more difficult skills, namely reading

and writing.

• It is easy for the teacher to handle the students during practice.

• It is the only way by which economical use of class time may be ensured.

Conditions essential for application of oral approach are as follows:

• The teachers of English must be good and they should be able to speak

fluently.
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• They should control their language in such a way that no sentence falls

flat before the students.

• They must be resourceful to make the oral work interesting and

meaningful.

4.6.1 Linguistic Communicative Approach

From the mid-seventies, ‘communicative competence’ became an overriding

concern of language pedagogy. It was felt that learners who were taught by the

structural approach were ‘structurally competent but communicatively deficient.’

Developed and practised in the Far East, particulary in China and Japan,

the communicative approach to English means communicative competence which

includes linguistic competence plus an ability to use the language appropriately.

Today, China and Japan have the largest number of people engaged in learning

English. This is because of the American influence which has paid them rich and

handsome dividends over the years.

It emphasizes the learning by ‘Use’. Law of use is a very significant principle

of learning a language. Chinese and Japnese force the students to open their mouths

and speak. For them, right usage means communication. This law lays emphasis

on the social aspect of the language.

For example, a student might say, ‘Shut the door, will you?’ to a classmate.

But to a stranger, it would be more appropriate to say ‘Excuse me, would you

mind closing the door?’ The use of the formal version with a classmate and informal

with a stranger would be equally likely to cause offence. ‘Why don’t you close the

door?’ From the structural view point, the sentence is unambiguous an interrogative.

From the functional viewpoint, however, it is ambiguous.

It required:

- Real life situations

- Freedom on the part of speaker

- Use

- Adequate exposure to the target language

- Communicative competence

- Higher degree of initiative from the learners

Assumptions of Communicative Approach

1. Efficiency in aural oral aspect of the language

2. Proficiency in the mechanics of reading and writing.

3. Correct language habits

4. Command over active vocabulary

5. Proficiency at structures
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Pre- requisites of Linguistic Communicative Approach

1. Linguistic Competence: Use of language according to the needs and

requirements.

2. Different aspects of language.

3. Use of proper skill and strategy in different situations.

4. Provision of proper social setting where the language will be used.

Devising Communicative Activities For Primary Class

1. Provide a reason for students to communicate.

a. Opinion – To exchange opinions on a matter of mutual interest.

b. Information – They should give/ receive information on matters of

interest/ relevance.

2. Fluency is more important than accuracy in the beginning. It means they

have to concentrate on the content not on the form.

3. Encourage use of language around a theme/ situation rather than oral practice

of single grammatical item.

4. Have very little teacher intervention (pronunciation and accuracy point which

need correction may be taken up in a separate class focussing on

pronunciation or grammar teaching.

Mrs. Gupta is my English teacher.

Advantages

The person who succeeds in communicating with others:

1. Feels happy, becomes confident, feels encouraged and is able to impress

others through his personality.

2. Feels satisfied because he succeeds in communicating with others.

3. Will be confident at the social gathering where he has used the language

successfully.

4. Becomes practical in learning the language

5. Motivates others

It emphasizes on functional use of language. It develops the speech ability.

‘Play is Nature’s mode of education.’

–Ross

Among General Innate Tendencies, the tendency of playing is the most

widespread and important. The general meaning of ‘playing’ is to recreate or relax

the brain, to jump and run here and there to exercise or to do some other common

tasks. Psychologists have defined the word ‘play’ in the following manner-
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‘Play is an activity, for its own sake, or it is a

purposeless activity, striving toward no goal.’

– Mc Dougall

‘Play relates to any activity engaged in for the enjoyment

it gives, without consideration of the end result.’

– Hurlock

4.6.2 Characteristics of Play

According to W.M. Ryburn, ‘Play is a way, a means, which is used by the self

when the different instinctive urges are trying to express themselves.’

The  characteristics of playing are as follows-

1. Play is a general innate tendency.

2. Play is self-motivated and independent.

3. Play provides enjoyment and quickness.

4. There is creativity in play to some extent.

5. There is no objective of play other than doing some activity.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

7. What are the assumptions of communicative approach?

8. Define play.

4.7 SUMMARY

In this unit, you have learned that:

• Approach is a component of method.

• Techniques refer to the design and procedural components of a method.

• The direct method is a reaction to the grammar cum translation method,

which was rejected for different reasons.

• In a direct method, grammar for learning the English.

• Dr. West new method lays emphasis on reading habits.

•  Gaining insight into the structure of the language is very necessary for its

active use.

• A model sentence is a framework or mould in which you can fit other words

or phrases.

• A structural approach is the arrangement of words in such a way as to form

a suitable pattern.
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• A structure in English is the way in which words and word groups are

arranged to form meaningful units of speech.

• In structures, meaningful words are used in a particular order to convey

their meaning.

• Structures are tools of a language, so they should not be confused with

sentences.

• Presentation aims at making the student understand the use of a structure.

• The situational approach works on the thought that language is used in real

situation.

4.8 KEY TERMS

• Pronunciation: It refers to the way a word or a language is spoken, or the

manner in which someone utters a word.

• Abstract word: It is a word that has no physical reference.

• Presentation: It is the practice of showing and explaining the content of a

topic to an audience or learner.

4.9 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. The first step in learning a language is to get at the meaning of new words,

phrases and sentences to be learnt.

2. A language teaching method consist of making use of a set of techniques or

classroom.

3. Direct method has three stages, namely, oral, written and knowledge.

4. The various types of substitution are as follows:

• Simple substitution table

• Compound substitution table

• Grammatical substitution table

5. The structural approach is the arrangement of words in such a way as to

form a suitable pattern.

6. Structure can be divided into the following four categories:

• Sentence pattern

• Phrase pattern

• Idioms

• Formulas
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7. The assumption of communicative approach is as follows:

• Efficiency in the oral aspect of the language

• Proficiency in the mechanics of reading and writing.

8. Play is an activity, for its own sake, or it is a purposeless activity, striving

towards no goal.

4.10 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. What is the difference between method and approach?

2. List the various characteristics of translation method.

3. What is the procedure of a substitution method?

Long-Answer Questions

1. Describe the advantages and disadvantages of translation method.

2. Discuss the important principles of the direct method.

3. Write a detailed note on Dr. West’s new method.
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UNIT 5 INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

Structure
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5.2 Essential Instructional Aids
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5.2.3 Charts

5.2.4 Models

5.2.5 Black Board

5.2.6 Overhead Projector

5.2.7 Tape and Audio Cassette Recorder

5.2.8 Radio
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5.2.10 Programmed Learning
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5.2.12 Computer-Assisted Language Learning

5.2.13 Power Point Presentation

5.2.14 Identifying Websites

5.3 Importance of Instructional Aids

5.4 Summary

5.5 Key Terms
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5.7 Questions and Exercises

5.8 Further Reading

5.0 INTRODUCTION

Instructional aids are tools that are used by teachers in order to help learners

improve their reading skills or communicate ideas by an interactive method which

have a greater impact than conventional teaching methods. Imparting education at

every level requires new and innovative methods, in order to create a lasting impact

on the minds of students. In order to teach a language (in this case, English),

various instructional aids like PowerPoint presentations and language laboratories

can be used.

You will learn about the various instructional aids and their importance in

this unit in detail.

5.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

• Know the essential instructional aids

• Analyse the importance of instructional aids
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5.2 ESSENTIAL INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

There are various instructional aids which are in use in educational institutions

these days. You will learn about the most widely used ones ahead in detail.

5.2.1 Flash Cards

Flash cards are strips of chart thick paper or cardboard sheet and are specially

useful for teaching reading to the beginners. They are of two types:

(a) Picture flash cards with or without words or sentences

(b) Word, phrase or sentence flash cards

Just as we see flashes in the sky for a moment, similary the flash cards are

flashed only for a moment and they provide prompt and quick word

recognition and increase the speed of reading. There is no such advantage

with the chalk board where the teacher will have to write the words and rub

them off. The cards can be used with matching pictures to aid comprehension.

Students are introduced to ‘silent reading’ by asking them to read the order

cards silently and do as written on the card. Some instructions can be sit

down, open the door, turn the fan off, look at the chalkboard etc.

5.2.2 Pictures

Picture are visual aids that can be used to teach school-going children in an interesting

manner. For example, there are pictures of alphabets for the small children. Pictures

can be used in different ways:

• For teaching a poem, some pictures can be used in the classrooms. The

teacher should find out suitable pictures from various resources. He can use

those pictures for making the students understand the poem.

• A picture or a set of pictures can be used for developing composition orally

or in written form. For this purpose, the teacher may narrate the story by

showing pictures one-by-one. Then he can ask the students to develop

composition.

• Pictures can be used for making the students understand the meanings of

difficult words. For example, the teacher can show the picture of a fat and

a thin boy. Thereby, the students will be able to understand the meaning of

the words ‘fat’ and ‘thin’.

• Pictures can also be used for developing the imagination of the students.

Here, a picture is shown to the class and then the students are asked to

speak a few sentences on it.
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The criteria for selection of pictures to be shown in class are as follows:

• It should big enough to be seen by everyone in the class.

• Each picture should be suitable to teach more than the spoken word.

• It should not result in any ambiguity during its use in the classroom.

Picture cut outs can be used to teach almost any language item if the teacher

uses them intelligently.

5.2.3 Charts

Everything which we have to explain cannot be shown in a picture. A resourceful

teacher is never satisfied with one type of aid, picture map or chart. Charts of

different types for grammar, structures, tenses can be used for the purpose. The

following characteristics should be considered in order to use  a chart.

• Size: It should be visible to all students of the class.

• Clarity: It should be clear enough to depict the topic.

• Suitability: It should be suitable for the topic and the mental status of the

students.

• Variety: Various topics should be taken to display on the chart.

• Effect:  It should be written in bold letters.

Some ideas by which charts can be effectively used in classroom are as follows:

• The teacher can write a poem or a stanza on a chart. That chart may be

displayed in the classroom.

• The ideas contained in a poem may be depicted on a chart. By showing the

chart, the teacher will be able to teach the poem easily to the students.

• A chart can be used for teaching the meanings of difficult words contained

in the poem. For this purpose, difficult words and their meaning are written

on a chart. The meanings are covered with strips of paper. The teacher

shows the meanings of the words one-by-one, removing the strips of paper.

• A chart or a set of charts may be used for developing a story orally or in

written form.

• A chart can also be used for teaching paragraph writing or a short

composition. For example, you can prepare a chart on which the picture of

a horse is drawn. The students can be aksed to speak or write a number of

sentences on the topic, ‘A Horse’.

• An outline of a story may be written on a chart which has been hung in the

classroom. The students can be asked to develop the complete story on the

basis of the chart.
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5.2.4 Models

 Models are used to make the teaching and learning process easier. They resemble

the real objects, buildings, houses, natural objects etc. and are of great help in

conveying meaning to young learners. Students can be encouraged to make models

by assigning them project work. They can use waste materials to make models.

5.2.5 Black Board

It is the heart and soul of teaching any subject. The teacher writes neatly and

beautifully on the blackboard the students also try to imitate the handwriting of the

teacher.

The instructions for using the blackboard effectively are as follows:

• The teacher should start from the top left corner and uniformly continue

writing till the lower end. The systematic and uniform writing captures the

attention of the students.

• The principle of writing on a four-lined notebook should be followed.

• Whenever a new lesson is started, the writing on the board should be rubbed

off and work started afresh.

• Sometimes a part of the blackboard is not visible to the students due to the

reflections of the light and that part of the should not be used by the teacher.

Every teacher can use the board to draw some pictures on it to make his

teaching effective.  David ‘How to use the blackboard while teaching English’

Horsburgh’s is very useful in this regard.

Flannel Board

 A flannel board is made with a piece of flannel or khadi cloth pasted on a board of

size 80 × 60cms. Flash cards which are used on a flannel board usually contain

words or sentences and pictures of persons, animals and birds.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. Name the two types of flash cards.

2. List any two characteristics that should be considered in order to use a

chart.

5.2.6 Overhead Projector

The overhead projector is another useful tool because it can supplement the

blackboard. The teacher can prepare transparencies in advance and through the

use of masks (i.e. opaque paper) manipulate the arrangement of the presentation.

The teacher can add information or input directly into the transparency. An overhead

projector can be used for brief periods of time (5� � � –10 minutes) and so the activities

have to be planned to maximize the effect of the projector.
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Its features are as follows:

(i) An overhead projector can be used in a classroom unlike other projected

media such as slides, film projector.

(ii) It can act as a projector as well as a white board.

(iii) It needs no maintenance.

(iv) It is handy and portable.

(v) It is not very expensive.

(vi) The operation of an OHP is convenient as it involves only switching and

focusing.

(vii) It facilitates interaction between the student and teacher.

For an English teacher the overhead projector helps in the following ways:

• To demonstrate his writing to the class

• To conduct pronunciation drills.

• To develop vocabulary, word structures and sentence patterns

• To develop substitution tables

• To teach the student to develop lesson plans and take up any problem of

action research.

• Liquid crystal display (LCD)

5.2.7 Tape and Audio Cassette Recorder

 Old spool-type tapes were very cumbersome and fragile. Cassette type audio

tapes are now available which can playback upto 90 minutes on either side. Using

a cassette recorder is much easier than tape recorders which were more

complicated because of its multi-channel and mono/stereo reproduction.

5.2.8 Radio

 It is an audio aid and it removes the dullness of lesson. It can also give knowledge

to students about the latest developments of pronunciation in English. A teacher

must be present when students are listening to the broadcast and he should explain

and discuss it with the class. Thus, the radio is a source of information, entertainment

and also of teaching English.

There are three stages of activity for radio lessons, which are as follows:

(i) Preparation work

(ii) Actual radio lesson

(iii) Follow-up work

It would be an added advantage if radio or television lessons are taped for

future use in the classroom. Students in senior classes should be encouraged to be

regular listeners of news broadcasts and other programmes in English. Therefore,
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they would be able to enrich their knowledge of English and current affairs. They

would also be able to understand their cultures and the ways of life of the English-

speaking people across the globe.

5.2.9 Television

 It has often been called the queen of audiovisual aids. It is said to be the ‘electronic

blackboard of the future.’ It is the most powerful means of communication of

ideas. Of late, its utility in the educational process has been recognized. At present,

it is being used for teaching purposes in cities like Delhi, Bombay, Madras and

Kolkata. The teacher must inculcate good viewing habits and attentive listening

skills among the students. He/she also prepares them psychologically to receive

the information from the television.

The kinds of educational televison are as follows:

• Open circuit televison: It is the usual type of telecast by commercial or non-

commerical stations.

• Closed circuit television: It is the selective telecast which can be turned in

only by specially equipped receivers.

Types of educational programmes

• Demonstration type: It can be commercial as well as educational. Some

outstanding classroom activity of a school is made known to others through

television.

• Supplementary type: In some subjects, there are a few problem areas.

Supplementary programmes assist the schools in supplementing their

knowledge in certain specific areas. This is also called an enrichment

programme.

• Direct teaching programme: These types of programmes are telecasted for

direct teaching in the different schools. They are used in elementary, high

and adult schools.

There are three stages of watching a television lesson:

• Pre-listening stage: Tell students what they are going to watch.

• Listening stage: Ensure attentive watching

• Post-listening stage: Discuss what they have watched (pronunciation

etc.)

If a video cassette recorder is available in the school, the programme can

be recorded and watched once again for the benefit of slow-learners in the class.

Film Strips

These are strips of film that show a sequence of action or events. The actions

shown in the strips can be projected on the wall or a screen. This can be made to

work with the help of battery or electricity.
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5.2.10 Programmed Learning

Programmed learning is a method of learning in which the pupil self- educated with

the help of teaching machines, text books and a special curriculum. This type of

instruction includes the educational material which is organized in small parts or

frames arranged in a sequence and the relevant questions related to each frame

are arranged in that sequence.The pupil moves towards the second frame after

answering the first question correctly.

British authors have used the term ‘programmed learning’ very frequently.

According to them, it is a learner-oriented system and its material is presented in

such a way so that it may acquire the form of auto-instruction.

James E. Espich and Bill Williams have made its meaning clear in their book

“Developing Programmed Instructional Materials”, where they say,

‘Programmed instruction is a planned sequence of experiences, leading to

proficiency in terms of stimulus – response relationship.’

Americian authors have used the term ‘programmed instruction.’ According

to them, programmed instruction is a process of arranging the material in smaller

frames in a sequence which is to be learnt and these frames are constituted in such

a way that the pupil passes through self-instruction and moves from the unknown

to the known. The pupil moves towards the highly complex knowledge and

principles.

From the given definitions, the following characteristics of programmed

learning can be deduced:

(i) The material is divided into small steps or frames.

(ii) Continuous responses of the pupil are essential.

(iii) There is a provision of immediate confirmation of the correct responses

along with that of immediate correction of wrong responses.

(iv) The frames of the content and the sequence should be tried out with the

pupils. A modification should be brought on the basis of the feedback

collected by the program writer.

There are three types of programmed learning which are as follows:

• Linear programming

• Branching programming

• Methetics programming.

Programmed learning is essential for the following purposes:

(i) Each pupil has his own pace and cannot be forced to learn at the pace of

other pupils. Hence, the need of programmed learning arises in order to

learn at one’s own pace.
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(ii) The pupils need immediate feedback in order to rectify their mistakes and

remove their errors. Programmed learning has the provision of immediate

feedback.

(iii) It is also needed in order to give information regarding the success and the

achievement of the pupils.

(iv) In order to involve the pupils to the maximum in the learning process and to

make them more active, programmed learning is preferable over the

traditional teaching method.

5.2.11 Language Laboratory

The language laboratory is a special room where students practise listening and

speaking skills with the help of sound equipments. The sound equipments include

tape-recorders, earphones, microphones etc.

It is a teaching room equipped with electronic devices for recording speech.

The students sit in semi-soundproof booths where they can listen to the master

tape and record their own responses. The teacher who controls the operation can

talk to all or any student he likes. In this laboratory, there are soundproof booths

for a number of simultaneous experiments with sounds and pronunciations.

The advantages of a language laboratory are as follows:

• The language laboratory can provide good models of speech which the

teacher has to present in the class.

• The students get enough opportunities to imitate the good models of speech

in language laboratory which they do not get in ordinary classroom situations.

• The students can correct themselves by listening to the correct responses

on the tape.

• It helps the individual to select an exercise according to his own ability and

each student can work at his own pace.

However, a language laboratory is a very costly aid and has still not been

tried in schools. It has been confined to higher educational institutions and research

centres.

5.2.12 Computer-Assisted Language Learning

In the contemporary period, the quality in learning English demands the provision

of competent and qualitifed teachers, learning resources and the infrastructure

includes use of improvized learning aids, accessibility of modern technology like

computer, e-media etc. Computer-assisted language learning (CALL) is gaining

ground with teachers and students becoming computer-literate. The declining cost

of computers, the increasing power of the hardware and the variety of software

encourage the use of computers for language learning. Computers have four main

advantages as they allow student to.
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• Carry out tasks which are not possible in other media-tasks such as automatic

and instant feedback on certain kinds of exercises like the multiple choice,

fill in the blanks and other objective type of questions.

• Carry out tasks more conveniently than in other media-related tasks such

as editing a piece of writing, checking spelling and carrying out corrections

– and thus enhancing all the aspects of writing and listening.

• Work through exercises according to one’s convenience and pace and

getting them marked automatically by the computer.

• Carry out exploratory work and see the result of one’s own decisions.

Computer technology provides computerized language learning simulation

– a simulated context or a representation of the real world so that the learner can

perceive the ‘reality’ of the event.

5.2.13 Power Point Presentation

PowerPoint presentations (on computers) make use of graphs and other multi-

media to improve learning. It saves time, enhances readability, provides illustration

and makes effective use of text, graphics and sound. Based on the objectives,

slides can be prepared on overviews, processes or concepts. to complement the

text. The slides can be projected using liquified crystal display (LCD) projector.

5.2.14 Identifying Websites

There are a number of Websites designed specially for students of English where

they can exchange e-mails, do exercises and browse around reading different

texts or even playing word games. An advantage of The internet is that teachers

and students have access to ‘authentic’ English. Some teachers even plan their

whole lesson based on Internet search.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

3. Mention any two features of an overhead projector.

4. Define programmed learing.

5.3 IMPORTANCE OF INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

Audio–visual aids are of immense value in the teaching–learning process. They

make the process lively and interesting. In this age of science and technology,

almost everything has undergone a change under the impact of science. The teaching

–learning programmes have also been affected by technology.

Undoubtedly, instructional aids are devices which are used in the classroom

to encourage learning and thereby make it easier and interesting. Materials like

charts, maps, models, film strips, projector, radio and television. help a teacher in
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effective communication, healthy classroom interaction and effective realization of

the teaching objectives. These may be called aids in the field of teaching and

learning. Albert Durat said, ‘It is easier to believe that what you see that what you

hear, but if you both hear and see then you can understand more readily and retain

more lastingly.’

More lectures by the teacher makes the class dull. Learning through the

senses is better and have a casting effect over mechanical learning. Out of the five

senses, it is hearing and seeing  that are the most effective.

The Kothari Education Commission reported, ‘The supply of teaching aids

to every school is essential for the improvement of the quality of teaching. It would

indeed bring about an educational revolution in the country.’

The importance of instructional material is due to the following reasons.

1. The use of instructional material makes the teaching–learning process more

interesting. Sometimes, the teacher makes use of charts, film strips and

projector, while at other times he just performs an experiment in the class.

All this makes the teaching–learning process more interesting.

2. Lectures by the teacher are too much of verbalism but the use of chalks and

blackboard reduces the monotony. The use of other type of aids further

reduces verbalism in the class.

3. It provides variety to the learning situation.

4. It gives clarity.

5. Instructional aids motivate the child and ignite feelings of curiosity. Thus the

motivation keeps the child fully absorbed and he tries to learn more.

6. They make the abstract ideas concrete and thus, help in making learning

more effective.

7. The different types of aids (when used successfully in the classroom) provide

variety in the classroom situations. Variety in the instructional  aids help the

learners to be more attentive.

8. There are individual differences among the learners. While some are able to

learn through visual demonstrations, others learn better by doing. The different

types of aids, thus, help in different ways for meeting the varied requirements

of the students.

9. Effective teaching requires direct experience for the learners. It is not always

possible to take the children out for the direct experiences and in such

cases aids such as films or PowerPoint presentation are helpful.

10. The use of audio-visual aids helps in the development of various skills among

the students. They learn how to draw a diagram of the topic, handle the

apparatus and in case they face some problems in the conduct of an

experience, they innovate in order to solve the problem.
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For the effective use of instructional aids, the following points should be kept in

mind:

1. They should be large enough to be seen by the students for whom they are

used.

2. They should be in expensive and accurate.

3. They should be in accordance with the mental level of the students.

4. They must capture the interest and attention of the the learners but also be

informative.

5. The aids should be fully checked before using them in the class. A spoiled

picture, a broken model or a cracked slide not only makes the students

disinterested but also discourages them.

6. Too many aids should not be used in a lesson,

7. While using some special type of aids like radio, television students should

be mentally prepared for it. They may be given a brief description of the

programme.

8. Aids should be used at the right time for making the subject and the topic

meaningful.

9. While giving instructions and showing some aids, the teacher should not

stand in front of it.

10. Instructional aids are useful for supplementing the teaching process but they

cannot replace the teacher.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

5. What did the Kothari Education Commission state?

6. List any two reasons due to which instructional aids are important.

5.4 SUMMARY

In this unit, you have learned that:

• There are various instructional aids which are in use in educational institutions

these days.

• Some essential instructional aids are charts, models, blackboard, projectors

and PowerPoint presentations.

• Audio-visual aids are of immense value in the teaching–learning process.

They make the process of learning lively and interesting.

• Instructional aids help a teacher in effective communication, healthy classroom

interaction and effective realization of the teaching objectives.

• The Kothari Education Commission reported that, ‘The supply of teaching
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aids to every school is essential for the improvement of the quality of teaching.

It would indeed bring about an educational revolution in the country.’

• For the effective use of instructional aids, certain points must be kept in

mind. Some of the points are that the aid should be inexpensive and accurate

and that it is used to supplement the content taught by the teacher and not

act as a substitute for it.

5.5 KEY TERMS

• Instructional aids: They are tools used by teachers in order to help learners

improve their reading skills or communicate ideas by an interactive method

which have a greater impact than conventional teaching methods.

•  Language laboratory: It is a special room where students can practise

their reading and listening skills with the help of sound experiments.

5.6 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. The two types of flash cards are as follows:

• Picture flash cards

• Word, phrase or sentence flash cards

2. In order to use a chart as an instructional aid, the following points should be

considered:

• It should be big enough to be clearly visible to all the students in the

class.

• It should be suitable for the concerned topic.

3. Two features of an overhead projector are as follows:

• It can act as a projector as well as a white board.

• It is handy and portable.

4. Programmed learning is a method of learning in which the pupil is self-

educated with the help of teaching machines, text books and a special

curriculum.

5. The Kothari Education Commission reported that, ‘The supply of teaching

aids to every school is essential for the improvement of the quality of teaching.

It would indeed bring about an educational revolution in the country.’

6. Two reasons due to which instructional aids are important are as follows:

• They provide variety to the learning situation, thereby breaking the

monotony.

• They make the abstract ideas concrete and thus help in making learning

more effective.
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5.7 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. Give examples of how pictures can be used as effective instructional aids.

2. What are the three stages of activity for radio lessons?

3. List the various types of educational programmes.

4. Why is programmed learning essential?

5. Write a short note on computer-assisted language learning.

Long-Answer Questions

1. Explain how charts can be used as instructional aids.

2. Describe the importance of instructional aids in the classrooms of today.
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6.0 INTRODUCTION

Speakers use a language to express themselves, interact with others, gain information

(academic and otherwise) and learn about the world around them. Thus, language

learning is learning to communicate.  The curriculum for English attempts to develop

the use of the language for three principal objectives, namely social interaction,

academic achievement and cultural enrichment. The most effective way to achieve

these purposes is through the adoption of a thematic, integrated and content-

based approach to teaching and learning. A curriculum should be so designed that

it is accepted by all those involved in the teaching/learning process because it

requires radical changes in knowledge, attitude, methodology, instructional materials

and classroom management. Students following the curriculum should learn content-

related information while acquiring English language skills in listening, speaking,

reading and writing. It requires the development of thinking skills. It is for this

reason that the curriculum, besides promoting the development of traditional skills,

should also emphasize the development of thinking skills.

6.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

• Understand the meaning and scope of curriculum

• Explain the purposes of curriculum
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• Describe the significance of a good curriculum in English

• Describe the principles of preparing a good curriculum for English

• Organize and select suitable learning experiences

• Analyse a curriculum critically

6.2 MEANING AND SCOPE OF CURRICULUM

The concern over the English curriculum in our schools is widespread and acute—

among layman as well as among professional people. The significance of this

educational problem is emphasized by the works of committees representing the

views of prominent professional organizations and by extensive experimentations

being carried on for the purpose of discovering appropriate modification of

curriculum content and instructional procedures. Today life is more complex than

it was a hundred years ago. The pupils of tommrrow will be living in a more

complex and intricate world than those of today. World is changing very fast creating

new needs and new values. Hence, the English curriculum which suited not

necessarily capable of meeting our present needs.

Therefore, schools should exist to educate young persons for effective living

in a democratic environment. Education in democracy, both within and outside the

school, should develop in each individual the knowledge, ideas, habits, proverbs

and interests whereby he will find his place and will use that place to shape both

himself and society.

The ‘what’ and ‘how’ of English has always been determined by its ‘why’.

These objectives are fundamentally important to guide curriculum constructors,

textbook writers, teachers and other education officers and administrators. Now

education is regarded as a dynamic process and so its aims and objectives have

changed. It is not merely the course of study but it is the sum total of experiences

of a pupil that he receives through various activities. It is much more than just a

subject matter as it is traditionally concerned. Throwing light on the wider meaning

of curriculum, the Secondary Education  Commission (Mudalier Commission)

report (1952–53) says, ‘Curriculum does not mean only the academic subjects

traditionally taught in the school, but it indudes the totality of experiences, a pupil

receives through the manifold activities taught  in the school, in the classroom,

library, laboratory, workshop, playground and in the numerous informal contents

between teachers and pupils. In this sense, the whole life of school becomes the

curriculum which can touch the life of the students at all points and help in the

evaluation of a balanced personality.’ Hence, the curriculum includes all the learning

experiences arranged and organized by the school inside or outside the classrooms.

The curriculum word is derived from a Latin word ‘currere’, which means

to run or ‘race course’. Indeed, curriculum is like a race course for the pupil. As a

person runs to win the race, in the same way, a pupil (child) undergoes various

experiences to run through the curriculum to reach the educational goals.
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Etymologically, it is clear that curriculum is a path or ‘way’ a child follows to

achieve the aims of education. Hence, in the wider sense, curriculum signifies all

those activities and learning experiences which a child undergoes in and outside

the class  according to his needs, attitudes and interests. However, in the narrow

sense or according to the old concept, the meaning of curriculum is supposed to

be a list of reading material. Reading material was generally called as a study

subject. In modern time, definitions of curriculum have become widespread. These

definitions in themselves not only include school subjects, but also include all other

activities and experiences of the learner.

According to Froebel,  ‘Curriculum should be conceived as an epitome of

the rounded whole of the knowledge and experience of the human race.’

According to Crow and Crow,  ‘Curriculum includes all the learner’s

experiences, in or outside schools that are included in a programme which has

been devised to help him to develop mentally, physically, socially, emotionally,

spiritually and morally.’

In formal education, a curriculum is a set of covers and their content, offered

at a school or university.

6.3 PURPOSES AND IMPORTANCE OF A

CURRICULUM

John Dewey emphasizes that education takes place in and through the society in

which the teacher and the taught both live. Thus, it is society which will determine

the aims, content, curriculum and methods of teaching. Therefore, the process of

education contains three poles—the teachers,  the child and the society. As a

matter of fact, education involves in the interactions among these three factors.

Yet, curriculum has a greater importance because without curriculum neither the

teacher will be able to impart knowledge effectively nor the learner will be able to

learn anything correctly.

Let us discuss the various aims or purposes which a curriculum should

achieve.

• To make pupil capable of understanding their national heritage and having

faith in it.

• To wake up the feeling for honour of an individual

• To develop/ prepare the all round personality a pupil

• To develop appropriate mental and emotional point of views and habits

• To develop knowledge and various skills in the child according to his abilities.

• To lay foundation for rich, useful and moral life so that the child may

contribute for social welfare.

• To develop a unique judgemental ability in the child so that he may

differentiate good and evil
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• To develop interest and abilities in he child for search

• To develop the thinking, searching, understanding and decision-making

abilities of a child for moral development

• To promote and develop various constructive and creative abilities of the

child in conformity with the different stages of his development.

• To create among children new values for themselves by means of their

resourcefulness, courage, behaviour and scientific attitude.

• To indicate aesthetic experession and appreciation in the child

• To develop appropriate social and economic relations so that the child may

lead a balanced life in family, school and society

• To develop vocational skills and knowledge of economic relations of human

society.

• To promote international outlook and a sense of international brotherhood

in the child

• To create and develop faith in the child for Indian republic and feeling of

pride to make him aware with citizens’ rights and responsibilities

6.3.1 Importance of a Good Curriculum in  English

A curriculum in English can be said to be satisfactory if it fulfills the following

criteria:

• It is  properly planned and enables the students to acquire mastery over the

language.

• It helps in achieving the objectives of teaching English at junior or senior

level.

• It has functional ability.

• It enables the teacher to plan his teaching instructions so that he can decide

beforehand why and how to teach.

• It develops creativity and imagination in the students.

• It helps in achieving the aims of education i.e. all-round development of

personality.

• It coordinates play with work.

• It is determined  according to the needs of the society.

• It is adopted only after it has been tested in the actual situation.

6.4 PRINCIPLES OF PREPARING A GOOD

CURRICULUM FOR ENGLISH

The following principles are taken into consideration to prepare a good curriculum

for english.
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1. Principle of utility: While constructing the curriculum in English, we should

include only those topics which are useful for a particular grade in the

following conditions.

(i) In everyday life

(ii) In the study of other subjects

(iii) In various vocations

(iv) In appreciating the part played by English in the development of

civilization in its various aspects, such as in mental, social, emotional,

lingual, etc.

2. Principle of activity:  The curriculum of English should be full of activities

so that the creative abilities of the child are developed. It should develop

the knowledge, thinking and expression of the students.

3. Principle of community – Centralities: The child is to live in and for the

society. He must be able to do well in society. So, we should include those

topics of English which cater to the needs, aspirations and ideas of the

community. So, curriculam must be shaped for the needs and welfare of

local community as language is basically for communication and works

according to the needs of society.

4. Principle of flexibility: The aims of education and teaching English keep

on changing. These aims depend upon the changes in the society. Also, the

development and research in the subject necessitate, the changes in the

curriculum. So, we cannot follow a rigid curriculum for all times; this has to

be modified and revised from time to time. According to the need of

community, new words are coined and sometimes the meanings of words

are changed.

5. Principle of balance: Curriculum should maintain a balance among

experiences designed to help the students grow intellectually, spiritually ,

physically and socially. They should maintain a balance between direct and

indirect experiences, liberal and professional education, compulsory and

optional subjects.

6.  Principle of child centeredness: The curriculum should be children-

centered. English is a rich language. There are so many things which are

useful to the students. So, we are likely to be over ambitious, while deciding

upon the  content for our curriculum. We must not forget the children for

whom that is meant. We should remember that the curriculam is for the

child and not the child for the curriculam. Child interests, abilities, age level

etc. should be kept in mind. The duration of the course is another factor to

be attended to. Moreover, there are individual differences in children. The

same type of content may not be desirable for all of them. So, there should

be provision in the syllabus for various categories of students.

7. Principle of creativity: The curriculum of English should not only put

emphasis on cramming but it should also develop the creativity of the child.
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It should develop the listening, speaking, reading and writing skills in the

child so that he can use his skills in his later life. The teacher can encourage

the child to build his vocabularies, inculcate reading habits and encourage

them to write articles or to listen to native speakers so that he becomes a

good orator.

8. Principle of motivation: It is a well-known fact that the principle of

motivation plays an important role in learning. Hence, the curriculum should

developers keep the psychological needs of the child in mind while framing

the curriculum of English. The curriculum should cater to the needs of the

average students. The English teacher should judiciously motivate the

students from time to time.

9. Principle of individual differences: The curriculum of English should be

framed according to the mental ability of the child. It is observed that English

being a foreign language is not spoken outside the class. Hence, the selection

of the material should be done carefully. Lessons should be based on Indian

traditions and culture. The maxims of teaching from simple to complex and

from known to unknown should be followed. The teacher should provide

remedial teaching to weak students.

10. Principle of considering teacher’s point of view: While framing or revising

the curriculum, the teachers, views, who are the real field workers, should

also be sought. They know the levels of students and the things which should

be taught to them. At present the curriculam is imposed on the teachers and

as such they do not realize the significance of changes in the curriculum, if

any.

11. Principle of cultural value: The English language has played a great role

in the advancement of culture and civilization. There may be certain obsolete

ideas being pursued by the students of English. But there are certain ideas

and facts of English which still form an integral part of modern culture and

society. Such facts or ideas should be included in the curricula. Their study

will be an inspiration to the students.

12. Principle of correlation: While organizing the content in English, we should

arrange the topics in such a way that correlation of the subject is possible.

Correlation can be of the following types:

(i) Correlation with life

(ii) Correlation with other subjects

(iii) Correlation among the branches of some subjects

(iv) Correlation among the topics of the same branch

13. Principle of moderenization:  We should trace the curriculam according

to the latest developments of the language and in accordance with the modern

world. For this purpose, the views of the subject specialists should be sought.

14. Principle of training for leisure: Curriculum does not merely imply training

oneself for discipline or to provide job opportunity; it also means training
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for leisure. To be a good citizen, one should be mentally as well as physically

sound. Hence, hobbies, such as reading writing, etc., help an individual to

fulfill all his needs. So the curriculum should also provide aesthetic and

artistic pleasure.

15. Principle of cultivation of critical sense: The curriculum must develop

critical thinking in the students so that they are sensitive to the language and

its effects. The students should be able to judge and express their feelings

properly after gaining the knowledge of the subject.

16. Principle of preparatory value: The curriculum should include topics

which prepare the child (a) for university education (b) for life. There is only

a small percentage of students which go up to the university stage. For most

of the students, school is terminal stage. Thus, the requirements of the college

course need not dominate the school curriculum. We must see that those

who leave the school for good are as fully equipped as possible. So, we

should include the topics and materials which are useful for a wide variety

of vocations. However, there are topics that are suited for higher learning

and at the same time may also be useful for the second category of students.

Such topics prepare a sound background for any type of further learning or

course. So, these topics must be included in the curriculum.

Thus, we see that while constructing the curriculum for a grade, a number of

considerations are to be kept in mind. Utility should provide the chief criterion of

curriculam construction, of course the latest trend in the subject. We can summarized

that the needs of community, and students, and above all, the views of the teachers

should be given due importance in any programme of curriculam construction in

English.

6.4.1 Steps Involved in Curriculum Development

While preparing a curriculum, it is important to keep the aims and objectives of

education in mind. The following steps are involved while framing the curriculum:

1. Formulation of objectives : Education objectives are of three types :

cognitive, affective and psychomotor. While formulating the objectives, the

following points should be kept in mind:

(i) Objectives should be specific.

(ii) Objectives should be expressed in terms of desired learning outcome.

2. Selection of learning principles :  While selecting and organizing learning

material, the following principles should be considered :

(i) Principle of activity

(ii) Principle of utility

(iii) Principle of child- centeredness

(iv) Criterion of difficulty

(v) Principle of psychological and logical order
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3. Selection of suitable learning experiences : Learning experiences are

those experiences which are helpful in achieving the teaching objectives

inside and outside the class.While selecting the suitable learning experiences,

the following criteria should be kept in mind :

(i) They should be according to the desired behavioural changes.

(ii)  They should be relaterd to the content.

(iii) They should be effective.

(iv) They should be practical.

(v) They should include the various teaching methods, techniques and

aids to be incorporated.

4. Selection of suitable learning material for evaluation of the

curriculum: Evaluation helps in determining the extent to which the

objectives have been achieved. The main techniques of evaluation are

observation, questionnaire, rating scale and oral and written examinations.

For evaluation of English, the teacher should construct achievement tests.

6.4.2 Organization and Selection of Suitable Learning Experiences

 The achievement of the objectives already elicited depends upon the suitable and

well-organized learning experiences which are presented to the pupil in order to

produce effective learning. The concept of learning experiences can be broadly

described as a desired change in the mental make-up of a child which can be

brought about through ‘activities leading to the discoveries of connections,

relationships and meaning which have significance in directiing or ordering of a

conduct. Learning experiences, as envisaged here, place great importance on the

pupil and the learning situation, rather than the teacher and the content. The proper

organization of learning experiences depends upon a number of factors, such as:

• Age, needs and previous experiences of the learner

• Needs of a particular community

• Abilities of the children

• Facilities available in the school

• Readiness, maturity and capabilities of the child

• Attention and interest of the learner

Each teacher should feel free to adjust the objectives, content and activities

to suit his requirements. The patterns of his teaching should, however, always

follow the following sequence:

• Select the objectives and clarify them in terms of pupil behaviour.

• Select and organize suitable content for these objectives and behaviours.

• Select appropriate learning situations and activities for the pupils.

• Evaluate the outcomes of these activities.
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The following criteria should be kept in views while selecting and organizing

learning experiences:

• They should be appropriate to behavioural changes defined under objectives.

• They should be suitable for the content area.

• They should be practicable.

• They should be adequate and effective.

It is difficult to lay down specific critieria for judging practicability, adequacy

and effectiveness of learning experiences. Much reliance is, therefore, put on the

judgement of the teacher who framed them.

Importance and utility of learning experiences

Importance and utility of learning experiences may be summarized as follows:

• Learners  are more comfortable while learning through learning experiences.

• Learning proceses become easy, convenient and more interesting.

• They take care of the learners’ need, age, mental and maturity levels etc.,

leading to a quicker learning by them.

• Learning experiences may be retained longer in the memory of learners as

learning by doing.

• They are based on psychological principles of learning and hence are easily

accepted by the learners.

• Difficult concepts can be taught easily and effectively.

• Learning experiences include a series of successive steps as stages, leading

to a progressive learning among the learners can learn progressively.

• Since the learners learn through practical experiences, they feel more

satisfied.

• They provide strong motivation and stimulate for further learning.

• The learner will get practical experience to solve certain problems.

• They provide opportunity for effective learning.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. How do Crow and Crow define a curriculum?

2. Name the principles which should be considered while selecting and organizing

a learning material.

3. Identify the factors on which the proper organization of learning experiences

depends.
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6.5 CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF A CURRICULUM

Eualuation and curriculum are regarded as closely-education related parts of the

same process. They are not considered as distinct and seperte functions. No

curriculum can therefore, be said to have been planned without laying down some

basic principles of evaluation. Evaluation comes in at the planning stage when

objectives are identified. The needs,  interests attitudes and abilities of child should

be kept in mind while selecting suitable material for evaluation of the curriculum.

The institutions responsible for imparting pre-service teacher education in

the country can play a vital role in bringing about reforms in evaluation practices.

For this, they will have to make evaluation a core component in their new curriculum

and review the existing ones thoroughly. Apart from undertaking research, they

will also have to conduct in-service teacher orientation programmes of evaluation

for the teachers belonging to the schools in their vicinity. National agencies like the

National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT), the proposed

National Evaluation Organization and the Council of Boards of School Education

need to undertake the following tasks:

• Laying down the expected levels of attainment in each stage of school

education

• Developing conceptual materials and prototypes that are child-centred,

activity oriented and competence-based

• Generating various kinds of tests, which could be meaningfully employed

for assessing congnitive and non-cognitive learning outcomes, and making

them available to the state  agencies

• Conducting orientation programmes for key resource persons

• Organizing training programmes for paper setters of different boards

• Inventing and suggesting logistics of maintaining records and reporting of

results

• Conducting research for finding out better ways and means for evaluating

learning outcomes

• Conducting achievement surveys for obtaining census like data

• Disseminating of information

Stage agencies, such Directorates of Education, State Councils of

Educational Research and Training, DIET and voluntary agencies, will have to

shoulder the responsibility of assisting and guiding schools in developing appropriate

instructional materials and selecting suitable transactional strategies with a view to

realizing the educational objectives. Besides, they must also help schools in

developing tests which can be used for assessing cognitive and non-cognitive learning

outcomes and organizing regular in-servicing training programmes for their teachers.
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They also have to provide to schools the logistics for maintaining student, records,

conducting achievement surveys, undertaking innovations, conducting research,

besides monitoring the progress of individual schools and providing them necessary

feed-back and guidelines. At the secondary level, evaluation should lay stress on

testing the understanding and application of the concepts rather than testing the

rote the learning of the concepts.

Hence, curriculum development is essentially a ceaseless process of reaching

a  qualitatve improvement in education in response to the changes taking place in

the society. As such, it is not a static but a dynamic phenomenon. A meaningful

curriculum has to be responsive to the society, reflecting the needs and aspirations

of its learners. Even in the new millenium, some of the country’s important societal

concerns would remain unchanged because these could not be addressed adequately

in the past. At the same time, many new concerns have emerged in response to the

changes in the social scenario of the country as well as the world.

The curriculum has to lead to a kind of education that would fight against

inequity and respond to the social, cultural emotional, and economic needs of the

learners. This would not be possible just with the elements of mediocrity and

ordinariness in the entire educational endeavour. Nothing short of excellence in

every aspect of school education is the first imperative for meeting the multifarious

challenges of today and tomorrow. In other words, the curriculum must stand on

the thre pillars of relevance, equity and excellence.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

4. Which factors should be considered while selecting a suitable material for

evaluation of a curriculum?

5. What is the role of the institutions responsible for imparting pre-service teacher

education in reforming evaluation process?

6.6 SUMMARY

In this unit, you have learned that:

• According to the Mudalier Commission (1952-53) report, ‘Curriculum does

not mean only the academic subjects traditionally taught in the school, but it

includes the totality of experiences that pupil receives through the manifold

activities taught in the classroom, library, laboratory, workshop, playground

and in the numerous informal contents between teachers and pupils.

• According to Crow and Crow: ‘Curriculum includes all the learner’s

experiences, in or outside schools, that are included in a programme which

has been devised to help him to develop mentally, physically, socially,

emotionally, spiritually and morally.
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• Major aims or purposes of a curriculum are as follows:

o To make pupil capable of understanding their national heritage and

having faith in it

o To develop knowledge and various skills in a child according to his

abilities

o To lay foundation for rich, useful and moral life so that the child may

contribute for social welfare

o To develop a unique judgement ability so that they may differentiate

good and evil

• A properly balanced curriculum helps in achieving the aims of education,

i.e., all-round development of personality.

• The curriculum of English should be full of activities so that the creative

abilities of the child should be developed.

• Curriculum of English should not only put emphasis on cramming but should

develop the creativity of the child.

• While organizing the content in English, we should arrange the topics in

such a way that correlation of the subject is possible.

• The analysis of a curriculum comes in at the planning stage when objectives

are identified. Needs, interests, attitudes and abilities of child should be

kept in mind while selecting suitable material for evaluation of curriculum.

• The institutions responsible for imparting pre-service teacher education in

the country can play a vital role in bringing about reform in evaluation

practices.

• Curriculum development essentially is a ceaseless process of reaching of

qualitative improvement in education in response to the changes taking place

in the society.

6.7 KEY TERMS

• Curriculum: It refers to the set of courses and their content, offered at a

school or university.

• Learning experiences: They refer to those experiences which are helpful

in achieving the teaching objectives inside and outside the class.

6.8 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. According to Crow and Crow,  ‘Curriculum includes all the learner’s

experiences, in or outside schools that are included in a programme which

has been devised to help him to develop mentally, physically, socially,

emotionally, spiritually and morally.’
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2. While selecting and organizing learning material, the following principles

should be considered :

(i) Principle of activity

(ii) Principle of utility

(iii) Principle of child- centeredness

(iv) Criterion of difficulty

(v) Principle of psychological and logical order

3. The proper organization of learning experiences depends upon a number of

factors, such as:

• Age, needs and previous experiences of the learner

• Needs of a particular community

• Abilities of the children

• Facilities available in the school

• Readiness, maturity and capabilities of the child

• Attention and interest of the learner

4. The needs,  interests, attitudes and abilities of child should be kept in mind

while selecting suitable material for evaluation of the curriculum.

5. The institutions responsible for imparting pre-service teacher education in

the country can play a vital role in bringing about reforms in evaluation

practices. For this, they will have to make evaluation a core component in

their new curriculum and review the existing ones thoroughly.

6.9 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. Define the term ‘curriculum’.

2. What is the importance of a good curriculum in English?

3. What is the relationship between the principle of creativity and the

development of a curriculum?

4. What is the role of state agencies in the analysis or evaluation of a curriculm?

Long-Answer Questions

1. Discuss the meaning and scope of a curriculum.

2. Describe the various principles of preparing a good curriculum for English.

3. Describe how you would select a suitable learning material for evaluation of

a curriculum.
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7.0 INTRODUCTION

There was a public service announcement many years back that ran on television.

It discussed about the importance of good listening skills and the difference between

hearing and listening. Hearing is a physical ability while listening is a skill. Listening

helps a person to comprehend and interpret the meaning of what the speaker is

trying to communicate. Hence, listening is one of the most critical aspects of

communication which makes it a complete process. In this unit, you will learn

about developing listening comprehension, kinds of listening, different kinds of

listening material, principles behind the teaching of listening, listening for

comprehension, listening for perception etc.

7.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

• Understand the process of listening

• Describe the types of listening

• Understand the different types of listening materials

• Learn about the principles behind the teaching of listening

• Learn about the rules of good listening
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• Understand the familiarization with the different kinds of listening activities

• Describe the characteristics of a good listening lesson

7.2 TEACHING LISTENING DEVELOPING

LISTENING COMPREHENSION

Communication is a two way process which requires two parties -one who speaks

and other who listens. A message cannot be communicated unless there is someone

to receive it. The speaker sends the message through speech symbols. The listener

receives these symbols. His mind interprets these symbols and converts these

speech symbols into a meaningful message. It depends upon the listener’s ability

to comprehend the oral message through listening. But if the listener is not actively

involved in oral communication, then he fails to comprehend the oral message.

This entire process can be represented graphically in the following manner:

Sender of the message → Message → Receiver of the message

Thus, listening comprehension may be defined as an ability to understand

the messages, communicated orally.

If you want to learn a language, you should develop in yourself a habit of

correct writing and a habit of correct speaking or correct pronunciation. Only then

there will be an accuracy and effectiveness in your language. Language is a system

of vocal symbols. It is primarily vocal or speech. It starts with listening and is then

followed by speaking. Learning to speak a language is always the first step before

learning to read and write. Thus, you should lay due emphasis on the teaching of

speaking and listening.

Speaking skills cannot be developed unless listening skills are developed.

To converse in English, pupils must understand what is said to them. The ability to

understand spoken English becomes important for listening to lectures, talks, radio,

understanding people from other states and countries etc. Listening to spoken

English helps students to acquire language which includes picking up structures

and vocabulary. Listening comprenension is generally neglected in schools while it

should be treated as the foundation for speaking.

7.3 KINDS OF LISTENING

 There are two kinds of listening – casual listening and focussed listening. These

can be explained as follows:

 Casual listening is that which you listen on a radio while chatting on

telephone or doing some house work. This type of listening is not remembered

because you do not  listen to it attentively.

But when you listen to a lecture in the classroom or an  important news on

radio, it is focussed listening. Usually you know beforehand what you are listening
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because that is the thing you want to know. Most of the listening in class is focussed

listening. Teachers expect from pupils to listen to then closely and remember

afferwards what they heard. To make them listen attentively,  the teacher gives

them simple listening tasks and guiding questions.

Intensive Listening involves listening for details so as to understand the

street directions and to listen the instructions about operating some machine

Extensive listening is that in which you listen to news on the radio for getting a

gist or idea of some news item.

7.4 DIFFERENT KINDS OF LISTENING MATERIALS

The spoken text can be divided into three types which are as follows:

1. Static text

2. Dynamic text

3. Abstract text

Static texts are texts which describe an object or give instructions to

somebody on the process of assembling a model. The pattern and layout of the

static text is very complex and therefore, the comprehension of such listening input

cannot be predicted without any visual support. On the other hand, dynamic texts

are easier to be perceived and understood even when no visual clues are available

as they include shifts of scene and time, drifting of the people or characters of the

text in and out of the story. In case of requirement of more details to be memorized,

it is useful for learners to make up a plan by putting down the key words.

 Abstract texts focus on anybody’s ideas, beliefs, theories, problems, opinions

etc. They are quite difficult to be responded even in the native or local language

without the use of the visual aids such as picture, scheme, table, chart etc.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. Which is the first step to be taken before learning to read and write?

2. What is casual listening?

7.5 PRINCIPLES BEHIND THE TEACHING OF

LISTENING

1. Quality Matters:  The tape recorder should have a good speaker. If the

speaker is not of good quality, then things fail. The speaker should be clear

and audible with correct pronunciation.

2. Preparation is vital:  Both teachers and students need to be prepared for

listening. The teacher should have heard the tape once before. She/he should

know what to expect while the tape is playing, the noise level, period of
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disinterest etc. She/he should also plan activities during and after tape sessions.

Students should also understand that they have to answer to any question

put up by their teacher. It is upto the teacher to ensure that each and every

student remains engaged while the tape is playing.

3. Once will not be enough:  The teacher should ensure that the students get

to here the tape atleast twice. Students will want to hear it again to pick up

the things they missed the first time. Also the teacher too would be particular

that the student has a chance to study source of the parts of the topic again.

4. Students should be encouraged to respond to the content of  listening

not just to the language: Just like reading, the most important part of

listening is to draw out the meaning, what is intended, what impression it

makes on the students.

5. Different listening stages demand different listening tasks: At the

initial stage, there should be general tasks and in senior classes when the

students have sufficient knowledge, listening may focus on detail such as

information, language use, pronunciation etc.

7.6 RULES OF GOOD LISTENING

The rules of good listening are as follows:

1. The topic is of interest to the child.

2. The child is not slapped for telling something wrong, mispronouncing or

stammering etc.

3. Teacher listens to what the child says (Caring and sharing attitude of the

teacher)

4. Allow the child to learn at his/her own pace.

5. Class environment is friendly.

6. The topic is introduced through certain activity or audio-video stimulus.

7. Scope for creativity is there.

The easiest way for the teacher to teach listening skills to the students listening

skill is through rhymes. What are rhymes? Rhymes are usually short poems of four

musical lines i.e. Twinkle, Twinkle little star; Baa, Baa black sheep etc. Besides

providing enjoyment to the young learners, rhymes help the teacher to expose

students to the sounds of the English language that are basic to learn it. Some

rhymes are action rhymes. The actions also help the students to understand what

the rhyme is about.

One more classroom activity that is useful to teach listening skill is narrating

stories. Stories provide students the practice in listening. All teachers will agree

that this is the most enjoyable way of giving students listening practice.
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In the later classes, different types of tasks (questions) are made use of to

confirm listening and comprehension, For example in class X, students are trained

to make notes while listening to passages.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

3. What are static texts?

4. Which is the easiest way for teachers to teach listening skills to their students?

7.7 LISTENING FOR COMPREHENSION

The next step beyond discriminating between different sound and sights is to make

sense of them. To comprehend the meaning requires first having a lexicon of words

at our fingertips and also all rules of grammar and syntax by which we can

understand what others are saying.

The same is true, of course, for the visual components of communication,

and an understanding of body language helps us understand what the other person

is really meaning.

In communication, some words are more important and some less so, and

comprehension often benefits from extraction of key facts and items from a long

spiel.

Comprehension listening is also known  as content listening, informative

listening and full listening.

7.8 LISTENING FOR PERCEPTION

Perception and listening are receptive aspects of interpersonal communication.

Neither is a passive process. Rather, each is an active mental, emotional and

physical processing of messages that we receive.

Perception implies the examination of the manner in which we select, organize

and interpret stimuli.

The quality of appreciative listening depends in large part on three factors:

presentation, perception, and previous experience.

Sometimes it is our perception of the presentation, rather than the actual

presentation, that most influences our listening pleasure or displeasure. Perception

is an important factor in appreciative listening.

1. Perception. For years, I did not care to listen to jazz music. I had always

believed that people like me—from a conservative rural midwestern background—

wouldn’t like jazz. Then I started to work for a new boss—a general officer who

enjoyed jazz. I admired him very much. My mind was now open to listen to jazz.

My perception was changing, and I began to enjoy jazz music.
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Expectations play a large role in perception. If I attend a concert under

duress with no expectation of enjoying the music (perhaps my wife insists that I

attend, or my position in the community makes it the thing to do), I may be pleasantly

surprised. But I stand a lot better chance of enjoying the concert if I expect to

enjoy it.

Perceptions—and the expectations that drive them—have their basis in

attitudes. Our attitudes determine how we react to, and interact with, the world

around us. There was a time, not many years ago, when I did not want a personal

computer (PC) in my office. I did not want to even be around a PC. I did not

enjoy working with computers.

Perceptions influence all areas of our lives. Certainly, they are crucial

determinants as to whether or not we enjoy or appreciate the things we listen to.

Obviously, perceptions also determine what we listen to in the first place. As we

said earlier, listening is selective.

7.9 FAMILIARIZATION WITH DIFFERENT KINDS

OF LISTENING ACTIVITIES

The different kinds of successful listening activities that can be adopted by the

teacher are as follows:

1. The teacher speaks pairs of words or sentences and asks the students

whether they are same or different.

Wine/Vine Different

Shame/Shame Same

Give me some paper/ Give me some pepper. Different

2. The teacher writes some pairs of words or sentences on the blackboard in

two columns. He speaks a word and asks the pupils to identify if it is from

column A or column B.

Column A Column B

Rise Rice

Show Sow

He saw a sheep. He saw a ship.

3. The teacher gives the commands and the pupils perform the activities:

Open the window

Take out your pen.

Put it on the table.

4. The teacher displays some pictures on the board and makes a statement

about one of them and the pupils identify them.
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5. Pupils may be asked to identify a person or a place from the description

given by the teacher. They may also be asked to follow directions for getting

to a place e.g. if they arrive at the right place on a map, the comprehension

may be judged to be correct.

6. Using dialogues- The teacher introduces a topic and then gives one or two

guiding questions, he reads the dialogue while the pupils listen for the main

idea. Later, the teacher reads a part of the dialogue and asks question to

check the detailed comprehension.

7. Using a tape recorder- Some audio cassettes are available for text books

at school level, and they should be used by the teacher. The advantage of

this is that the pupils are able to hear the voice of some persons other than

that of the teacher. They will be able to hear the voice of more than one

person in conversation and discussion which the teacher would enact before

them. The pupils will be able to catch the phrases or words because a

cassette can be stopped or played again and again. The shortcoming of this

activity is that the pupils can not get the visual clues as gestures, lip movements

etc.

8. Getting Pupils to predict- An important part of the skill of listening is being

able to predict what the speaker is going to say next. Hence, while  doing

listening activities, it is useful to ask pupils to guess what they are going to

hear next. It is also a good way to keep them actively involved in listening.

7.10 CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD LISTENING

LESSON

If a person wants to be an effective listener he must keep the following points in his

mind:

1. Prepare to listen: Clean your mind so that there will be an assurance of

attention. Concentration is must on what is being said. Learn to listen not

just hear.

2. Avoid pre-judgement: Do not pre-judge the speaker because of

appearance or occupation or reach any conclusion before hearing what is

said.

3. Be Open- minded: Be ready to hear what is being spoken and not what a

person would like to hear. Try to appreciate whatever a person expresses

and his point of view.

4. Establish eye-contact: Listener’s eye contact with the speaker shows his

concentration towards the spoken content.

5. Watch for singals: Pick up aspects that the speaker considers important

by watching postures and gestures and listening to intonation in the speaker’s

words. This is like listening to the music as well as the words.
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6. Extract main points: Pick out and repeat to yourself the key words or

phrases. This helps to fix the mind for what is being said.

7. Feedback Signs: Provide positive feedback non-verbally, by nodding,

smiling etc. If you are alert while listening, then you can make a suitable

remark or ask a question to assist your understanding of the message.

8. Mark Notes: Note down important parts of the content. These notes will

serve as a useful reminder later on. Develop your note taking skills by jotting

down the salient points of lectures or meetings.

Therefore, listening is a very useful tool for gathering information and acquiring

knowledge. But constant and conscious efforts are needed to improve the skill of

listening.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

5. What is the first step to keep in mind if one wants to become an effective

listener?

6. How can extracting the main points help in effective listening?

7.11 SUMMARY

In this unit, you have learned that:

• Communication is a two way process which requires two parties – one

who speaks and the other who listens.

• Listening comprehension may be defined as an ability to understand the

messages, communicated orally.

• There are two kinds of listening which are casual listening and focussed

listening.

• The spoken text can be divided into three types which are as follows:

o Static text

o Dynamic text

o Abstract text

• The principles behind the teaching of listening are vital preparation,

encouraging students to respond to the content etc.

• Some of the rules of good listening are giving an interesting topic to the

child, listening to what the child says, providing scope for creativity etc.

• Some of the important kinds of listening activities are identifying a person or

place from the description given by the teacher, using dialogues etc.

• The characteristics of an effective listener are preparing to listen, avoiding

pre-judgement, being open-minded etc.
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7.12 KEY TERMS

• Communication: It is a two way process which requires two parties – one

who speaks and one who listens

• Language: It is a system of vocal symbols

• Intensive listening: It involves listening for details so as to understand the

street directions and to listen the instructions about operating some machine

• Rhymes: They are usually short poems of four musical lines

7.13 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. Learning to speak a language is the first step before learning to read and

write.

2. Casual learning is that which you listen to on a radio while chatting on

telephone or doing some house work.

3. Static texts are texts which describe an object or give instructions to

somebody on the process of assembling a model.

4. The easiest way for teachers to teach listening skills to their students is

through rhymes.

5. The first step to keep in mind if one wants to become an effective listener is

to prepare oneself to listen with concentration to what is being said.

6. One should pick out and repeat to oneself the key words or phrases. This

helps to fix the mind to what is being said and thus results in effective listening.

7.14 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. What is listening comprehension?

2. What is focused listening?

3. What is extensive listening?

4. What are dynamic texts?

5. Which type of spoken text does not require any visual aid in order to be

understood?

Long - Answer Questions

1. Describe the principles behind the teaching of listening.

2. Explain ‘listening for comprehension’ and ‘listening for perception’.

3. Explain the different kinds of listening activities.

4. Describe the characteristics of an effective listener.
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UNIT 8 TEACHING SPEAKING

SKILL

Structure
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8.3 Developing Speaking Skills

8.4 Teaching Reading
8.4.1 Reading Process

 8.4.2 Developing Reading Comprehension
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8.8 Summary

8.9 Key Terms

8.10 Answers to ‘Check Your Progress’

8.11 Questions and Exercises

8.12 Further Reading

8.0 INTRODUCTION

Many students equate knowing a language as being able to speak a language and

therefore believe that learning a language is the same as learning to speak a language.

But in reality, both the aspects are not the same but they are interdependent on

each other. Nunan (1991) stated that, ‘success is measured in terms of the ability

to carry out a conversation in the (target) language.’ Therefore, if students do not

learn how to speak a language in the classroom, they will soon lose encouragement

and interest in the learning process. Speaking in the class can be full of fun if the

right activities are employed by the teacher and they can raise the student’s

motivation. In this unit, you will learn about teaching speaking skills, developing

speaking skills, teaching reading, teaching of vocabulary, selection and gradation

of vocabulary etc.

8.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will able to:

• Understand teaching speaking/oral skills

• Learn about developing speaking skills
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• Learn about teaching reading and reading process

• Understand teaching of vocabulary

• Describe selection of vocabulary

• Explain gradation of vocabulary

8.2 TEACHING SPEAKING/ORAL SKILLS

Language is primarily observed as speech. Speech is a fundamental thing in language.

Learning to read and write is secondary. If a child knows the spoken language, he

has to learn only the written symbols for reading and the spellings for writing. The

teacher should keep in his/her mind the following points while teaching speaking

skills:

1. To encourage students to speak as early as possible

2. To encourage them to speak, right from the first day

3. Not to wait till he/she teaches them words/ phrases/ sentences

4. Not to hesitate even if students simply repeat what he/she says

5. To accept even one word answers to questions asked

6. To let them speak with whatever English they have

The teacher can ask the following questions to the students, one by one.

The students can answer them in short sentences. Use the word often or never in

your answer-

1. Teacher-Have you ever seen the Taj Mahal?

2. Teacher-Have you ever eaten the ice- cream?

Now ask the following questions and get answers from your friends. After

that, your friends will ask you similar questions and you will answer them:

‘Have you ever seen a monkey?’

‘Have you ever eaten an apple’

‘Have you ever seen a ghost?’

‘Have you ever lost a pen?’

‘Have you ever run a race?’

The teacher should give all the students enough opportunity to speak. He

should remember:

• to use the oral drills to get the students to practice speaking. A lot of

practice should be given to them to speak in chorus.

• to get the students to speak in pairs. The teacher should organize the

students into pairs in a systematic way. They should be made to know

how to form into pairs.
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• to go round the class when pair work goes on and ensure that students

speak softly in a normal speaking voice, only softer than usual.

• to get students to role play as and when such an activity appears in the

workbook/reader.

The students should pretend to be the characters in the role-play and act

out the roles. Rehearse the play with a few students. Then other pairs/set of actors

can act the scene.

Example : - Mother – ‘Who has broken the cup?’

Son – ‘Me, Mother I am very sorry.’

Mother – ‘It’s all right Raman. You must be careful in future.’

8.3 DEVELOPING SPEAKING SKILLS

For today’s society, having good speaking skills is important because communication

continues to exist in all aspects of life. Therefore, one should develop speaking

skills. It is very critical to know when to use the correct speech during a particular

situation. Focusing on speech is important for developing speaking skills. This

includes tonality, expression, emphasis and so on. Speaking should be done in a

way that is most suitable in a given situation. Lets take the example of public

speech when focusing on words and speaking loud are essential. Pronunciation is

also very important as it can save a person from huge embarrassment. Clarity is

definitely required while speaking to others so that the message is communicated

in the right way without being misconstrued.

Speaking skills should be modified as per the variety of situations that one

comes across such as formal greetings, public speeches, talking to a small group,

one-to-one conversation etc. Hence, different speaking methodologies need to

be implemented according to the given situation. These methodologies include

what you say and how you say it. There are many techniques and materials that

can be used for stimulating speech and these are discussed as follows:

1. Questions- This is the most simple task which is done in the class to stimulate

speech.Teacher asks questions and students have to answer them by using

their comprehension and knowledge of English Language.

2. Narrating events/ incidents- Teacher asks the students one by one to

narrate a memorable event or incident of their life.

3. Narrating stories-Teacher asks the students to narrate stories so that

they will be able to speak something and use words in their own sentences.

This technique will also raise their confidence to speak in front of others.

Thus , it will be beneficial for speech, speed, articulation and usage of English

speaking.
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4. Charts: The teacher points out to a part of the picture on the chart. Students

come out with sentences relevant to the part of the picture pointed out. For

example, by using the chart containing the picture of a bakery, the teacher

can stimulate speech. The model sentence is ‘He wants to buy some bread.’

If the teacher points to biscuits, students will say, ‘He wants to buy some

biscuits.’In this way, the teacher will point out towards different things and

students will try to form sentences just like the model sentence.

5. Audio/video cassettes- The teacher can use these for giving the students

some speech practice through repetition of what they listen to on the tape/

cassette.

6. Language Games: These include the following:

• Listening games: Pair words/ sentences.

For example,  They must leave. They must live

• Teacher draws some pictures on the black board or shows an object

to be identified.

7. Speaking games: These include the following:

 • Spelling game: such as book , kite, eagle,

busy bee – come – cat- cow- cap- coward.

 • Ladder – Teacher says the name of an institution such as hospital and

the students will tell the words connected with hospital.

8. Reading games:  In this game, the teacher will write some funny commands

on the chits and the students will read them and act them out.

9. Writing games: These include the following:

 (a) Creation – The teacher writes or says a sentence as Sita sings songs.

The students will write four or five sentences in their copies in which

the first letter of each word will begin with the same letter as Raman

recites rhymes, Sumeeta speaks slowly etc.

(b) Memory–The teacher writes some sentences on the chalk board and

after some time cleans the board, asks the students to repeat the

sentences in the same sequence as he/she has written them there.

Some other activities can also be included such as:

• Students speak after teacher

• Pronunciation drill

• Correct stress and intonation pattern

• Reading aloud

• Using a tape recorder

• Oral composition

• Using dialogues

• Role playing activities
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CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. Which is a fundamental thing in language?

2. What are the language games used for stimulating speech?

8.4 TEACHING READING

The significant purpose of learning to read a language has been to access the

literature written in that language. In a classroom session, the teachers should

adopt a communicative approach to language teaching through the types of text

that are taught to the students. This communicative approach involves

communicative competence such as newspaper articles, travel and tourism

websites, articles from the net etc. This makes classroom reading more flexible

and interesting rather than the structured way of reading literature which at times

leads to monotony. Thus, teaching reading skills to students is an important art

which helps in learning the essential parts of a language.

8.4.1 Reading Process

Reading is an interactive process that occurs between the reader and the text and

results in comprehension and understanding of the text provided. The text includes

letters, words, sentences and paragraphs that encode meaning. The reader uses

knowledge, skills, and strategies to determine what that meaning is. These

knowledge, skills, and strategies include:

• Linguistic competence: the ability to recognize the elements of the writing

system, knowledge of vocabulary, knowledge of words getting structured

into sentences

• Discourse competence: knowledge of discourse markers and the way

they connect parts of the text to one another

• Sociolinguistic competence: knowledge about different types of texts

and their usual structure and content

• Strategic competence: the ability to use top-down strategies and bottom-

up strategies (knowledge of the language)

The specific knowledge, skills and strategies that readers need to apply to

achieve comprehension are determined by the purpose for reading and the type of

text. Reading comprehension occurs when the reader is aware of the skills and

strategies that are appropriate for the type of text and understands how to apply

them to accomplish the reading purpose.

 8.4.2 Developing Reading Comprehension

Developing reading comprehension will be discussed in detail in Unit -9.
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CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

3. What makes classroom reading more flexible and interesting?

4. What is discourse competence?

8.5 TEACHING OF VOCABULARY

In the Indian context, where students read (if at all they read) only the prescribed

text books, the task of the teacher becomes difficult since vocabulary building

involves a lot of exposure to English and reading. The teacher of English must

teach words not only as passive vocabulary but also as active vocabulary for

expression in speech as well as in writing. Unless the teaching of vocabulary is

made interesting, challenging and purposeful, students may not show enough interest

in the learning of words.

Even though we have switched over to the regional languages as the medium

of instructions at the university level, there is no changing of the fact that a student

at the university level must have a good grounding in English to have acess to

books written in this language. He should be able to read with speed and

comprehension and prepare notes on the material read. This he can do only if he

has a large vocabulary. While speaking and writing, one can make use of a minimum

vocabulary of 3000 words or so as one can choose one’s own words. But while

listening and reading, a person needs a large vocabulary because he cannot choose

words. According to Robert Lado, a vocabulary of 7000 words is needed for

reading.

It is useful to make a distinction not only between active and passive

vocabulary but also between direct and indirect vocabulary learning. In direct

vocabulary learning, students do exercises and activities that focus their attention

on vocabulary. Such exercises include vocabulary games, word-building exercises,

guessing words from contexts, etc., and these are done as a class exercise. In

indirect vocabulary learning, the learner’s attention is focused on some other aspect

or activity, usually the message that is to be conveyed. There is a place for all the

four in language learning. A lot depends on the time available, the age of the learners,

the amount of contact with English outside the school hours and the teacher’s

interest. A teacher of English will have to consider the following points in vocabulary

teaching:

1. What kind of vocabulary do the learners need to know?, What will be the

vocabulary size at each stage: primary, secondary, tertiary etc?, How to

make use of word – frequency counts?, What will be their functional value

and usefulness?,   Obviously, structure words will be more functional.

2. Should we aim at quality of vocabulary learning or at quantity first? What is

the nature of difficulty in case of the words that are to be learnt? What is the

linguistic background of the learners?
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3. How much emphasis is to be given to contextualized vocabulary learning

and how much to non-contextualized learning since the first principle in

vocabulary teaching is that words are best learnt in context.

4. How shall we plan receptive (i.e. passive) and productive (i.e. Active)

vocabulary learning and incorporate direct and indirect learning in teaching

words.

5. How to test what the learners have learnt?

8.6 SELECTION OF VOCABULARY

English is a rich language. The number of words recorded in the Oxford English

Dictionary runs into a million. It is neither possible nor desirable to know all these

words. What a student needs to know are the words that are frequently used in

speech and writing and also the words pertaining to his own sphere of specialization.

For this purpose, he needs to master only a few thousand words. Palmer has

estimated that it is possible to devise a word list of 3000 words which would

cover at least 95 percent of ordinary normal English. How to select 3000 words

out of some 5 lakh words in the English language? The following principles may be

kept in view while selecting words:

1. Word’s validity and its usefulness

2. Word’s frequency and its popularity

3. Word’s structural value

4. Word’s universality

5. Word’s range of applicability

6. Word’s productivity

7. Word’s regional value

There are two methods and a textbook writer may employ either of these in

making his selection of words. These methods are as follows:

(a) He may choose a foundation vocabulary which carries a minimum

number of words for ordinary use. This vocabulary will enable the

teacher to teach the necessary sentence patterns and phrase patterns.

It may be increased by adding new words connected with the pupil’s

surroundings and interests as often as one likes.

(b) He may choose a vocabulary island. If the teacher adopts this method,

he makes use of limited vocabulary which like an island, is complete in

itself. The difficulty in this method is that one cannot get into the ‘island’

and see all the words that one likes.

The method of employing foundation vocabulary is better than that of

employing island vocabulary.
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8.7 GRADATION OF VOCABULARY

Nearly 2500 words have to be taught in six or seven years. That necessitates

gradation of vocabulary not only from year to year but also from term to term.

How this gradation is to be made? How can we find out the words to be taught in

Class VI and those to be taught in Class X?

The principles governing the gradation of vocabulary are almost the same

as those for the grading of structures. They are:

• Usefulness

• Structural value

• Teachability

• Simplicity

8.7.1 Types of Vocabulary

Vocabulary items are classified as passive and active based on the levels of

understanding and application respectively. Words or phrases which have to be

recognized when seen or heard are termed as passive. One can understand or at

least guess the meaning. Active vocabulary items are likely to be used in speech or

in writing. They must be understood and be readily available for use, i.e. one

should know how to manipulate the item.

Based on the nature of the vocabulary item, there is another classification:

content words and structural words. The former have meaning (e.g., table,

come) and the latter add cohesion and structure to the expression ( e.g. and, in).

Most structural readers are prepared with vocabulary learning as a

consideration, and then a careful vocabulary selection and grading is done. The

frequency and usefulness of a word is considered when deciding on how much

time to spend on it. In addition, a number of communicative activities can be

included in teaching words. The following list may be useful:

• Using objects and associations

• Using cut-out figures

• Picture reading and finding the picture

• Using photographs

• Using blackboard drawings, diagrams etc.

• Using gestures or performing actions

• Vocabulary puzzles.

8.7.2 Techniques of Teaching New Words

There are two distinct steps in teaching new words, which are as follows:
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(1) Presentation:  Presenting a new word involves giving students its ‘sound’,

the ‘sense’ and the ‘shape’. In other words, it means the teaching of

pronunciation, meaning and spelling of the words.

(2) Practice: In order to enable the pupils to make these words an active part

of their vocabulary , they should be given much practice in the use of these

words. They may be asked to use the words in sentences of their own.

The different techniques of teaching words for active use are the following:

• Situations/ Gestures/ Mimes

• Giving Definitions/Synonyms/Antonyms/Equivalents in the mother

tongue

• Using Pictures

• Explaining the words at the time of reading the passage

• Getting students to look up words in a dictionary at home/school

• Taking groups of words together

• Spelling games

• By associating with other words

• Developing word- building

8.7.3 How to Expand Vocabulary

The various methods of expanding vocabulary are as follows:

1. Expansion through the same pattern or form: Examples of a derivation

pattern are given to the pupils and they are asked to build words by analogy.

such as the following:

Noun Adjective

Care Careful

Faith Faithful

Gace Graceful

Use ——————————

Dread ——————————

2. Expansion through families of words: The pupil is asked to build other

words from a basic one by analogy such as the following:

Comfort Comfortable Uncomfortable Comfortably

Reason Reasonable unreasonable reasonably

Suit ———— ————— ————

Profit ———— ————— ————

3. Expansion through association: Vocabulary may be enlarged by telling

synonyms, words connected with a chosen subject, e.g. school – teacher,

headmaster, pupils, books, library, etc. or by forming compound words
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with one part common such as workman, seaman, madman, postman etc.

Pupils may also be given homonyms, i.e. words having the same

pronunciation but different spellings and meaning, e.g. hair, hare, fair, fare.

4. Expansion through reading: A person desirous of increasing his vocabulary

must read widely. Every time he meets a word, his understanding of it

deepens. He should also look up the dictionary every now and then. Noting

new words in self defining context is always helpful.

5. Expansion through word games: Word games can be very helpful in

expanding vocabulary as they create interest in learning new words. One

such game can be preparing a word dictionary. Children may be encouragd

to prepare their own dictionaries of words.

6. Vocabulary notebook: Each pupil in the class must have a separate

notebook for noting down new vocabulary items. New vocabulary items

may be written lesson – wise in the note book. Pupils’ notebooks should

have illustrative sentences.

In the teaching of vocabulary, I’d like to quote Dr. Shark Mowla, I.A.S.,

who has compared one’s learning of words to one’s increasing number of friends.

‘We are always adding to our stock of words. The early stages of learning

are marked by control of vocabulary with greater richness marked by variety and

flexibility in the use of words. Vocabulary expansion is comparable to human

relations. To start with, have only a few friends who are with us all through life.

Our active vocabulary is comparable to this small number of friends. We have

some acquaintances now and then during our travels. Gradually some of them

become our friends. Our recognition vocabulary is comparable to these

acquaintances. Then there is a third group which is perhaps the widest and which

contains total strangers. These are the words, meanings of which we do not know

at all. The rule about a happy human life is that more and more strangers get into

the circle of acquaintances and then become our friends. This can happen only if

we read books regulary and increase our vocabulary (Word power).

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

5. What necessitates the gradation of vocabulary?

6. What are passive vocabulary items?

8.8 SUMMARY

In this unit, you have learned that:

• Speech is a fundamental thing in language and learning to read and write is

secondary.

• Focusing on speech is important for developing speaking skills. This includes

tonality, expression, emphasis and so on.
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• The various techniques and materials that are used for stimulating speech

are questions, narrating events/incidents, charts, language games, speaking

games etc.

• In a classroom session, the teachers should adopt a communicative approach

to language teaching through the types of text that are taught to the students.

• Reading is an interactive process that occurs between the reader and the

text and results in comprehension and understanding of the text provided.

• The teacher of English must teach words not only as passive vocabulary but

also as active vocabulary for expression.

• In direct vocabulary learning, students do exercises and activities that focus

their attention on vocabulary.

• In indirect vocabulary learning, the learner’s attention is focused on some

other aspect or activity, usually the message that is to be conveyed.

• There are certain principles that must be kept in mind while selecting words

and these are the word’s validity and its usefulness, word’s frequency and

its popularity etc.

• The principles governing the gradation of vocabulary are almost the same

as those for the grading of structures. They are:

o Usefulness

o Structural value

o Teachability

o Simplicity

• There are two distinct steps in teaching new words which are as follows:

o Presentation

o Practice

8.9 KEY TERMS

• Speaking methodologies: These include what you say and how you say

it

• Reading: It is an interactive process that occurs between the reader and

the text and results in comprehension and understanding of the text provided

• Linguistic competence: It refers to the ability to recognize the elements of

the writing system such as knowledge of vocabulary; knowledge of words

getting structured into sentences

• Foundation vocabulary: It carries a minimum number of words for ordinary

use
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8.10 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. Speech is a fundamental thing in language.

2. The language games used for stimulating speech are the following:

• Listening games such as pairing words or sentences.

• Drawing some pictures on the blackboard or showing an object to be

identified

3. The communicative approach of reading which involves communicative

competence such as newspaper articles, travel and tourism websites, articles

from the net etc. make classroom reading more flexible and interesting.

4. Discourse competence refers to knowledge of discourse markers and the

way they connect parts of the text to one another.

5. Nearly 2500 words have to be taught in six or seven years. This necessitates

gradation of vocabulary not only from year to year but also from term to

term.

6. Passive vocabulary items are words or phrases which have to be recognized

when seen or heard.

8.11 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. What are the points that the teacher needs to remember while teaching

speaking skills?

2. What is sociolinguistic competence?

3. What is strategic competence?

4. What are the two methods that a textbook writer may employ while selecting

words?

5. What are the principles governing the gradation of vocabulary?

Long-Answer Questions

1. Describe the techniques and materials that are required for stimulating

speech.

2. Describe the process of selection of vocabulary.

3. Explain gradation of vocabulary.
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9.0 INTRODUCTION

Just like listening and speaking skills, effective reading and writing skills are extremely

significant for effective communication. They are not just a set of basic skills that is

developed at the school stage. Reading and writing skills are an essential part of

each educated person’s life, because these skills form the foundation of written

communication, which is one of the tools through which people express their ideas

and learn about those of others. In this unit, you will learn about developing good

reading and writing skills. In addition, you will learn about reading comprehension

questions, devices used for textual cohesion, functions of text and organization of

text.

9.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

• Understand the method of developing reading skills

• Discuss the ways of reading comprehension questions
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• Describe the ways of using devices for textual cohesion

• Explain the various functions of text

• Analyse the organization of text

9.2 TEACHING READING

Reading is a productive aspect of language skill. The learners of English must

know reading English because it opens the gate of knowledge. Education of a

child is aimed at developing his ability to read, to understand and to properly

interpret the contents of a reading material.

Objectives of teaching reading

The objectives of teaching reading are as follows:

1. To enable pupils to pronounce words correctly

2. To enable them to understand the meaning of words and sentences

3. To enable them to interpret sentences of the paragraphs

4. To enable them to use the ideas in other situations, which they learnt from a

reading material

5. To enable them to take pleasure in reading

6. To enable them to read materials such as books, reports, novels, dramas,

newspaper, etc. after school.

7. To widen the eye span, which means the number of words that human eyes

can see in one complete moment

Retardation of reading english

The following factors are responsible for the retardation of reading English.

1. Our examinaiton system has no place for reading.

2. Many teachers are not efficient in reading.

3. The textbook material is not well graded for reading purpose.

4. In many schools, grammar – cum – translation method is used for teaching

English. There is no room for reading in this method.

5. Reading has not been given importance in the mother tongue. Therefore, so

it also fails to receive a proper place in English.

9.2.1 Kinds of Reading

There are the following kinds of reading:

Loud Reading: At the early stage, much of the reading is done aloud. So that it

provides practice in good speech to the pupil and affords the teacher an opportunity

to judge whether the pupil is reading with correct pronunciation or not. The teacher
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should drill the correct forms of mistakes made by the students in chorus as well as

individually.

Silent Reading: Along with the loud reading, a habit of reading silently should be

developed in the students. Many adults practice this kind of reading. The pupose

of reading aloud is to improve the pronunciation of the students; whereas, the

purpose of silent reading is to enable them to understand what thay have read with

the speed of reading.

Intensive Reading: It means a minute and detailed study of the prescribed prose

text. It concentrates upon language, words, phrases, sentence’s tructures,

information and the grasping of the sense. Intensive reading increases the active

vocabulary. It helps in learning grammar. It explains the meaning. It improves the

power of expression.

Extensive Reading: It is also known as rapid reading or independent silent

reading. If is prescribed incase of reading for information only and concentrates

upon subject matter. In this method, there is a little study of individual words and

phrases possible. Students read without the help of the teacher. They become

efficient in recognizing words faster than pronouncing them. For this king of reading,

the subject matter should be simple. It should be suitable for the mental level of the

students.

Library Reading: It is not a supervised reading; it is not done in a formal situation

of a classroom or in the form of set lessons.

9.2.2 Methods for the Development of Reading Skill

The following methods are used for the development of reading skills.

Alphabetic Method: This method is also known as the ABC method. First, the

students identify the letters then repeat the letters till they are learnt by heart. Then

the learn combining two or more letters to form a word such as, a + t = at , s + h

+ e = she, etc. combining words into phrases and sentences etc.

Syllabic Method: In this method, syllables of English are used to start teaching

reading so the unit of teaching is syllables instead of letters or the alphabets. When

the two vowel sounds are combined together it is known as single syllable. Syllables

are combined to form words and sentences.

For example - High - hai

How - nau

Dear - dia

Many consonants can also be pronounced only when they are combined

with vowels. Monopthongs (pure vowels refers to a pure vowel sound, whose

articulation at both beginning and end is relatively fixed, and which glide up or

down to words a new position of articulation). Dipthongs (impure vowels) refers

to two adjacent vowel sounds occuring within the same syllable.
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Phonic Method: It depends upon the principle that reading should be taught

through sounds. It was adopted when it was realized that the sound of letters, not

their names when spoken, produce the word. In this method, it is assumed that

sound is the unit of the word. For example, if we want to teach s continuously, we

will produce the hissing sound s – s – s- -s –s - . After learning sounds, they should

be combined into syllables, words and sentences.

Word Method: This  method is also known as ‘look and say method’. Here,

words are presented with the pictures for which they stand. First, familiar nouns

like table, chair, book, etc., are presented. Then some verbs as sit, stand, walk,

etc. are tought Later on, sentences using these nouns and verbs are taught, which

are constructed with the help of structural words, e.g., run to the door, write on

the blackboard. Then adjectives like red, black, big, small, etc., are introduced.

The teacher must show a red hankey or a fat boy while teaching red and fat

respectively. Then sentences are framed using these adjectives. For example,

• This red hanky is very neat.

• A fat man was running on the road.

Individual words are basic units of both thought and recognition. From the

beginning, attention is focused on the meaning  of what is read. Disadvangage of

this method is that it encourages the bad habit of reading one word at a time.

There are abstract words, which cannot be taught through pictures.

Phrase Method: The phrase method is based on the belief that phrases are more

interesting than the word. At each function of eyes, a reader recognizes not a word

but a group of words. In this method, the teacher prepares a list of phrases and

writes one phrase on the black board. He asks pupils to look at the phrase

attentively. The teacher reads the phrase and the students repeat it several times.

New phrases are compared with the phrases already taught.

This method is a midway between word and sentence methods. Phrases

can be presented with more interesting material aids. This method helps in extending

eye-span. It places emphasis on meaning rather than reading.

Sentence Method: W.M. Ryburn is the propounder of this method. This method

is just opposite to the alphabetic method. The unit of teaching in this method is a

sentence. The true unit of thought is a sentence not a word. A sentence is also a

unit of speech. A sentence conveys a complete meaning. First,  the teacher selects

a sentence and teaches it by conversation. He shows a sentence on a flash card

with a picture side by side. The teacher reads the sentence loudly and gives some

time to the students to recognize the sentence. He, then, writes a sentence on the

blackboard and reads it loudly and gives some time to students to recognize the

sentence. The teacher asks the students to read the sentence. This is done again

and again. He, then, indicates towards the phrases of the sentences and reads

them and aks the students to do so. Then, he reads the individual words of the

sentence and asks pupils to read them. He reads words with their spelling e.g.
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r-u-n-n-i-n-g, i.e. running, and asks students to do so. This method can employ

the following exercises.

1. Recognizing the words

2. Jumbled words in a sentence

3. Jumbled sentences

Limitations

This method has the following sentences:

1. It becomes difficult for the students in reading sentences without knowing

letters and words.

2. Trained teachers are needed for the aching through this method.

3. It is not economical from the point of view of time.

Story Method: In this method, a number of sentences forming a story are presented.

This method is based upon the assumption that children love listening  the stories.

Steps- The teacher tells a story. Then he discusses the events of the story. He

writes the story on the chalkboard then reads the story and in this way, the students

recognize the individual sentences. It becomes easy for them as they are quite

familiar with the events of the story. This process goes on unitl the pupils become

quite familiar with sentences. At last, the tacher analyses each word and follows

the word method. It is a psychological method, which caters the interest of the

pupils. The limitations of this method are that it emphasises on the memorization of

the events occurred in the story. It does not lay stress on the recognition of the

words. It develops the habit of guess work in the students.

Characteristics of reading

Reading has the following characteristics.

1. Purposiveness

2. Complexity

3. Comprehension

4. Speed

5. Silently and loudly

6. Selectiveness

7. Text-based

9.2.3 Principles Behind the Teaching of Reading

The process of teaching reading is based on the following principles:

1. Reading is not a passive skill: It is an active occupation. To do it

successfully, the students have to understand what the words mean, see the

pictures the words paint, understand the arguments and work out the plans

to agree with them. If this is not done, it is quickly forgotten.
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2. Students need to be engaged with what they are reading: Students

who are not engaged with the reading text are not likely to benefit from it. If

the content does not attract or engage them, they will not take pains to read

it. For example, if a teacher wants to teach alphabets to the students, he has

to show them in a colourful manner that would appeal even the child sitting

at the end of the class.

3. Students should be encouraged to respond to the content of a reading

text, not just to the language:  This is not of much importance to students

of junior classes, but senior students should be aware of what they are

reading. The meaning of the content is also important. The students should

be allowed to express their feelings about the topic.

4. Prediction is a major factor in reading:  The teacher should give hints to

the students as to what they would read. This would start a process, in the

brain of the students, to start predicting about what they are going to read.

Expectations are set up and the active process of reading is ready to begin.

It will make them better and more engaged readers.

5. Match the task to the topic: By asking interesting questions, the interest

of the students is sustained throughout the reading session. Pair work, group

work may be involved in this process. Giving incentives works well in the

junior classes; even a loud applause motivates the students.

9.2.4 Procedures Required for Developing Reading Skills

The following procedures are required for developing reading skills:

1. Selecting reading material: The teacher has to select the reading material

to supplement the readers (test books) prescribed for study because these

do not cater to their varied interests due to lack of variety. The reading

material should be suited to the age group of the readers and interesting

enough to them.

2. Preparing reading material and presenting it: The English teacher should

not only select but should also be able to prepare the reading material. It

may also be possible that the reading material may not be in accordance

with the background and reading ability of the students. If he himself prepares

the reading material, it will cater to the specific reading interests and

backgrounds of the students. After it, the teacher should present it in an

interesting manner.

3. Organizing practice sessions: Practice sessions are important for language

learning. They are important for both loud reading as well as for silent reading.

The teacher should provide to maximum students an opportunity to read.

He should ask any student at random to read so that all of them remain

attentive in the class.
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4. Diagnosing reading difficulties: Difficulties do occur in learning to read.

Diagnosing reading difficulties of students is one of the important teaching

skills. This skill is also needed in reading aloud as well as for reading silently.

When the students are reading aloud, the teacher can attend to their mistakes

and give them practice and drill in correct pronunciation. For silent reading,

it is important that they should do it with full concentration with understanding.

For it, the teacher should guide the students at every step.

5. Organizing reading games: Students like playful activites; therefore reading

games should be organized to cater their interest and motivate them for

reading more and more.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. List at least three objectives of teaching reading.

2. What is the basis of the phrase method of teaching reading?

3. Why should an English teacher himself/herself prepare the reading material

for students?

9.3 READING COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS

Reading is a receptive skill. It does not mean simply to read the word symbols

without grasping their meaning. In reading, the eyes come in contact with certain

words, which are used to represent certain ideas. Mind perceives the meaning of

those words, which ultimately convey a message. Thus, the sender sends a message

through some written words and the receiver receives it after reading those written

word symbols. This process is known as reading comprehension, i.e. understanding

through reading. There is a large demand on this skill in practical life and like any

other skill, it can be developed with an intelligent effort.

These are certain necessary elements required for the development of good

reading skill:

1. First assential element for good reading is the reader’s acquaintance with

the alphabets. If his knowledge of the symbols is inadequate, his

understanding of the written material will not be proper. Hence, the reader

should have a command over the word symbols.

2. The reader should not have any prejudices, only then he will be able to read

a passage sincerely and grasp its meaning.

3. Due to some physical inability sometimes the reader cannot grasp the meaning

even after reading a passage many times. Therefore, such physical inability

should be cured before they begin to read a passage.
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4. Reader should be attentive while reading something. Due to the lack of

attentiveness, the eyes read the words but no image is perceived by the

mind. Mind fails to convert the word symbols into some meaningful message.

9.3.1 Skimming

The word ‘skim’ literally means to take show or cream or flcating layer from

surface of liquid. The skimming method of reading a text means to read superficially

or look over curiously and gather salient facts contained in it. In more simple

words, skimming means reading a text quickly to get the gist of it and find out

roughly what it is about.

In today’s competitive age, people are short of time. In such an age, the

abridged pieces of composition play a vital role in economizing people’s time and

energy. Hence, the reader should equip himself with certain special talents required

to learn the art of skimming a text.

Most people read quickly but carelessly and retain a very vague idea of

what they have read. It is because their attention was not fully centred on the

passage while they were reading it. The memory cannot retain what was never

given it to hold. The skimming method of reading is a good corrective of the

reader’s common tendency to vague and disorderly thinking and his wandering

wit. This method enables the reader to comprehend a passage with brevity and to

grasp the matter in a logical order. The reading done in this manner calls for intensive

brain work.

9.3.2 Scanning:

The work ‘scan’ literally means to look at all parts intently or quickly. The reader

is required to read a passage carefully but quickly in order to grasp its meaning.

This method is used when the reader reads a passage quickly to get a general idea

of the theme. Usually a novel, short story, an article on some general topic or the

contents of a newspaper are read in  this way. Moreover, the comprehension

exercises are also read quickly, following the scanning method. This sort of reading

is extensive.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

4. What is meant by the method of ‘skimming’?

5. What kind of content is read through the ‘scanning’ method?

9.4 TEACHING WRITING

There is a great importance of writing skill in language learning. Whatever we have

heard and read yets reinforced through the writing. When the students practice in

writing of the already learnt language items, they are fixed firmly in their minds.

Writing enables the students to express their ideas in their own words. It helps to
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organize the ideas in a logical sequence. It helps to keep in mind the various

aspects of language. Beautiful handwriting is just like a beautiful flower which

gives fragrance. Beautiful handwriting not only attracts the reader but also the

writer who experiences pleasure in the process of writing. Bacon while telling

about the importance of writing says, ‘Reading makes a full man, conference a

ready man and writing an exact man.’

According to Bell, – ‘writing is a difficult art; it requires a complete control

of the muscles of the hand and wrist and this control a small child does not possess.’

Therefore, to teach writing English, we should pay attention to the following

aspects:

1. Teaching to develop the skill of controlling the small muscles of the fingers

and the wrist while writing.

2. Teaching the coordination of hand and eyes.

3. Getting students do various exercises in written work.

In the early stages, stress is given on the hand writing only and in the later

stages, writing plays an important role when they are noting down the lectures

of the teachers and when they are accumulating the ideas from the journals

and from their books. Even in the administrative offices of the central

government, the work is done in English and therefore, the writing skill is

needed there as well.

4. Making letters of right shape and size.

5. Learning proper spacing between letters, words and lines.

6. Using capital letters and other punctuation marks whereever  necessary.

There  are the following three stages of teaching writing mechanics:

(a) Preparation stage

(b) Script writing stage

(c) Mastering stage

(a)  Preparation Stage

It involves the following:

(i) Free hand drawing:  At the early stage, the children should be motivated

to write. They should be allowed to do the writing practice as they are

having practice of art. The teacher should allow them to draw big shapes of

various sizes on the chalkboard or on the large paper sheets.

(ii) Controlled drawing: Then the lined notebook should be taken and different

shapes should be drawn within lines on the paper to give controlled practice

to the children.

(iii) Acquaintance with the written forms: Before we begin the practice in

writing, children should be introduced to the written forms. The teacher

may write the names of children on their books, notebooks and desks to

create an interest among them for writing.
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(b) Script Writing Stage

 In this stage, the child starts learning English in the form of script writing. First, he

knows to write the capital letters and then the small letters. When the children are

to start script writing they should not be taught the letters in order but in the groups

of letters having same shapes. For example,

(i) Letters made by strokes – i, k, l, t, x, z etc.

(ii) Letters formed on the circle – C,e,c O,Q etc.

(iii) Letters formed by circles and strokes- a,b, d, p, q etc.

(iv) Letters formed by curves – f, g, m, n J, B, P,U, R,S etc.

The teacher may demonstrate this method on the chalkboard or in the

notebooks of the students. They should start writing on four-lined notebooks.

After sufficient practice on script writing, writing should be practiced in the

alphabetical order.

(c) Mastering Stage

Gradually, every child develops a particular style of writing. This particular style

should be continued under due care and guidance of the teacher. The chief function

of teaching writing at this stage is to acquire the adult style of writing. Before

moving towards the cursive wring, sufficient practice should be given to the students

to become familiar with it. First, we have to lay emphasis on letter formation and

then on combining letters. The children may be asked to copy the text and they

can be dictation given which should be daly checked.

9.4.1 Devices Used for Textual Cohesion

In terms of reading or writing a sentence, textual cohesion refers to the links that

hold it together and give it meaning. This is related to the grammatical and lexical

relationship within a sentence. M. A. K. Halliday and Ruqaiya Hasan’s Cohesion

in English identifies five general categories of cohesive devices that create

coherence in texts– reference, ellipsis, substitution, lexical cohesion and conjunction

(Figure 9.1).

Ellipsis

Conjunction Reference

Categories of 
Cohesive Devices

Lexical
Cohesion

Substitution

Figure 9.1 Categories of Cohesive Devices
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These devices of textual cohesion have been explained as follows:

• Reference: It means when the reader or listener has to retrieve the identity

of what is being talked about by referring to another expression in the same

context. For example, ‘vaguely, he saw the form of a man’.

• Ellipsis: It is another cohesive device, which is used by omitted words

when the phrase needs to be repeated. For example, ‘The younger child

was very outgoing, the older much more reserved’.

• Substitution: In this device, a certain word is substituted for another, more

general, word. For example, ‘I dropped the ice-cream because it was dirty’.

• Lexical cohesion: It is the ‘cohesive effect achieved by the selection of

vocabulary’.

• Conjunction: It sets up a relationship between two clauses. For example,

‘the battle was followed by a snowstorm’.

9.4.2 Functions of a Text

There are the following six functions of the text, each associated with a dimension

of the communication process:

1. Referential (contextual information)

2. Aesthetic (auto-reflection)

3. Emotive (self-expression)

4. Conative (vocative or imperative addressing of receiver)

5. Phatic (checking channel working)

6. Metalingual (checking code working)

One of the six functions is always the main function in a text and generally

related to the type of text. In poetry, the dominant function is the poetic function:

the spotlight is on the meaning itself. According to Jakobson, the true characteristic

of poetry is ‘the projection of the principle of equivalence from the axis of selection

to the axis of combination’. It means that poetry effectively combines and integrates

form and function, that poetry turns the poetry of grammar into the grammar of

poetry, so to speak. A well-known example of this principle is the political slogan

‘I like Ike’.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

6. Name the five devices used for textual cohesion.

7. Give a suitable example of suitable textual cohesion.
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9.5 ORGANIZATION OF TEXT

For developing better writing skills, it is essential to organize the text in a presentable

manner. This can be achieved with the help of learning how to write better English,

which, in turn, can be learned through writing scripts. In addition, the textbooks

are the best examples of an organized text.

9.5.1 Writing Scripts

There are the following two major types of writing scripts:

Print script: It consists of plain letter forms usually based on straight lines and

curves. Text books contain print script. The letters in this script are not joined

together and are thus easier to learn. The common practice is to start with print

script and then turn to cursive writing after a year or two.

Advantages

(i) No strokes are needed to join the letters. These letters are simpler in form

than in cursive writing.

(ii) At the early stage, the children see their books in the print script so they are

saved from learning two scripts for each letter.

(iii) Compared with the cursive writing script, the physical stress in it is much

lesser.

(iv) In this method, there is lesser need for supervison of the pupils than in

teaching the cursive writing script.

When our main aim is to teach the students cursive writing then why do we

lay stress on print script? Print script also has its drawbacks. The formation of

letters e.g. a and g is not easy to learn. Pupils can write them in a better way in the

cursive writing. Our main aim is to enable the students to write a good speed and

they at can do it in a better way in cursive writing. Although it has some drawbacks

even then pre-school children are taught to start writing in print script.

Cursive Writing Script: It is a running type of script in which letters in a word

are joined together with a curve or a loop. All over the world, cursive writing is

adopted by the writers. In this type of writing, the pupils can learn to write at their

maximum speed. Pre-primary school children find it difficult to write in cursive

writing so, However, it is better to teach them writing in print script and then

switch over to cursive writing. We should not try to develop in them the habit of

writing in print script because once this habit is developed, it becomes difficult for

them to change it in the cursive writing.

Characteristics of good handwriting

The characteristics of good handwriting are as follows:

Letter Style:

Slanting towards left             \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \
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Slanting towards right           / / / / / / / / / / /

Vertical                                  ||||||||||||||||

Generally, girls tend to adopt the first one and boys the second one while

the verticlal style is common to both. But the teacher must see that the students

should acquire one style only and do not mix with any other style as it will make

their handwriting shabby. The vertical letters are the best.

Legibility: Handwriting should be legible and attractive. Each letter should have

its correct form. The teacher should pay attention to the five aspects of cursive

writing – letter formation, regularity of slant, quality of line or stroke, alignment and

spacing. Studies have shown that pupils generally do not write five letters properly

– a, e, r, t and f. The things which make the writing illegible are as follows:

1. Not doting – i

2. Not crossing – t

3. Making the stroke short – h

4. Not to close letters – a and o

Uniformity: It should be uniform in size, space and alignment. All letters should

be written in vertical or in slant either in left or in right.

Spacing: The letters in words and words in sentences should be properly spaced.

Lines on a page should not be unevenly close to each other.

Distinctiveness: Letters should be written clearly and carefully. The letters should

not resemble with some and other letters.

Appropriate size of letters: The letters neither should be too small or too big.

There should be proper proportion between the  size of letters.

Simplicity: The letters should be easy to read. They should not have unnecessary

loops or tails.

Speed: In the beginning, the pupils should write slowly but they should cultivate

the habit of writing beautifully at a reasonable speed.

9.5.2 Causes of Bad Handwriting

The following are the causes of handwriting

1. Teacher’s poor handwriting: Teacher’s handwriting should be a model

for the students. He should himself demonstrate good handwriting e.g. the

style, the formation and size of letters. If the teacher is not having model

handwriting, he cannot inspire his students to acquire good handwriting.

2. Physical causes: Some physical causes such as keeping the arm too near,

keeping the arm too far, thumb too stiff, index finger pressing heavily, fingers

too near the nib, movement of hand too slow are the causes of bad

handwriting.
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3. Improper posture: Improper posture also affects the handwriting. It leads

to the defects in handwriting such as it becomes too much slant, too straight,

too dark and too irregular. Therefore, the teacher should guide the students

to sit in a correct posture.

4. Too tight or too loose hold on the pen: The hold on the pen also makes

the writing bad or good because of it writing becomes too light, too dark or

heavy.

5. Lack of practice: Good handwriting needs continuous practice. If the

proper time is not given to the students for practice, it will result in bad

handwriting. Writing material should be proper.

Suggestions: Good handwriting is a good habit and bad handwring is a wrong

habit. Once it is formed, it becomes difficult to reform or to replace this habit with

the habit of good or beautiful handwriting. The following suggestion will help

incultivating a good handwriting:

a. Use of four line notebooks: If proper attention is paid by the teacher on

the size and spacing of letters, the four line notebooks result in good

handwriting.

b. Teacher writing as model: When the teacher is writing on the blackboard,

he should ask the students to watch his movements of hand and fingers.

c. Individual attention: The students’ posture is important. They should sit

comfortably on their desk with both feet resting on the ground, slightly learning

forward, and head should be twelve inches away from the copy.

d. Adequate practice: Writing practice should be given daily to the students

and there should be particular attention to the practice on the writing of

those students  who have bad handwriting.

e. Use of proper writing material: Use of transcription books can also be

made profitable.

f. Sympathetic treatment: Teacher should sympathetically treat the students

having bad handwriting. They may be asked to do one page handwriting

daily.

g. Writing competitions: The teacher should organize writing competitions

for equently. Good handwriting of the students should be displayed in the

classrooms. Sometimes, prizes can also be given to encourage these students.

9.5.3 TextBook

According to F.L. Billows ‘To make the best use of time in the classroom and to

avoid unintended repitition or the neglect of essential language patterns, the teacher

is adviced to have a Textbook, at least in the background of this mind.’

It has rightly been quoted that ‘books are keys to wisdom’s treasure. They

are gates to lanes of pleasure. They are paths that upward lead. They are friends
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come, let us read. If there is a book with a person, he can never feel lonely, as

book is one’s best friend. Books are not only the sources of knowledge and

information but they are also an important source of teaching –learning process.’

Textbooks occupy an important place in primary and secondary education.

In English Teaching textbooks are all the more important. According to R. S.

Trivedi, ‘In the absence of any other instructional materials, the textbook becomes

a potent tool in the hands of a teacher to teach the skill of a language and the more

of a foreign language.’ It is not merely a course of study but a set of unit plans and

a learning guide also. It helps to revise and reinforce the language material already

taught. The teacher must be able to evaluate the textbook she/he has to use.

Various scholars have defined textbooks on the basis of their content and

significance. According to H.R. Douglas, ‘textbooks are an important basis of

teaching and studying for teacher as well as students.’

According to C.P. Hill, ‘textbooks should not be used as a collection of

facts to be learned by heart but rather as a store house of basic information, which

the pupil can use in a variety of ways.’

According to Heroliker, ‘textbooks are the written from of knowledge and

thinking for organized teaching and instruction.’

According to modern trends in education, ‘The Textbook does not enjoy

monopoly over teaching, it is only a tool and an aid and a source of knowledge. It

is regarded as a faithful servant and not as a stern master.’

Importance of a textbook

Textbooks are the print media for preserving human knowledge and experiences.

They enable the teacher to prepare his lessons for lecture and also help the students

to prepare for their examination. ‘Textbooks have a significant place in the teaching

– learning activities.’

Textbooks are important due to the following reasons:

1. They are cheap and economical aid of teaching.

2. They stimulate teaching – learning process.

3. They make teaching systematic as they are written accoring to the syllabus.

4. They keep the teacher on guard against any unnecessary repetitions and

omissions.

5. They help students in self-study.

6. They facilitate and stabilize students’ learning.

7. They give meaning and purpose to the teaching – larning of a language.

8. They serve as a memory aid for the pupils.

9. They are helpful to the teachers to set question papers.

10. They are helpful to the teachers to give home assignments to the students.
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11. They are the storerooms of mighty minds.

12. They help in supplementing the learning experiences of the pupils.

13. Textbooks in English select and grade vocabulary and present structures in

an organized manner.

14. The examples and illustrations given in the textbook help the pupils a lot.

15. They give the knowledge of linguistic principles and experiences.

16. They serve as indexes for academic achievement.

17. Exercises given in the textbooks are helpful to the students.

18. They become a permanent record or measure of what has been learnt.

Characteristics of a good textbook: A good textbook is one of the essential

tools in the hands of a teacher. It consists of the teaching material, which is to be

taught in the class. The syllabus for different classes can be implemented through

the textbooks.

The characteristics of a good textbook can be studied under two subheadings

which are as follows:

(a) Academic

(b) Technical

Academic characteristics

(1) Adequate subject matter: It should deal with the psychological needs

and interest of the students. It should be in accordance with the mental age

of the students. It should be related to the pupils’ environment. It should

have a link with the Indian culture and tradition. Instances from the Western

culture and environment have no significance as one cannot relate with it. It

should have variety of topics. It should have practical utility and be

informative.

(2) Style: The style should be based on the maxims of teaching - simple to

compelx, known to unknown, concrete to abstract. Logical manner should

be adopted for the presentation of subject matter. The style should appeal

to the readers.

(3) Vocabulary and structures: The vocabulary should be controlled. It should

be properly selected and graded. A good textbook should contain 2500

words and 250 structurs for six years course of English. New words should

be repeated frequently so that the reader becomes familiar with them. The

introduction of vocabulary should be progressive within series of readers.

Every reader should give an index of words and structures at the end. It

should provide with lessons which motivate the students to learn the skills

of speaking, reading and writing. At the end of the book, a glossary of

difficult words and structures should be given. Sufficient exercises should

be given in the end of each lesson for the students to practice.
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(4) Pictures and illustrations: Textbook should consist of illustratons to make

the subject matter clear and interesting. They should be sufficient in number.

The readers for junior level should have illustrations occupying more space

and quite large in size. They should be attractive. Illustrations such as sketches,

pictures and charts help the teacher to explain without the use of mother

tongue. Many ideas should not be conveyed in one illustration as they can

make the subject matter ambiguous rather than to make it clear.

(5) Suggesting good methods of learning: Subject matter of English should

be presented along with its suggested application. It should give practical

suggestions for applying the knowledge gained. At the end of chapters or

the whole textbook meant for higher classes, there should be references for

further study.

(6) Proportion and order: A lesson should not be very long. There should be

plausible proportion between prose, poetry, story, biography, etc. Two topics

of the same kind should not be in continuation. Proportion of content and

structural words should be maintained.

(7) Exercises: There should be sufficient number of exercises at the end of

every lesson. The instructions about the exercises should be brief and clear.

Varied exercises should be presented. Exercises should be well selected

and graded.

(8) Opportunity of oral work: It should provide sufficient opportunity for

oral work. The lessons should be based on the possibility of introductory

oral work.

(9) Constant modification and revision: The English textbook should be

kept upto date as regards it subject matter through revision and modification

each year according to the latest development in life and environment. It

must contain latest information of all the aspects of national life.

Technical Charactristics:-

The textbook should have the following technical characteristics:

(1) Paper should be of good quality. It should be glossy and soft to please the

eyes of the reader.

(2) Printing should be attractive with no mistakes.

(3) Size of typed letters should be bold for juniors and small for seniors.

(4) Margin and spacing should be symmetrical.

(5) Headings and sub-headings should be bold.

(6) Binding should be proper.

(7) The cover should be thick and durable with some interesting illustrations

over it.

(8) A book jacket should be added to the cover.
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(9) The get-up of the book should be attractive.

 (10) The book should be moderately priced.

(11) The title over the book should be attractive.

(12) The book should be handy. The size of the textbook should be according to

the level of the student. It should be 6"x4" for the primary level and 7.5" x

5.5" or 8.5"x 5.5" for the secondary level.

Proper use of textbooks:

(1) Reference purpose of the textbook: It should serve only as a book or

reference for both the teacher and the pupil. It should supplement teaching

and not supplant it. A teacher who depends too much on a textbook, leaves

a bad impression upon the pupil’s mind, both about himself and the subject.

He should supplement it with the subject matter from other Textbooks,

references and resources.

(2) Varying approaches: There should be varying approaches of different

authors to clarify the same point and give a wider range of knowledge.

(3) Teacher additons: The teacher should also make additions with material

of his own. His subject is not a finished product. It should be ever-developing

and ever-reviewing itself. A textbook should be an instrument in his hands.

He should be not an instrument in the hands of the textbooks.

(4) Introduction to contents: In the beginning, the pupils should be introduced

to the contents of the entire book, along with its special features. This will

give them an idea of the complete programme and build up a general readiness

for the workload of the entire year.

(5) Determining the sequence of the contents: The teacher should determine

the sequence of contents that will best suit his purpose in the beginning of

the year.

(6) Developing a readiness for each unit: This requires some class

discussion, map work, story telling or similar activities, which ‘set the state’

for the main part of the book to be undertaken.

Limitations of existing textbooks in india

The limitation of existing textbooks in India are as follows:

(1) Lack of fulfilling adolescent needs: The textbooks do not pay attention

to the interests, attitudes and needs of the adolescents.

(2) Obsolete materials: Once the textbooks have been written, they are used

by the students for study year after year. Suitable changes are not made in

the present textbooks by adding new experiments and information from

time to time.
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(3) Lack of research: The present textbooks lack research on the latest

experiments and discoveries. The real activities, experiences and social

problems have not been given a place in them. Thus, the prevalent textbooks

have reading material of low quality.

(4) Lack of initiative: The present textbooks encourage rigidity and uniformity

in the field of English teaching. They encourage cramming in place of thinking

and reasoning and do not let develop initiative.

(5) Poor physical aspect: The physical aspect of the textbooks includes things

such as paper, printing, packaging, pictures, format, cover and get-up. These

aspects are not given attention in available textbooks.

(6) High price : The prevalent textbooks in English in India are highly priced in

comparison to those available in other countries because the Indian publishers

only want to earn fast money.

(7) Poor presentation: The present English textbooks are written according

to syllabus. The objective of the writers is to complete all topics. So, they

do not pay attention to language, style, order and subject matter of the

Textbooks. Such textbooks are not lively. The students do not take interest

in reading them.

(8) Not means but End: The textbooks are often used not as a means but as

an end in themselves . Many teachers either tell the same things which are

mentioned in the textbooks or read it to the students and think that they

have done their duty. Some teachers ask a student to stand up and read a

textbook while they themselves prepare attendance register or do some

other work by asking the students to remain silent. This hinders the

development of children and their viewpoint becomes narrow.

In addition to this, a good textbook of English should be supplemented by

teacher’s handbook. It will guide the teachers. Teaching of English can be made

more effective and useful, and the teachers can go a long way in the improvement

of linguistic attainment of the students with the help of teacher’s handbook.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

  8. What kinds of defects are created in handwriting due to improper posture?

  9. Give two limitations of existing textbooks in India.

10. List at least three technical characteristics of good textbooks.
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9.6 SUMMARY

In this unit, you have learned that:

• At the early stage, much of the reading is done aloud so that the pupil

practices good speech and the teacher gets an opportunity to check whether

the pupil is reading with correct pronunciation or not.

• Individual words are basic units of both thought and recognition.

• W. M. Ryburn propounded the sentence method, which is opposite to the

alphabet method. These methods are employed in developing the reading

skills.

• The phonetic method of developing reading skills is based on the principle

that reading should be taught through sounds.

• Reading is not a passive skill. It is an active occupation.

• Students like playful activities therefore reading games should be organized

to cater their interest and motivate them for reading more and more.

• The skimming method of reading is a good corrective of the reader’s common

tendency to vague and disorderly thinking and his wandering wit.

• Reading done by the scanning method is extensive.

• In the script writing stage, the child first starts writing capital letters and then

the small letters.

• Through the cursive style of writing, students can learn to write at their

maximum speed.

• Too tight, or too loose, hold on the pen makes the writing bad because due

to it, the writing becomes too light, too dark or heavy.

• A good textbook is one of the essential tools in the hands of a teacher. It

consists of the teaching material, which is to be taught in the class.

• A good textbook should deal with the psychological needs and interests of

students. It should be in accordance with the mental age of the students.

• The physical aspect of the textbooks includes paper, printing, packaging,

pictures, format, cover and get-up.

• A good textbook of English should be supplemented by teacher’s handbook.

It will guide the teachers in making their teaching more effective.

9.7 KEY TERMS

• Intensive reading: It means a minute and detailed study of the prescribed

prose text.
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• Extensive reading: It is also called ‘rapid reading’ or ‘independent silent

reading’. It refers to the habit of reading for information only and concentrates

upon the subject matter.

• Skimming method of reading: It means to read the text superficially or

look over curiously to gather salient facts contained in it.

• Scanning method of reading: It means to read a passage carefully but

quickly in order to grasp its meaning.

9.8 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. Three objectives of teaching reading are as follows:

a. To enable pupils to pronounce words correctly

b. To enable them to understand the meaning of words and sentences

c. To enable them to interpret sentences of the paragraphs

2. The phrase method is based on the belief that phrases are more interesting

than the words at each function of eyes; therefore, a reader recognizes not

a word but a group of words.

3. If the English teacher himself/herself prepares the reading material, it will

cater to the specific reading interests and backgrounds of the students.

Thus, it will help in better learning.

4. ‘Skimming’ means reading a text quickly to get the gist of it and find out

roughly what it is about.

5. Generally, the content of a novel, short story, an article on some general

topic or the contents of a newspaper are read through ‘scanning’ method.

6. Five devices used for textual cohesion are as follows:

• Referencing

• Ellipsis

• Substitution

• Lexical cohesion

• Conjunction

7. The example of substitution cohesion is as follows:

a. ‘Which ice-cream would you like?’

b. ‘I would like the pink one.’

Here, ‘one’ is used instead of repeating ‘ice-cream.’

8. Due to improper posture, the handwriting becomes too much slant, too

straight, too dark and too irregular.

9. The two limitations of existing textbooks in India are as follows:

a. Lack of fulfilling adolescent needs

b. Obsolete materials
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10. Three technical characteristics of good textbooks are as follows:

a. Paper should be of good quality

b. Printing should be attractive with no mistakes

c. Margin and spacing should be symmetrical

9.9 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. What are the objectives of teaching reading?

2. What is meant by the word method of developing reading skills?

3. List the characteristics of reading.

4. What happens in the mastering stage of teaching writing?

5. What do you know about the cursive writing script?

Long-Answer Questions

1. Describe the procedures required for developing reading skills.

2. Compare ‘scanning’ with ‘skimming’ with the help of suitable examples.

3. Discuss the causes of bad handwriting.

4. Explain the importance of a textbook.

5. What are the academic and technical characteristics of a good textbook?

What are the limitations of existing textbooks in India?
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10.0 INTRODUCTION

Evaluation of teaching involves collecting evidence from various stakeholders for

the purpose of improving the effectiveness of the teaching-learning process. A

successful evaluation generates outcomes that are valid, reliable and indicate

directions and action for improvement.

There is much more to an evaluation than ‘putting out a questionnaire’.

Such evaluations relate to the educational aims of the taught programme, or to the

total experience of the student. Some fundamental questions that need to be

answered in this relation are as follows:

• What is the purpose of the evaluation?

• What is the focus of the evaluation?

• Who will be asked to make the evaluation?

• Who will see the outcomes of the evaluation and who will act upon them?

• What are the available methods of evaluation?

In this unit, you will learn about types of evaluation, development of good

items and other related aspects.
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10.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

• Know the types of evaluation

• Understand how good test items can be developed

• Learn about different types of tests

• Learn how to prepare an achievement test

• Know more about blue print

• Understand the processes of standardization and administration

10.2 EVALUATION: AN INTRODUCTION

Evaluation is an extensive and objective-centred process. It tests the whole

personality of an individual. It is an organized method by studying comparative

behaviour. Various educationists have given the following definitions to clarify the

meaning of this process:

Remers and Gage: ‘Evaluation assumes a purpose of an idea of what is

‘good’ or ‘desirable’ from the stand point of the individual or society or both.’

Dandekar: ‘Evaluation may be defined as a systematic process of

determining the extent of which educational objectives are achieved by pupils.’

J.W. Wrightstone: ‘Evaluation is a new technical term introduced to design

a more comprehensive concept of measurement.’

Kothari Commission: ‘It is now agreed that evaluation is a continuous

process, forms an integral part of the total system of education and is intimately

related to educational objectives.’

The term Evaluation is used for two purposes. Firstly, it is used for measuring

the learning system and learning objectives at the end of course. Secondly, it is

also used as an approach advocated by B.S. Bloom, known as tripolar process

that include educational objectives, learning experiences and change of behavior

(Figure 1.1). It provides that teaching and learning should be objective-centred.

In teacher – education programmes, the design of a lesson plan is based on the

concept of evaluation approach.

                                             Educational Objectives 

                                      Learning experiences                       Change in behavior

Figure 10.1 The tri-polar Process
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10.3 TYPES OF EVALUATION

Primarily, there are two types of evaluation: formative and summative.

• Formative Evaluation: In teaching, the whole content is divided into small

units. Therefore, at the end of each unit students should be given, test and

their weak  areas should be diagnosed. After diagnosis, remedial teaching

should be provided before the formative test. Formative tests are used in

making teaching–learning more effective and providing opportunity to students

to get mastery over the content. More emphasis is laid on the achievement

of objectives.

• Summative Evaluation: Formative evaluation is done separately at the

end of each unit of the content and summative evaluation is done after the

student has performed well in the formative evaluation. The general level of

a student is judged from the summative evaluation. The effectiveness of

teaching and instruction is evaluated on the basis of students’s performance.

Thus, Summative evaluation provides reinforcement to the teacher , it helps

in planning and organizing of further teaching. On the basis of student’s

performance, it can be judged as to what extent objectives could be realized.

Procedure of Objective-Based Evaluation:

1. Outlining the objectives in teaching English (his class group) that he plans to

test.

2. Specifying the course content in English on which he plans his test.

3. Deciding the forms of questions that he plans to frame.

4. Deciding the number of questions.

5. Considering the level and range of difficulty of questions.

6. Deciding the scheme of options in questions.

7. Fixing tentative time limit to attempt all questions.

8. Writing instructions for the questions paper.

9. Writing of the test items.

10. Formulating the scoring key.

Now, the question paper is ready to use in the class. Scoring follows and

results are analysed. In the process of script analysis, a result sheet is prepared.

The sheet contains a detailed analysis of question-wise attempt that measures

pupil-wise achievement of scores. One can compute the statistical measures and

comment on both—the suitability of the test for the grade for which it has been

planned, and the pupil attainment. The next step is to find out the weak areas in

pupils’ learning and the subsequent preparation of remedial teaching programme.

Such an exercise may appear rather drawn in the beginning; but it is only a matter

of getting used to it. It is a check on the  teacher’s ability.
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Characteristics of a Good English Test: In order to develop a proper test, one

must be familiar with the important aspects of test construction. Following are

some of the aspects of a test:

i. The purpose of a test (what it is supposed to do)

ii.  Knowledge of the examinees and their background.

iii. The accuracy of measurement (its validity)

iv. The suitability of the format and the familiarity of the examinees with the test

format (multiple choice etc.)

v. The nature of scoring

vi. Test economy (cost effectiveness)

vii. Test acceptability (suitable to the demands of the society, the institution and

individuals)

There are four important characteristics of a good test: objectivity, validity, reliability

and feasibility. These have been briefly explained here.

1. Objectivity: A good test is objective in scoring the answers of the students.

The personal factors do not influence scoring procedure.

2. Validity:  A good test actually measures what  intend to measure. That is to

say, a test should conform to the objectives of testing.

3. Reliability: A good test must be reliable; reliability shows consistency and

that the test will function the same way each time it is administered with

different examinees.

4. Feasibility: It includes several factors like economy (not time-consuming

and expensive with respect to development, administration and scoring),

availability (i.e. easily available), acceptability (i.e. culturally and socially

acceptable), relevance, interpretability and applicability.

10.4 DEVELOPMENT OF GOOD TEST ITEMS

The following guidelines should be followed in the development of good test items:

1. A good test tests only what has been taught, it does not test the material that

has not been taught.

2. Each test item must be based on one of the objectives with which the teacher

started teaching.

3. In a good test, there is due emphasis on the various skills i.e. listening,

speaking, reading and writing. While preparing the different test items. The

teacher should keep in his mind the weak, average and good students.

4. It is easily scorable.
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5. In a test, the instructions should be given clearly. So as not create any

ambiguity.

6. The test items are according to the mental level of the learners.

7. They should neither be too easy nor too difficult. Questions should be such

that can be answered in the prescribed time-limit. Nor there should be such

type of questions which can be answered in more or less time.

8. Coverage: As far as possible, the test should cover the maximum area of

the syllabus. Otherwise, students are likely to avoid studying the entire syllabus

and all the lessons in the reader.

9. Every test item must be valid. That is, it should test what it claims to test. If

a student passes a test of spoken English and he is unable to speak English

outside the school, then the test is not valid.

10. Each test item should be reliable. If the test item is administered a second

time, similar results must be obtained in the class (Test Reliability). If   the

answer to the test item is sent to two examiners and the same score is

obtained, then the test item is reliable (Scorer Reliability). A comprehensive

key prepared and given to the examiner will make the test items reliable.

11. Each test item should be written on only one language item. Such as articles

or prepositions or conjunctions. Two of them should not be included in the

same test item.

12. The test items should be so prepared that students may not reproduce by

cramming or memorizing. That is, some wh-questions given in the Reader

may be changed into some objective (Fill in the blank/ multiple choice/ true-

false) type questions and vice-versa.

13. The test item should be practicable.

10.5 TEST ITEMS FOR DIFFERENT LANGUAGE

SKILLS

Generally testing listening skill four types of language skills are tested these are

briefly discussed here.

1. The teacher reads a story two or three times. Then he puts some questions

and the students are asked to write the answers.

2. By showing a picture has made a few statements, he some of which are

correct or some are incorrect. The students write R the correct statements

and ‘W’ for the wrong statements.

3. The teacher writes in two columns the words having almost the same

pronuncitation. Then he pronounces a word. The students tell the number

of column out of which it is spoken. For example—
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a. Bit Bat

b. Sit Sat

c. Walk Woke

d. But Bat

4. The teacher gives some commands like ‘sit down’, ‘stand up’ etc. The

students will be able to carry out the commands if they are able to listen

correctly.

Testing Speaking Skills

1. Some situation is created with the help of a picture or a chart. Then the

students are asked to speak a few sentences concerning it.

2. Conversation between the teacher and students may help.

3. Role play : Students can be asked to role play in certain specified situations;

this involves some imagination. Children can be asked to play the role of a

shopkeeper, postman or some character in a story.

4. Free role-play: The situations are specified in this test and students are free

to decide on what to say. They can describe a situation or react to a given

situation.

For example, a visitor to your town wants to know the important places to

see. Tell the visitor about the places to see.

Or

What are the local dishes that you will recommend for a person who wants

to taste your food?

5. Group discussions on assigned topics: Students are asked to give their

opinion on others. This can be done at the advanced levels.

6. Presentations: Students are asked to present their ideas on specified topics.

7. Interviews: Each student can be interviewed for about fifteen minutes and

be assessed.

Testing reading skills and vocabulary

Most text books have comprehension questions after a reading passage and it is

taken for granted that reading comprehension is the easiest to evaluate.

Comprehension takes place at various levels involving different operations.

Comprehension can be literal, analytical and inferential. Analytical comprehension

involves classification, categorization and selection; Inferential comprehension,

requires reasoning abilities which are more complex. Comprehension may be

referential, based on the ability to recover factual information. It can be local or

global showing the ability to perceive the overall organization of a given text.

At higher levels, evaluation or critical comprehension may be included since

it will test the ability to judge the author’s statements, attributes, emotions etc.
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Seen passages do not provide a test of reading comprehension; unseen

passages are better for testing reading comprehension because the memory element

is eliminated.

Selection of texts: Texts for comprehension should be from authentic sources

from standard newspapers, Magazines, books, etc. the texts selected should

conform to the types of texts included in the syllabus. It is not good to select texts

simply because they are readily available or easy to read. A relatively difficult or

complex text should be shorter than a more straight-forward one. Passages for

scanning may be longer; detailed reading can be tested using shorter texts. So, we

should be clear about the objectives of testing reading comprehension. Texts dealing

with a single idea or one theme are not suitable; it is better to select passages with

a series of events, a collection of facts, or different options and attitudes. In addition,

the selected passage should cover the structures and words included in the syllabus.

Instructions and questions for testing comprehension should be in simple

English so that students understand them. It is better to use a variety of questions

and not questions that can be answered by copying some words of the text selected.

Sentence comprehension: Multiple-choice paraphrases of even simple signs

can be useful.

Smoking is injurious to health.

It means (a) Smoking is prohibited. (b) Smoking will harm the smoker’s

health. (c) It is better not to smoke. (d) Smoking will cause injury.

Passage Comprehension : Rearranging exercises, yes/no type questions, true/

false questions, multiple choice exercises, wh-questions, inferential questions, simple

completion tests, combining sentences, joining split sentences, fill in the blank

questions, information transfer exercises, questions on point of view, etc. can be

asked. At a higher level, questions that test the emotions and feelings expressed,

their implications and suggestions, questions on the organization of the text or on

the author’s intentions, etc. can be asked.

Gapped Texts (i.e. cloze passages) can also be used for testing reading

comprehension; students cannot supply the missing words if they do not understand

what they read. The passage can be about a page in length with about twenty or

twenty–five deletions. The deletion of words can be regular, random or by deliberate

choice.

In ‘pure’ cloze texts every fifth or seventh word is deleted. Multiple – choice

cloze tests give a choice of three or four words and the student has to select one

that best fits the gap.

‘Master, he cried, ‘as I was – (sleeping, crawling, walking, flying) through

the crowded market, a woman – (struck, pushed, kissed, came) against me and

nearly fell.’
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The test can be banked cloze in which all the words are shown, but out of

order, at the bottom of the passage; that is the word- bank from which the selection

is made. For a passage of twenty blanks, the bank may offer thirty words.

Scrambled sentences may be given and students be asked to arrange them in a

proper order. This is commonly used in many competitive examinations.

Most reading tests involve some writing and understanding of words too; in

a sense, they become a part of reading comprehension.

Testing Writing Skills

Tests of writing may range from writing simple words to the writing of an essay. In

the examination, mostly this is the skill that is tested at all levels, since writing

involves a variety of features like grammar, vocabulary, spelling and punctuation,

reading comprehension, paragraphing, unity and organization, it takes a central

place in our examination systems.

There are different types of questions to test writing skill. For elementary

level, pictures and photographs can be used to make the students write some

descriptions.

(i) Descriptions: A picture or a photograph is given and children are asked to

describe the objects/person in the picture or photograph.

(ii) Description, comparison and contrast: Two similar pictures or diagrams are

given and children are asked to write sentences comparing the two. They

can make lists of similarities and differences between the two.

(iii) Index cards with one sentence on each are given; the students to assemble

the sentences and put them together. A picture or a diagram may be given to

give an idea about the idea.

(iv) Index cards with one part of a sentence on one card and another part on

the other may be given, all jumbled. Students have to put the jumbled up

ones together and frame meaningful sentences.

(v) At the secondary/ intermediate level, students may be given the beginning

of a paragraph with some outline. They may be asked to complete the

paragraph.

(vi) Tables and graphs may be given for writing controlled composition.

(vii) A series of questions may be given, students are to answer the questions.

(viii) A picture may be give; without clear indications, students are to guess and

write sentences describing it.

(ix) Students may be asked to write letters describing a plan.

(x) Sequence of pictures may be given in a jumbled up order; students may

imagine the right sequence and write a paragraph or two.

(xi) Even at the secondary/intermediate level, pictures and other visual

representations can be used for testing writing. For example, a table giving
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the rainfall or population in six or seven places (cities, states, countries) may

be given and students are to write descriptions and comparisons.

(xii) How to do something like using a camera/ a computer for a specific purpose

can be a good task for testing writing.

(xiii) Giving the map of an area with names of streets and names of important

places to, students who are to write directions. It may be in the form of a

telephone conversation, giving directions to one’s friend on how to reach a

place.

(xiv) Given the map of one or two states (like A.P. or U.P., etc.), they are asked

to describe the location and some important features.

(xv) Given a graph about the prices of a commodity like gold or LPG over a

period of time, students may be asked to write a paragraph.

(xvi) Comic strips can be used to test one’s writing competence.

(xvii) Simple sentences may be given; students are to combine the sentences,

using linking devices. A set of linking devices may be given at the bottom.

Alternatively, a passage is given with all nouns and students are to use

appropriate pronouns in different forms.

(xviii) Punctuation marks may be left out in a short passage and students be asked

to punctuate the text.

(xix) Arranging sentences properly in a logical order is a test given in many

competitive examination.

(xx) Correcting mistakes is another popular test item in examinations.

(xxi) Summarizing a given passage or expanding from a given outline are also

common testing techniques. At the intermediate/advanced levels, summarizing

even larger texts can be used.

(xxii) Translating passages can be used in monolingual contexts.

(xxiii) Apart from expansion from a given outline, speculation exercises may be

used for testing writing.

Example:

Suppose there is an accident caused by fire in a house. What precautions

are to be taken? What will the firemen do in such a situation? What will the

police do in such a situation? What will the house-owner do in such a

situation?

(xxiv) Reading an advertisement or a news item is another testing technique. The

reaction may be in the form of a letter, dialogue or a short paragraph.

(xxv) At the higher levels, students may be asked to interview a film star, a sports

person, or a VIP  and write the interviews.

(xxvi) Form filling, letter writing and such other practical activities can be used to

test writing skills.
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10.6 TYPE OF TESTS

The various types of tests are as follows:

(a) Aptitude tests: Tese tests give us guidelines to show if learners have the

ability to learn a given subject. Aptitude tests in areas like music, painting,

scientific, reasoning, mathematical ability, etc. can be constructed to see if

one has a tendency towards fine arts, science, language learning, etc. They

are difficult to construct and their validity and reliability are to be carefully

evaluated since they provide the inputs for deciding one’s future course of

action in life.

(b) Proficiency tests: These tests measure the ability to undertake a particular

programme or course. For instance, placement tests are proficiency tests;

they are, in a way, diagnostic, in the sense that they tell us whether a learner

is ready to undertake a course at a particular  level, and the conditions,

areas of strengths and weaknesses. TOEFL (Testing of English as a Foreign

Language) or IELTS (International English language Testing system) are

proficiency tests. Some institutions stream students on the basis of proficiency

tests and decide if a student can be placed on stream A (i.e. above average),

stream B (i.e. average), or stream C (i.e. below average).

(c) Achievement tests: These tests on the other hand, indicate the level of

achievement or the level of progress towards a specified goal. Most

examinations and tests conducted in schools and colleges are achievement

tests (unit tests, half-yearly examinations etc.). They can be administered

by an examination board like the U.P. Board, C.B.S.E. etc. These tests aim

at finding out the standard which students have reached in relation to other

students after instructions. They also discriminate among students placing

them at different levels of achievement (marks or grades).

(d) Diagnostic tests: These tests are designed to diagnose whether the student

has learnt something well or whether he needs extra help in learning an item.

These tests assess specific areas. For example, if a class has been taught

how to report questions in the indirect speech, by conducting this type of

test the teacher can know if the class has learnt the item satisfactorily. If not,

the teacher can plan a remedial lesson to reteach the item. Thus, diagnostic

test are useful in planning remedial activities because they give the necessary

inputs about the nature of the problem.

Except the above-mentioned categories, teachers generally evaluate students

in a number of ways—homework, assignments, in-class activities or

exercises, team activities, weekly tests, projects class-participation, etc. In

some institutions there is internal assessment that carries weight upto 40 to

50 percent of the total marks.
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10.7 PREPARATION OF AN ACHIEVEMENT TEST

1. Prepare a design: A test is not merely a collection of questions for this

weightages to different objectives, different areas of content, different forms

of questions are to be decided.

a. Weightage to objectives: To make a test valid, it is necessary to analyse

the objectives of the course and decide which objectives are to be

tested and in what proportion.

b. Weightage to different areas of content: It is necessary to analyse the

syllabus and allot weightage to different areas of content.

c. Weightage to different forms of questions: After analyzing the objectives

and content, it is to be seen how they are to be tested. A particular

objective and content can be tested most appropriately by a particular

form of question.

2. Prepare a blue print: After deciding the design of a test paper, the blue

print is to be prepared. It is a three-dimensional chart in which we show

where we will place each equestion in respect of the objective and content

area that it tests.

3. Prepare the Questions: After the blue print is ready, questions are to be

prepared qccording to the dimensions defined on the blue print. For example,

if there are seven one-mark, very short answer type questions testing

knowledge on the content area ‘simple past tense’, the test constructor will

prepare these seven items on simple past tense.

While preparing questions, it must be kept in mind that the question is well

worded and within the comprehension level of the students. Questions for

each type of students should be there but the majority of questions should

be of average difficulty level. The ratio for questions should be 20-60-20,

i.e., easy, average and difficult respectively.

4. Assembling the Question Paper:  When we have prepared the questions

then we will assemble them in a question paper form. For this instructions

are to be written. General instructions for the paper may be given on the top

and specific instructions for questions may be given just before the questions.

5. Preparing the scoring key and the marking scheme:  Scoring key is

prepared for objective type questions and marking scheme is prepared for

others. Scoring key gives the alphabet of the correct answer and the marks

carried by each question. The marking scheme gives the expected outline

answer and the value points for each aspect of the answer.
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6. Preparing Question wise analysis:  This helps to telly the questions in a

test with the blue print. The aqnalysis is done on the following points-

a. Number of questions

b. Objective tested by the question.

c. Specification on which the question is based.

d. Topic covered

e. Form of the question

f. Marks allotted.

g. Approximate time required for answering

h. Extimated difficulty level.

Blue Print

The blue print is a three dimensional or two dimensional chart which shows the

placement of each question in respect of the objective and the content area that

tests. It also indicates the marks carried by each question. The following example

has been provided for your understanding:

UNIT – TENSES CLASS-VIII

M.M. – 30 TIME – 35min.

Note: Figures within the brackets indicate the number of questions and

figures outside the bracket indicate the marks.

No. of questions Marks

Summary - Eassay (E) No. ……… …….

Short Answer (SA) No. ………. ……..

Very Short Answer (VSA) No. 21 21

Objective Type (o) No.   9   9

30 30

10.8 STANDARDIZATION

Standardization means the process of finding comparative norms. When we

standardize a test, we analyze the curriculum very critically, select items carefully

and observe more strict standards than the informal ones. Statistical analysis is

also done more vigorously. Standardization literally means brought to a level or

standard. The standardization of a test involves the development of uniform

procedures for the administration and scoring of the test. Efforts, at this stage, are

made to design procedures that minimize the reliability and validity of the test

scores. The test is administered upon a large sample of population and its reliabilities

and validities are calculated. Generally, teachers make use of their own made tests

in class-room situations to assess attainment of students in different school subjects.
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Such tests are designed for specific use and their reliability and validity are not

established by careful statistical controls. By contrast, in standardized tests, each

item and total scores are carefully analyzed. Such tests provide us norms for various

age and grade levels. The content, administration scoring and interpretation of

these tests are standardized. In short, a standardized test is one that has standard,

direction for administration and scoring by means of which test scores comparisons

are facilitated. In a standardized test, items function as they should and norms are

established also with reliability and validity.

If in a test, the comparative  study is to be made of different individual

scroes, then it is necessary that the conditions for testing each individual should be

similar. To make the conditions similar for the test, the test constructor give detailed

instructions for each new test. The framing of these instructions is an important

step in the standardization of a new test. Therefore, in standardization, attention is

to be paid to these things. What material is to be used, how much time is to be

given for the conduct of the test, what instructions should be given to the subject,

what model examples should be given in the beginning, in what way the doubts of

the subject are removed and how the other conditions of the tests are properly

framed and organized. Besides these, it is also essential to pay attention to some

other factors which influence the ability of the subject on a particular test. For

example, if the instructions are given orally then the instructor should have to keep

such a control on his facial expression, intonation and delivery that the subject do

not feel any sort of difficulties in the instructions given.

 In the standardization of a test, standardization of environmental or physical

conditions is also essential. In other words, at the time of test administratin provisions

should be made for adequate light, ventilation noice control and other facilities to

work with ease. On the basis of the above description, we can say that the

construction of a standardized test should be such that the same test can be given

at different times and at different places presently. In the standardization of a test,

the settings of the norms is also an important step. No psychological test is said to

be standardized if it is not accopmpanied by norms. It is on account of this that no

meanings are attached to any phychological test till its norms have been framed. In

doing so, the same test is administered upon to a large sample constituted by these

individuals for whom the test has been formed, and on the basis of this, large

sample norms are set.

10.9 ADMINISTRATION

It is clear that any test conducted will face many administrative problems; but if the

test is conducted on a large scale or larger group, then these problems will become

more important. In short, test conduction has mainly two objectives- firstly,

maintaining uniformity in the process of evaluation of achievement of a student can

be done always in a uniform manner, and it can be done anywhere and by anyone.
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Secondly, superiority or readiness of work so that results can be obtained easily in

precise form and this can be used in related works. Work-efficiency means economy

in time, efforts and money. In this context, it is noticed that conduction of some

tests is extremely simple while the conduction of other tests is extremely difficult.

The conduction of extremely difficult tests, requires sufficient training. Generally,

the conduction of group test requires less skills in comparison to individual tests.

The difficulty in individual tests is that in these tests not only instructions are read

but also other functions are to be performed simultaneously such as-rapport building,

explaining, supervision etc. Apart form these, the main problem of test conduction

is maintaining uniformity so that there will be no difference in examining students at

different centres. There should be no discrimination between two groups and norms

should be applied uniformly on all groups.

In group test, the main administrative function is to control the group. But

the control should not be too harsh because it develops inappropriate conditions

for the test. If the examiner maintains a friendly and sympathetical environment

with the examinees then the group can be easily controlled by rapport. If required,

the examiner can adopt a strict manner in the beginning and then lenient behaviour

afterwards. In the conduction of test, it should be kept in mind that environment is

suitable for the examinees. In short, test conduction has mainly two objectives –

firstly, maintaining uniformity in the process of evaluation so that the evaluation of

achievements of a student can be done always in a uniform manner, and it can be

done anywhere and by anyone. Secondly, superiority or readiness of work so that

result can be obtained easily in precise form and this can be used in related works.

Diagnostic Testing

In education, diagnosis means to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the

individual student or the class. It helps to ‘identify growth lags and their causal

factors’. After teaching a unit, we usually give a unit test and based on the

performance in this test, the teacher locates areas of weakness of all the learners.

Once the difficulty areas are identified, the specific reason for the difficulty can be

accurately located by giving a diagnositic test. Here, we try to identify the specific

items which caused difficulty to the learner in answering the questions correctly.

For every concept which needs scrutiny, there will be a number of questions varying

in difficulty. For example, if the content item is a function, how to express past

habits, the pre-requisites will be knowledge of past tense, sentence structure, the

use of would’ etc. If the learner has difficulty with any of these items, he may go

wrong. So, the diagnostic test will have three or four objective type questions

each to test each pre-requisite.

Remedial Measures

Diagnostic tests will have no time limit or awarding of marks. An analysis of the

responses will give an idea as to what remedial measure is to be taken by the

teacher. It can be re-teaching, self-learning, peer-teaching, team-teaching, group

study, etc. A post test will assure whether the learners have overcome the difficulties.
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CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. How has Kothari commission defined evaluation?

2. Name the two types of evaluation.

3. List any three characteristics of a good test item.

4. Where should be the texts for comprehension selected from?

5. What are the different types of tests?

6. Define ‘standardization’.

7. What is the main administrative function in a group test?

10.10 SUMMARY

In this unit, you have learned that:

• Evaluation tests the whole personality of an individual.

• In the process of script analysis, a result sheet is prepared.

• Instructions and questions for testing comprehension should be in simple

English so that students understand them.

• The test items should match the mental level of the learner.

• While administering tests, there should be no discrimination between two

groups and norms should be applied uniformly on all groups.

10.11 KEY TERMS

• Diagnosis: It is the process of identifying the strengths and weaknesses of

an individual student or class.

• Blue print: It is a two- or three-dimensional chart showing the placement

of each question in respect of the objective and the content area that it tests.

• Validity: It is the quality of a test to measure what it actually intends to

measure and thus conform to the objective of testing.

• Reliability: It is the quality of a test that ensures that the test shows

consistency and functions the same way each time it is administered with

different examinees.

10.12 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. Kothari Commission defines evaluation as ‘a continuous process that forms

an integral part of the total system of education and is intimately related to

educational objectives’.
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2. The two types of evaluation are formative evaluation and summative

evaluation.

3. A good test item should:

• Test what has been taught

• Be easily scorable

• Be valid, that is, it should test what it claims to test

4. The texts selected for comprehension should be from authentic sources

such as standard newspapers, magazines, books, etc.

5. The different types of tests are as follows:

• Aptitude tests

• Proficiency tests

• Achievement tests

• Diagnostic tests

6. Standardization refers to the process of finding comparative norms.

7. The main administrative function in a group test is to control the group.

10.13 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. How does Wrightstone define evaluation?

2. Outline the procedure of objective-based evaluation.

3. How are speaking skills tested?

4. How can scrambled sentences be used to test writing skills?

5. Why are scoring keys and marking schemes prepared?

Long-Answer Questions

1. What do you know about tri-polar process? Explain.

2. Discuss the characteristics of a good English test.

3. What are the characteristics of a good test item? Discuss.

4. How are gapped texts (cloze passages) used for testing reading

comprehension? Elaborate.

5. Discuss the steps in the preparation of an achievement test.
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